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Rifle & Handgun Scopes

Leupold Rifle Scopes
Leupold Rifle Scopes are built with exceptional quality and backed with fantastic customer 

service. If we don’t list the scope you are looking for, please give us a call - we’ll be glad to quote you a price 
and special order it for you. All Leupold scopes are backed by a Lifetime Warranty, and you don’t even have 
to be the original owner.

VX-I Scopes
  VX-I Scopes offers hunters Leupold quality and accuracy with 1" tubes, 1/4 minute “click” adjustments and Leupold’s lock-
able eyepiece for a secure focus. Models available for shotguns/muzzleloaders, rimfire rifles and standard rifles.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
Leupold VX-I Scopes (1" Tubes)
#526-000-133ST 2-7x33mm Matte VX-1 Heavy Duplex 10.5 oz. $209.99
#526-000-134ST VX-1 2-7x28mm Gloss Fine Duplex 8.2 oz. 219.99
#526-000-156ST VX-1 2-7x28mm Matte Fine Duplex 8.2 oz. 219.99
#526-000-121ST 2-7x33mm Matte Duplex 10.5 oz. 209.99
#526-000-214ST 3-9x40mm Shotgun/

Muzzleloader
Silver Duplex 11.2 oz. 229.99

#526-000-213ST 3-9x40mm Shotgun/
Muzzleloader

Matte Long-Range Duplex 11.2 oz. 249.99

#526-000-215ST 3-9x50mm Matte Duplex 13.3 oz. 299.99
#526-000-216ST 4-12x40mm Matte Long-Range Duplex 11.6 oz. 319.99

VX-II Scopes
VX-II Scopes feature 1" tubes, 1/4 minute “click” adjustments, and the Multicoat 4 lens system formerly available only on 
VX-III rifle scopes.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
Leupold VX-II Scopes (1" Tubes)
#526-000-217ST 3-6x40mm CDS Matte Duplex 11.7 oz. $349.99
#749-008-365ST 3-9 x 40mm Matte Duplex 12.0 oz. 299.99
#526-000-219ST 4-12x40mm Matte Duplex 11.6 oz. 399.99
#526-000-218ST 4-12x40mm AO CDS Matte Fine Duplex 13.7 oz. 499.99
#526-000-220ST 6-18x40mm AO CDS Matte Fine Duplex 15.5 oz. 549.99

Competition Benchrest Scopes
These high magnification scopes feature a 30mm main tube with 1/8 MOA click adjustments and tall target turrets. 
Includes side focus parallax knob and threaded lens covers.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
Leupold Benchrest Scopes (30mm Tubes)
#749-008-483ST 35x Matte 1/8Min Dot 21.5 oz. $1099.99
#749-008-484ST 40x Matte Crosshair 21.5 oz. 1099.99
#749-008-485ST 40x Matte 1/8Min Dot 21.5 oz. 1099.99
#749-008-486ST 45x Matte Crosshair 21.5 oz. 1099.99
#749-008-487ST 45x Matte 1/8Min Dot 21.5 oz. 1099.99

FX-3 Competition Scopes
FX-3 Competition scopes are lightweight to meet strict weight requirements and include adjustable objectives that 
focus from 40 yards to infinity. FX-3 competition scopes have tall target turrets with 1/4 minute click adjustements.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
Leupold FX-3 Target Scopes (1" Tube Adj. Objectives)
#526-000-195ST 6x42mm Gloss Duplex 13.6 oz. $399.99
#526-000-196ST 6x42mm Matte Heavy Duplex 13.6 oz. 399.99
#526-000-197ST 6x42mm Matte Long-Range 

Duplex
13.6 oz. 429.99

#749-008-430ST 6x42mm AO Competition 
Hunter

Matte 1/2 MOA Target Dot 15.0 oz. 469.99

#749-008-442ST 12 x 40mm Matte Fine Duplex 13.5 oz. 499.99
#749-008-446ST 12 x 40mm Matte Leupold Dot 13.5 oz. 549.99
#749-008-453ST 25 x 40mm Matte Leupold Dot 14.6 oz. 649.99
#526-000-198ST 25x40mm Matte ½ MOA Leupold 

Dot
14.6 oz. 649.99

#749-008-460ST 30 x 40mm Matte Leupold Dot 14.6 oz. 699.99

FX-II Scopes
The FX™ Series of riflescopes is made for those hunters and shooters who appreciate the no-nonsense of a fixed power 
riflescope. Perfect for nearly every firearm, from rifles to shotguns and handguns.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
#526-000-139ST 2.5x28mm Matte Duplex 7.5 oz. $309.99
#526-000-144ST 4x33mm Matte Wide Duplex 9.3 oz. 309.99
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Rifle & Handgun Scopes
VX-3 Scopes
The VX-3 series scopes feature Leupold’s Xtended Twilight Lens System® which optimizes the transmission of low-light wavelengths and 
brings greater, brighter detail in low light conditions. Also features the DiamondCoat 2™ lens coatings which provide the highest level of 
scratch resistance Leupold  has ever offered. VX-3 scopes also feature dual cryogenic treated ejector springs, same as the Mark IV scopes, 

which provide stronger, more repeatable adjustment. VX-3 scopes include the fast focus eyepiece along with 1/4 minute 
finger-adjustment windage and elevation dials. Includes scopecoat and removable rubber eyepiece.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
VX-3 Scopes (1" Tubes)
#749-008-420ST 2.5-8 x 36mm Matte Duplex 11.5 oz. $399.99
#749-008-432ST 2.5-8 x 36mm Matte Boone & Crockett 11.5 oz. 479.99
#749-008-434ST 3.5-10 x 40mm Gloss Duplex 13.0 oz. 479.99
#526-000-221ST 3.5-10x40mm Matte Boone & Crockett 12.6 oz. 559.99
#749-008-433ST 3.5-10 x 40mm Matte Duplex 13.0 oz. 479.99
#749-008-444ST 3.5-10 x 50mm Matte Duplex 14.9 oz. 549.99
#749-008-451ST 3.5-10 x 50mm Matte Boone & Crockett 14.9 oz. 639.99
#749-008-441ST 4.5-14 x 40mm Matte Duplex 15.4 oz. 529.99
#526-000-222ST 4.5-14x40mm Matte Boone & Crockett 13.0 oz. 619.99
#749-008-448ST 4.5-14 x 40mm AO Matte Duplex 15.4 oz. 599.99
#749-008-449ST 4.5-14 x 40mm AO Matte Fine Duplex 15.4 oz. 599.99
#749-008-455ST 4.5-14 x 40mm AO Matte Varmint Hunter 15.4 oz. 679.99
#749-008-454ST 4.5-14 x 50mm Matte Duplex 16.0 oz. 659.99
#749-008-462ST 4.5-14 x 50mm Matte Varmint Hunter 16.0 oz. 739.99
#749-008-459ST 6.5-20 x 40mm AO Matte Fine Duplex 17.0 oz. 699.99
#749-008-470ST 6.5-20 x 40mm AO Matte Varmint Hunter 17.0 oz. 779.99

VX-II EFR Rimfire Scopes
The VX-II 3-9 x 33mm scopes offer parallax adjustment and Duplex reticles for precision shot placement. These are the 
premier scopes for sporter rimfire rifles.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
VX-II and VX-3 EFR Target Scopes (1" Tubes)
#749-008-421ST 3-9 x 33 Rimfire Matte Fine Duplex 11.0 oz. $399.99
#749-008-419ST 3-9 x 33 Ultralight Gloss Duplex 11.0 oz. 399.99

VX-3 EFR Rimfire Scopes
The VX-3 6.5-20x40mm EFR scopes feature tall target turrets and a 40mm adjustable objective. These scopes allow 
precise focusing as close as 10 meters. Ideal for varmint, target, rimfire and air rifle shooting.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
VX-II and VX-3 EFR Target Scopes (1" Tubes)
#749-008-464ST 6.5-20 x 40mm Matte Fine Duplex 17.0 oz. $749.99
#749-008-471ST 6.5-20 x 40mm Matte Target Dot 17.0 oz. 799.99

VX-3 CDS Scopes
Leupold CDS™ models allow you to quickly dial-in your range for dead-on hits without holdover. A custom elevation 
turret, matched to your specific ballistics information, provides quick access to different sight-in ranges (order separately 
from Leupold). 
The CDS dials change out easily, allowing you flexibility with different calibers and loads.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
VX-3 – 1" TUBES
#526-000-130ST 3.5-10x40mm Matte Duplex CDS 12.6 oz. $539.99
#526-000-132ST 4.5-14x40mm Matte Duplex CDS 13 oz. 579.99

VX-3 Long Range Scopes (30mm Tube)
Feature 30mm tubes with either 40mm or 50 mm objectives. Includes the low profile ¼ minute finger adjustments. All 
Long Range Scopes include side focus parallax adjustment.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
VX-3 Long Range Scopes (30mm Tubes)
#749-008-456ST 4.5-14 x 40mm Matte Duplex 15.4 oz. $679.99
#749-008-457ST 4.5-14 x 40mm Matte Fine Duplex 15.4 oz. 679.99
#749-008-469ST 4.5-14 x 40mm Matte Varmint Hunter 15.4 oz. 759.99
#749-008-465ST 4.5-14 x 50mm Matte Duplex 17.0 oz. 759.99
#749-008-472ST 4.5-14 x 50mm Matte Varmint Hunter 17.0 oz. 839.99
#749-008-466ST 6.5-20 x 40mm Gloss Fine Duplex 16.0 oz. 759.99
#749-008-467ST 6.5-20 x 40mm Matte Fine Duplex 16.0 oz. 759.99
#749-008-473ST 6.5-20 x 40mm Matte Varmint Hunter 16.0 oz. 839.99
#749-008-468ST 6.5-20 x 40mm Silver Fine Duplex 16.0 oz. 759.99
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Rifle & Handgun Scopes
VX-3 Long Range Target
Feature 30mm tubes with 50mm objectives and tall target turrets. Long Range Target scopes include side focus 
parallax adjustment.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
VX-3 Long  Range Target Scopes (30mm Tubes)
#749-008-476ST 6.5-20 x 50mm Matte Fine Duplex 21.0 oz. $899.99
#749-008-479ST 6.5-20 x 50mm Matte Target Dot 21.0 oz. 939.99
#749-008-480ST 6.5-20 x 50mm Matte Varmint Hunter 21.0 oz. 979.99
#749-008-477ST 6.5-20 x 50mm Silver Fine Duplex 21.0 oz. 899.99
#749-008-481ST 8.5-25 x 50mm Matte Fine Duplex 21.0 oz. 969.99
#749-008-488ST 8.5-25 x 50mm Matte Target Dot 21.0 oz. 1019.99
#749-008-489ST 8.5-25 x 50mm Matte Varmint Hunter 21.0 oz. 1049.99

VX-R FireDot LED Illuminated Scope
Offers a state-of-the-art fiber optic LED illuminated center-dot reticle. Bright and clear, the rest of the reticle stays 
non-illuminated, drawing the eye instinctively toward the dot. All scopes have 30mm tubes with 1/4 MOA finger-
adjustments.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
VX-R FireDot Scopes (30mm Tubes)
#526-000-165ST 1.25-4x20mm Matte FireDot Duplex 11.5 oz. $439.99
#526-000-166ST 2-7x33mm Matte FireDot Duplex 12.7 oz. 459.99
#526-000-167ST 3-9x40mm Matte FireDot Duplex 15.3 oz. 479.99
#526-000-209ST 3-9x40mm Matte Ballistic FireDot 15.3 oz. 499.99
#526-000-168ST 3-9x50mm Matte FireDot Duplex 16.1 oz. 549.99
#526-000-169ST 4-12x40mm Matte FireDot 4 14.6 oz. 579.99
#526-000-210ST 4-12x40mm Matte Ballistic FireDot 14.6 oz. 599.99
#526-000-211ST 4-12x40mm CDS Matte FireDot Duplex 15.1 oz. 629.99
#526-000-212ST 4-12x50mm Matte FireDot Duplex 16.5 oz. 649.99

VX-3 Long Eye Relief Handgun Scope 
Same great features as the VX-3, Diamond Coat 2™ lens coatings, 1/4-MOA click windage and elevation adjustments, 
and built-in range estimation function with the added benefit of a generous 15" of eye relief.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
#526-000-119ST 2.5-8x32mm Matte Duplex 10.9 oz. $549.99
#526-000-120ST 2.5-8x32mm Silver Duplex 10.9 oz. 549.99

VX-6 CDS Scopes
These 30mm scopes feature a huge 6x zoom ratio that brings distant targets right up to you in clear, crisp, bright 
images. The CDS (Custom Dial System) lets you send your favorite load’s ballistic information to Leupold to make 
a custom elevation turret marked to match your load’s trajectory. Just turn your CDS turret to match the range and 
shoot. Of course, these Argon/Krypton gas-purged scopes have Leupold’s DiamondCoat 2 lens coating that protects 
the lenses from scratches and abrasion, while still allowing superb light transmission. VX-6 scopes are available 
with a variety of popular Leupold reticles: Duplex, Long Range Duplex, the Boone & Crockett reticle for quickly 
ranging big game animals, and various combinations with the illuminated FireDot aiming point, including the 
FireDot 4 – a German-style #4 with the illuminated FireDot. Scopes with FireDot reticles have auto-off feature that 
turns off the reticle after 5 minutes without movement to preserve battery life. 3-18x44mm scope has side-focus 
parallax adjustment.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT PRICE
Leupold VX-6 CDS Scopes (30mm Tubes)
#526-000-171ST 1-6x24mm Matte Duplex 14.6 oz. $799.99
#526-000-173ST 1-6x24mm Matte FireDot Duplex 14.6 oz. 899.99
#526-000-175ST 1-6x24mm Matte FireDot Circle 14.6 oz. 899.99
#526-000-223ST 1-6x24mm Matte FireDot 4 14.1 oz. 899.99
#526-000-225ST 2-12x42mm Matte Duplex 16.5 oz. 899.99
#526-000-224ST 2-12x42mm Matte Boone & Crockett 16.5 oz. 979.99
#526-000-226ST 2-12x42mm Matte FireDot 4 16.5 oz. 999.99
#526-000-227ST 2-12x42mm Matte FireDot Duplex 16.5 oz. 999.99
#526-000-228ST 2-12x42mm Matte FireDot LR Duplex 16.5 oz. 999.99
#526-000-229ST 3-18x44mm Matte FireDot Duplex 21.8. oz. 1199.99
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Need A Little Help?  We have Tech Support! 
Call Us Monday thru Friday, 
8am - 6pm at 2800-717-8211
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Rifle & Handgun Scopes

Leupold Mark 4 CQ/T Scope 1-3x14mm
Rugged tactical scope combines the fast target acquisition of a red dot sight with the utility of a 1x to 3x riflescope.
- Illuminated circle dot reticle glows red to provide a bold aiming point with built-in range estimating capability
- Eleven reticle brightness settings; control knob on top
- With power off (or if the battery runs down) reticle reverts to black and continues to be visible 
- Runs on a single AA battery; 600+ hours run time at medium setting
-  Comes with mounts for quick attach/detach/reattach to AR-15/M16 carry handle or Picatinny flattop receiver  

rail without loss of zero 
- Windage and elevation adjustable in ½ MOA coin-clicks
- Integrated Mil-STD 1913 rails lets mount a variety of accessories directly to the top or sides of CQ/T
- Sealed aluminum housing and optics are 100% waterproof; comes with flip up lens covers

#526-000-137ST Leupold Mark 4 CQ/T 1-3x14mm Scope $1099.99

Mark 4 MR/T Scopes
Mark 4 Mid-Range Tactical line has illuminated reticles for excellent low light visibility plus night vision compat-
ibility. User-friendly illumination system features 8 intensity settings with an innovative motion sensor. Bullet Drop 
Compensated (BDC) models have an elevation turret calibrated for the ballistics of a specific military cartridge. Turn 
the dial to the appropriate range setting, aim and squeeze the trigger for dead-on accuracy out to 500 yards and beyond. 
TMR® models feature a Tactical Milling Reticle that is similar to a Mil-Dot reticle except uses fine "hash" marks instead 
of traditional Mil-Dots for more accurate range estimation. Finger-adjustable windage and elevation knobs with audible, 
tactile clicks. M1 TMR has 1/4 MOA windage and elevation adjustments. M2 models are adjustable in 1/2 MOA increments. 
M2 SP has a BDC dial calibrated to the .223/5.56mm NATO cartridge with a 62 grain FMJ (.307 BC) bullet at 3,100 fps. 
Special Purpose (SP) reticle combines a German #4 Mil-Dot and circle reticle into one that works great during tactical 
operations or hunting. M2 Mil-Dot/TMR models are BDC dial calibrated to the .308/7.62mm NATO cartridge with a 168 
grain (.462 BC) bullet at 2,650 fps.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT
Leupold Mark 4 MR/T Scopes (30mm Tubes)
#749-012-521ST 1.5-5x20mm Matte M2 Illum SP 15 $899.99
#749-012-522ST 2.5-8x36mm Matte M1 Illum TMR 16 1099.99
#749-012-523ST 2.5-8x36mm Matte M2 Illum Mil-Dot 16 1199.99
#749-012-524ST 2.5-8x36mm Matte M2 Illum TMR 16 1199.99

Mark 4 LR/T Scopes
Leupold Mark 4 Long Range/Tactical riflescopes have a reputation built on precision, accuracy and dependability. It all starts with the 
Multicoat 4 lens system that delivers extreme clarity from edge to edge of the visual field, outstanding contrast, and a bright sight picture 
even in extreme low-light conditions. With side focus parallax adjustment for fast, easy parallax focusing from 50 yards to infinity. The 

engraved Bullet Drop Compensation dial allows an easy return to zero once your sighted in. Available with Mil Dot or Tactical 
Milling Reticle (TMR); standard or illuminated. The M5 model is a front focal plane scope that maintains the exact spacing 
of the Mildot subtensions regardless of the magnification selected. All other models are rear focal plane scopes that change 
subtension spacing at each different magnification setting. M1/M5 models have 1/4 MOA elevation/windage adjustments; 

M3 models have 1 MOA elevation and 1/2 MOA windage adjustments.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION RETICLE FINISH WEIGHT
Mark 4 LR/T Scopes (30mm Tube)
#526-518-500ST 3.5-10x40mm M3 Mil-Dot Matte 21 oz. $1199.99
#526-000-149ST 3.5-10x40nn M5-FF Mil-Dot Matte 19.5 oz. 1499.99
#526-000-199ST 4.5-14x40mm Target Duplex Matte 16 oz. 749.99
#526-000-150ST 4.5-14x40mm Tgt Mil-Dot Matte 19.5oz (553g) 899.99
#526-000-064ST 4.5-14x50mm M1 Mil-Dot Matte 22 oz. 1199.99
#526-000-151ST 4.5-14x50mm M1 Illum Mil-Dot Matte 16 oz. 1399.99
#526-000-152ST 4.5-14x50mm M1 Illum TMR Matte 22 oz. 1399.99
#526-000-153ST 6.5-20x50mm M1 Mil-Dot Matte 22 oz. 1299.99
#526-000-200ST 6.5-20x50mm M1 TMR Matte 22 oz. 1299.99
#526-000-155ST 8.5-25x50mm M1 Mil-Dot Matte 22 oz. 1399.99
#526-000-201ST 8.5-25x50mm M1 TMR Matte 22.5 oz. 1399.99
#526-476-380ST 10x40mm M3 Mil-Dot Matte 22 oz. 1499.99

Leupold UltimateSlam Scopes
UltimateSlam scopes help extend the range of your muzzleloader or shotgun with the advanced SABR (Sabot Ballistics Reticle) that has 
holdover marks out to 300 yards. You get the same clarity, contrast, and brightness you expect from Leupold scopes, with precise ¼ 
MOA adjustments and a Leupold scope cover. Available in 2-7x33mm with either matte black or silver finish, or the 3-9x40mm with an 
illuminated FireDot in the middle of the SABR reticle for fast aiming up close, or for moving targets. 2-7x33mm scopes have 65 MOA of 
internal adjustments, are 11.3" long, and offer 5.2"" of mounting space. 3-9x40mm model has 55 MOA of internal adjustment, is 12.6" 
long, and offers 5.6" of mounting space.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE
Leupold UltimateSlam Scopes (1" Tubes)
#526-000-206ST 2-7x33mm Matte Black SABR $249.99
#526-000-207ST 2-7x33mm Silver SABR 249.99
#526-000-208ST 3-9x40mm Matte Black FireDot SABR 399.99
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Rifle & Handgun Scopes

Leupold Mark AR® MOD 1 Riflescopes
Leupold’s Mark AR MOD 1 scopes have variable power settings for fast, accurate engagement of close and distant targets. Perfect for AR-15s 
because the P5 BDC dial aids in precise aiming with .223/5.56 NATO loads, though these scopes also work very well on traditional bolt-
actions, too. Leupold’s Quantum Optical System™ and proprietary Multicoat® lens coatings combine to deliver optimal brightness, contrast, 
and edge-to-edge clarity in all light conditions. Purged with a unique Argon/Krypton gas blend, these scopes are waterproof and highly 
resistant to damage from shock. Duplex/Fine Duplex reticles are standard crosshair-style reticles. Mil-Dot reticle is a standard mil-based 
reticle. FireDot SPR™ (Special Purpose Reticle) features an illuminated green center-dot with a range estimating circle, plus holdover hash 
marks out to 850 meters. FireDot TMR™ reticle has a green illuminated center-dot, plus windage and holdover hash marks to assist with 
longer-distance targeting. Both illuminated models feature 6 brightness-intensity settings for quick target acquisition – day or night. 
Aluminum tube, matte black finish, 1" O.D. Illuminated models use a CR-2032 battery, included. AO - Adjustable Objective.

ITEM # DESCRIIPTION FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT
Leupold Mark AR® MOD 1 Scopes (1" Tubes)
#526-000-184ST 1.5-4x20mm Matte Duplex 9.6 oz./272g $299.99
#526-000-185ST 1.5-4x20mm Matte FireDot SPR 9.6 oz./272g 399.99
#526-000-186ST 3-9x40mm Matte Mil-Dot 12.4 oz./351g 349.99
#526-000-187ST 3-9x40mm Matte Duplex 12.4 oz./351g 299.99
#526-000-188ST 3-9x40mm Matte FireDot TMR 12.4 oz./351g 439.99
#526-000-189ST 4-12x40mm AO Matte Fine Duplex 14.9 oz./422g 449.99
#526-000-190ST 4-12x40mm AO Matte Mil-Dot 14.9 oz./422g 499.99
#526-000-191ST 6-18x40mm AO Matte Fine Duplex 15.3 oz./433g 499.99
#526-000-192ST 6-18x40mm AO Matte Mil-Dot 15.3 oz./433g 549.99

Leupold Mark 6 Rifle Scopes
Mark 6 scopes have 34mm main tubes and feature mil-based ZeroLock™ windage and elevation dials that prevent unintentional adjust-
ments in the field. They are available with different styles of ranging reticles located on the front focal plane (FFP), so the subtensions 
remain true at all magnifications. The 1-6x20mm allows both-eyes-open shooting without magnification, with the ability to zoom up to 
6x for longer shots. It’s available with the illuminated TMR (Tactical Milling Reticle), the CMR-W 5.56 reticle calibrated for military M855 
ammo at 900 yards, the CMR-W 7.62 reticle calibrated for 175 grain .308 loads out to 1,200 yards. The 3-18x44mm scope is available 
with the CMR-W 7.62 reticle, the illuminated TMR, or the Horus H58 mil-based reticle. TMR models require a battery, included, and do 
not have the FFP feature. 1-6x20mm is 10.3" long with 5" mounting space, 3.7" eye relief and weighs 17 oz. 3-18x44mm scopes are 11.9" 
long, have 5.3" mounting space, 3.8" eye relief and weigh 23.6 oz.

#526-000-177ST Mark 6 1-6x20mm - CMR-W 5.56 FFP Reticle $1949.99
#526-000-177ST Mark 6 1-6x20mm - CMR-W 5.56 FFP Reticle 1949.99
#526-000-202ST Mark 6 1-6x20mm - CMR-W 5.56 FFP Reticle 1949.99
#526-000-179ST Mark 6 1-6x20mm - TMR 1949.99
#526-000-203ST Mark 6 1-6x20mm - TMR 2199.99
#526-000-204ST Mark 6 3-18x44 - TMR 2109.89
#526-000-205ST Mark 6 3-18x44 - H58 FFP Reticle 2549.99

Leupold Mark 8 CQBSS Rifle Scope
Leupold’s Mark 8 CQBSS (Close Quarters Battle Sniper Scope) offers maximum versatility in a compact rifle optic. Features 1.1-
8x magnification range and the illuminated H-27D Horus front focal plane reticle that keeps subtensions true at all magnifica-
tion levels. So with the CQBSS you can engage targets up close and fast with both eyes open at low magnification, and then 
range and hit at extended distances with high magnification. The 34mm O.D. main tube gives space for 150 MOA internal 
adjustments windage and elevation, while the Auto-Locking feature lets you precisely adjust the scope and locks in the setting 
by preventing accidental dial movement. 11.8" long with 6.5" mounting space, 3.3" eye relief, 23.2 oz. weight. Battery included.

#526-000-193ST Mark 8 CQBSS 1.1-8x24mm - H-27D Reticle $3799.99

Leupold Alumina™ Flip-Back Lens Covers
Leupold’s Alumina flipback lens covers provide protection against water, snow, dust, and dirt; yet allow your scope to be ready at a moment’s 
notice. These thread-on covers feature powerful rare earth magnets to hold the lens covers securely closed. Objective and eyepiece covers 
have triple O-ring seals to keep the lens clean and dry. These covers feature rugged aluminum construction. They flip back to a low-profile 
position where they are out of the way and out of your line of sight. Leupold Alumina flip-back lens covers are available for most Leupold 
scope objectives and eyepieces. Fits newer VX model scopes only.

#749-005-425ST 50mm Alumina Flip-Back Lens Cover $39.99
#749-005-424ST 40mm Alumina Flip-Back Lens Cover 39.99
#749-005-426ST Standard Eyepiece Alumina Flip-Back Lens Cover 39.99
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Nikon M-223/M-308 Riflescopes
Nikon’s M-223 and M-308 riflescope lines are engineered specifically for use with the AR family of rifles to give the user speed, accuracy and shooting confidence. The M-223 

scopes are calibrated for the 223 Remington, 55-grain polymer tipped bullet’s flight characteristics. M-308 models are designed for the trajectory of the 308/7.62 NATO, 168-grain HPBT 
bullet. These fine riflescopes feature the same durable construction used in the Monarch line: Ultra ClearCoat® Optics, Eye Box Technology, and one-piece water/fog/shockproof bodies. 
Flip-open eyepiece and objective lens caps included. M-223 models, except the 1-4x20mm, also come with a removable anti-reflective lens cover to help eliminate glare. Other unique 
features:

Rapid Action Turrets – Allow you to select your desired elevation range in less than one revolution.
Return to Zero – After rifle sight-in, simply lift the adjustment knob, rotate to your “zero”, and re-engage.
BDC 600 Reticle – offers the shooter unique open-circle aiming points at 200, 300, 400, 500, and 600 yards. Additional hash marks 
are included at midranges between these. Developed specifically for 55-grain polymer tipped loads.
BDC 800 Reticle – available on M-308 models, offers shooters a combination of open and closed circles, in addition to hash marks 
for accurate sighting out to 800 yards.

4-16x42SF

2-8x32

3-12x42SF

4-16x42SF

M-223 Mount

Nikon M-223 1-4x20
The 1-4x20 is lightweight and compact. Exclusive to the 1-4x20, its Point Blank Reticle offers a wide field of view and quick target 
acquisition for fast, accurate shots out to 200 yards, making it a great choice for 3-gun competitors. Just cover the target with 
reticle dot and shoot; thick outer posts allow fast target reacquisition with a center dot for targeting paper and steel targets at 
various distances. Also available in the BDC 600 Reticle, ballistically matched to compensate for bullet drop. The 1-4x20 includes 
Return to Zero technology. 13.9 oz. wt. 10.35" length. 1" O.D. tube. 

#100-014-000ST M-223 1-4x20 w/Point Blank Reticle $289.95
#100-014-001ST M-223 1-4x20 w/BDC 600 Reticle 299.95
Nikon M-223 2-8x32
The M-223 2-8x32 offers a versatile power range and a choice of reticles. Both 2-8x32 scopes feature Return to Zero, and the 
Rapid Action Turret Technology is available on the Nikoplex reticle. With either reticle option the shooter can quickly dial in shots 
for virtually any distance out to 600 yards. 15.2 oz. wt. 11.5" length. 1" O.D. tube.

#100-014-002ST M-223 2-8x32 w/Nikoplex Reticle $329.95
#100-014-003ST M-223 2-8x32 w/BDC 600 Reticle 349.95
Nikon M-223 3-12x42SF
The 3-12x42SF features side focus parallax adjustment and a power range for long-range precision shooting. This enables the 
shooter to take full advantage of the .223 round from zero to 600 yards. Return to Zero is available on both 3-12x42SF scopes, and 
the Rapid Action Turret Technology is included w/Nikoplex reticle. Weight is 19.9 oz., and length 13.1". 1" O.D. tube. 

#100-014-004ST M-223 3-12x42SF w/Nikoplex Reticle $449.95
#100-014-005ST M-223 3-12x42SF w/BDC 600 Reticle 459.95
Nikon M-223 4-16x42SF
The largest in the M-223 lineup, the 4-16x42SF offers superb versatility and long-range effectiveness. Perfect for heavybarrel 
AR-15 platforms, these impressive scopes maximize the 600-yard distance potential of the .223/5.56 round. The large 42mm 
objective lens gathers 95% of ambient light to enable you to effectively sight targets in the last seconds of daylight. Both models 
offer side focus parallax adjustments and Zero-Reset turrets. Weight is 19 oz. Length: 13.5". 1" O.D. tube. 

#749-013-536ST M-223 4-16x42SF w/Nikoplex Reticle $479.95
#749-013-537ST M-223 4-16x42SF w/BDC 600 Reticle 499.95
Nikon M-308 4-16x42SF
The 4-16x42SF M-308 riflescopes are a perfectly suited to maximize both the short-range power and the long-range accuracy 
offered by the AR-style .308 rifle. These scopes come complete with side focus parallax adjustments, Zero-Reset tactical turrets, 
and a one-piece Picatinny mount with built-in 20 MOA elevation. Weight is 19 oz. Length is 13.5". 1" O.D. tube.

#100-009-878ST M-308 4-16x42SF w/Nikoplex Reticle $529.95
#100-009-692ST M-308 4-16x42SF w/BDC 800 Reticle 549.95
Nikon M-223 Laser IRT 2.5-10x40 Scope
The M-223 Laser IRT employs Immediate Ranging Technology and a BDC 600 reticle to remove the guesswork from determining 
proper shot placement out to 600 yards. The built-in laser rangefinder eliminates having to carry a separate piece of equipment 
and means you don’t even have to lift your cheek from the stock. Hit the remote control button that can be mounted on the gun 
where it’s most convenient for you, and the scope’s electroluminescent display reads horizontal distance and compensates for 
incline/decline shooting angles up to ± 89°. You can set the rangefinder to read out in yards or meters, in continuous-ranging or 
normal mode, and it’s accurate to ±1 yard. Eye relief is a generous 3.5", and the quick-focus eyepiece helps eyeglass wearers focus 
on the reticle. Adjustable for windage and elevation in 1/4 MOA clicks. Integral mount attaches to Picatinny flattop rail for easy 
on/off without loss of zero. Nitrogen-filled, O-ring sealed tube is fogproof, shockproof, and waterproof (except battery compart-
ment). Uses one, readily available CR-2 battery. 12.2" overall length.

#749-012-555ST M-223 Laser IRT 2.5-10x40 Scope w/BDC 600 Reticle $849.95
Nikon M-223 Scope Mount
The Nikon M-223 Scope Mount is designed for the Nikon M-223 series scopes or similar scopes with 1" O.D. main tubes, and fits 
MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rails found on flattop AR-15 rifles and other aftermarket Picatinny bases. Constructed of lightweight 
aluminum alloy with a black anodized finish to match your scope. Available in standard configuration - matte black (MB), 
RealTree® Max-1 (Max) or Mossy Oak Brush (Brush) camouflage - or the XR model with built-in 20 MOA elevation to maximize 
your long-range shooting capability without exceeding your scope’s elevation adjustment. 

#100-011-751ST M-223 Mount, MB $79.95
#100-012-143ST M-223 Mount, Max 109.95
#100-012-142ST M-223 Mount, Brush 109.95
#100-011-750ST M-223XR 20 MOA Mount, MB 99.95

1-4x20

2.5-10x40
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Nikon P-223 Riflescopes (1" Tube)
Nikon's P-223 Riflescope line is specifically designed to provide AR-15 shooters with 

impressive optics at irresistible prices. A more basic version of Nikon's popular M-223 line, the P-223 
is an excellent choice for a shooter who doesn't need all of the M-223's high-end features. P-223 
scopes are factory calibrated for the ballistic performance of 5.56mm NATO, 55-grain polymer-tipped 
bullets with muzzle velocities of 3,240 fps. However, Nikon's Spot-On technology assists you with 
sighting alternative cartridges. The multicoated optics deliver an impressive 98% light transmission 
– superb for low-light shooting. Zero-Reset tactical-style turrets allow fast adjustments and return-to-
zero with a simple lift-and-twist motion. The BDC Carbine reticle is designed for a 200-yard zero and features 
hash mark holdover points at 400 and 600 yards. The BDC 600 reticle compensates for bullet drop up to 600 yards. All P-223's are 
waterproof, fogproof, and shockproof. 1" O.D. tube. Matte black finish.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION RETICLE
CLICK 
VALUE

ADJ. 
RANGE

EYE  
RELIEF RETICLE

#749-013-540ST 3x32mm 150 MOA/¼ 3.4" 8.1"/3.5" 11.2 / 318 BDC Carbine $149.95
#749-013-541ST 3-9x40mm 80 MOA /¼ 3.6" 12.4"/5.2" 15 / 425 BDC 600 199.95
#100-012-081ST 4-12x40mm 60 MOA/ ¼ 3.7" 14.1"/5.2" 17.5 / 496 BDC 600 249.95

BDC 600

Nikon P-22 Rimfire Riflescopes
Nikon’s variable power P-22 scopes are optimized for AR-15 rifles that are purpose-built for converted 
to the 22 LR rimfire cartridge. They feature water-, fog-, and shock-proof 1" O.D. tubes, and come 
with a 50-yard fixed parallax setting. Precise, tactical-style Zero-Reset turrets allow you to make quick 
adjustments and return to zero with a simple pull-and-twist motion. Fully-multicoated optics provide 
excellent distortion-free clarity from dawn to dusk. The Nikoplex reticle model includes Standard 
(1,200-1,300 fps) and Hyper Velocity (1,500-1,640 fps) turrets. BDC reticle compensates for bullet drop 
of a typical 22 LR load from 50 to 150 yards. Matte black finish. 

ITEM # DESCRIPTION RETICLE
CLICK 
VALUE LENGTH RETICLE WEIGHT

#749-013-538ST 2-7x32mm 80 MOA/ ¼" 3.8" 11.5"/5.2" Nikoplex 16.5 / 468 $179.95
#749-013-539ST 2-7x32mm 80 MOA/ ¼" 3.8" 11.5" / 5.2" BDC 150 16.5 / 468 179.95

BDC 150

Nikon P-Series Rifle Scope Mount
With the P-Series two-piece mounting system, Nikon has taken the minimalist approach to installing an optic on a flattop AR-15. An 
ideal mount for Nikon's P-223/22 AR-15 scopes, these rings will fit any 1" O.D. scope or red dot sight and mount it to a MIL-STD 1913 
Picatinny flattop rail. The graceful, cantilevered design combines each base and ring into one streamlined, snag-free package to keep 
weight and bulk to the absolute minimum while retaining more than enough strength to hold the scope securely so it won't lose its 
zero. The mount's pronounced forward slope keeps it from interfering with access to the charging handle. Provides enough height for 
comfortable "heads-up" shooting; reverse the front mount so the cantilever points toward the rear mount to reduce the space between 
the rings to accept ultra-compact scopes.
#100-011-752ST Nikon P-Series 2-Piece Scope Mount $49.95

Nikon Monarch 3 Riflescopes
The upgraded Monarch 3 line has a broad array of variable-power scopes ideal for all kinds of shooting. Bright, clear multi-coated lenses 
with up to 95% light transmission give sharp, flat images. Quick-focus eyepiece lets you instantly focus the reticle, and the 1" O.D. tubes are 
long enough to provide plenty of mounting space to fit onto almost any kind of rifle. Waterproof, fogproof, and shockproof, these scopes are 
available with a variety of popular Nikon reticle patterns, including the Nikoplex with a modified duplex that directs the eye to the middle, the 
BDC “Bullet Drop Compensating” reticle with holdover points for extreme ranges, the Mil Dot for ranging targets and the Fine Crosshair and 
Fine Crosshair With Dot for precise target shooting. Scopes 3-12x42mm and higher in magnification include side focus parallax adjustments 
that range from 50 yards to infinity. Matte black finish, unless otherwise noted in table. Flip-up objective covers included.

ITEM # MAG./OBJ
ADJ. RANGE/ 
CLICK VALUE

EYE  
RELIEF

OAL/MOUNT 
LENGTH RETICLE WEIGHT

#100-012-085ST 1-4x20mm 120 MOA/½ MOA 4" 10.4"/5.3" German #4 12.2 oz. $279.95
#100-012-086ST 1-4x20mm 120 MOA/½ MOA 4" 10.4"/5.3" BDC 12.2 oz. 279.95
#100-012-087ST 2-8x32mm 80 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 11.5"/5.2" Nikoplex 13.4 oz. 289.95
#100-012-088ST 2-8x32mm 80 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 11.5"/5.2" BDC 13.4 oz. 299.95
#100-012-089ST 2.5-10x42mm 70 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 12.6"/5.2" Nikoplex 16.6 oz. 389.95
#100-012-090ST 2.5-10x42mm 70 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 12.6"/5.2" BDC 16.6 oz. 399.95
#100-012-092ST 2.5-10x42mm (Silver) 70 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 12.6"/5.2" BDC 16.6 oz. 419.95
#100-012-091ST 2.5-10x42mm 70 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 12.6"/5.2" Mil Dot 16.6 oz. 399.95
#100-012-093ST 2.5-10x50mm 70 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 13.7"/5.2" Nikoplex 18.0 oz. 469.95
#100-012-094ST 2.5-10x50mm 70 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 13.7"/5.2" BDC 479.95
#100-012-095ST 3-12x42mm 60 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 13.1"/5.8" Nikoplex 18.7 oz. 429.95
#100-012-096ST 3-12x42mm 60 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 13.1"/5.8" BDC 18.7 oz. 439.95
#100-012-097ST 4-16x42mm 40 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 13.5"/5.8" Nikoplex 19.0 oz. 449.95
#100-012-098ST 4-16x42mm 40 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 13.5"/5.8" BDC 19.0 oz. 459.95
#100-012-099ST 4-16x42mm 40 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 13.5"/5.8" Mil Dot 19.0 oz. 469.95
#100-012-101ST 4-16x50mm 40 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 14.7"/6.1" Nikoplex 19.4 oz. 499.95
#100-012-102ST 4-16x50mm 40 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 14.7"/6.1" BDC 19.4 oz. 509.95
#100-012-103ST 5-20x44mm 34 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 14.1"/5.7" Nikoplex 19.0 oz. 539.95
#100-012-104ST 5-20x44mm 34 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 14.1"/5.7" BDC 19.0 oz. 559.95
#100-012-106ST 6-24x50mm 30 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 15.5"/5.8" FC 20.5 oz. 689.95
#100-012-108ST 6-24x50mm 30 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 15.5"/5.8" FC w/Dot 20.5 oz. 689.95
#100-012-105ST 6-24x50mm 30 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 15.5"/5.8" Nikoplex 20.5 oz. 659.95
#100-012-107ST 6-24x50mm 30 MOA/ ¼ MOA 4" 15.5"/5.8" BDC 20.5 oz. 689.95

3-9x40

BDC 150

2-8x32

3x32

5-24x50

5-20x44
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Nightforce Rifle Scopes
• Mil Spec bonded lenses throughout in all Nightforce scopes.
• Built for extreme ruggedness and durability
• Zero backlash adjustments for the ultimate in precision and repeatability
• All lenses are optically indexed for the best optical performance
• Glass-etched illuminated reticles in every Nightforce scope listed
• Each scope individually receives a 120 point inspection with a signed quality assurance label
• Full lifetime warranty on all Nightforce scopes

3.5-15x50mm

3.5-15x50mm F1

5.5-22x50mm

5.5-22x56mm

Reticles

CH-2 CTR DDR FC-3G FC2 H59 IHR Mil-Dot

Nightforce’s unique ZeroStop™ tur-
ret guarantees a quick and accurate 
return to your original elevation 
zero. After sighting in your rifle, 
set the turret to the desired range 

and forget about counting clicks. Make all the 
adjustments you need – the ZeroStop turret’s 
clutch mechanism ensures the knob rotation 
will halt at your initial reference point without 
going subzero. Especially valuable when dialing 
for extended long-range shots, in the heat of the 
moment, or in poor lighting conditions.

NXS 3.5-15x50
Originally developed for use on military small arms, the NXS 3.5-15x50 allows a lower mounting profile, a practical magni-
fication range and large field of view, making it an invaluable scope for professionals and serious hunters as well. A full 110 
minutes of internal travel make it an extremely versatile scope in the field and applicable to a wide range of applications.

#100-012-565ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm Scope - Velocity 1000 LV.5 Reticle/ZeroStop $1862.00
#100-012-567ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm Scope - Velocity 1000 HV Reticle/ZeroStop 1862.00
#100-012-568ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm Scope - Velocity 1000 HV.5 Reticle/ZeroStop 1862.00
#749-012-076ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm Scope - NP-R1 Reticle .25MOA Adjustments 1605.00
#749-012-077ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm Scope - Mil-Dot Reticle .25MOA Adjustments 1605.00
#749-012-078ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm Scope - NP-R2 Reticle .25MOA Adjustments 1605.00
#749-012-079ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm Scope - MLR Reticle .25MOA Adjustments 1605.00
#100-009-778ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm Scope – MOAR Reticle .25MOA Adjustments 1605.00
#749-012-081ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm Scope - Mil-Dot Reticle .25MOA ZeroStop Adjustments 1798.00
#749-012-082ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm Scope - Mil-Dot Reticle .20 Mil-Radian ZeroStop Adj. 1883.00
#749-012-083ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm Scope - MLR Reticle .20 Mil-Radian ZeroStop Adjustments 1883.00
#100-009-780ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm Scope – MOAR Reticle .25MOA ZeroStop 1798.00

NXS 3.5-15x50 F1
With its front focal plane reticle, the F1 offers distinct advantages in certain applications, especially for rangefinding and high-
stress situations. The NXS 3.5-15x50 F1 comes standard with the Nightforce patented ZeroStop and a set of the outstanding 
Nightforce medium height, Ultralight rings.

#749-012-419ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm F1 (FFP) Scope - MD2 Reticle .25MOA ZeroStop Adjustments $2290.00
#100-012-584ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm F1 (FFP) Scope - MD2 Reticle, .1 Mil-Rad Adj./ZeroStop 2467.00
#100-012-583ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm F1 (FFP) Scope - MLR Reticle, .1 Mil-Rad Adj./ZeroStop 2467.00
#100-012-582ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm F1 (FFP) Scope - NP-RF1 Reticle/ZeroStop 2467.00
#100-012-585ST NXS 3.5-15x50mm F1 (FFP) Scope - H59 Reticle, .1 Mil-Rad Adj./ZeroStop 2945.00
NXS 5.5-22x50

Originally developed for the U.S. Military's extreme long range shooting and hard target interdiction, the NXS 5.5-22x50 
offers a broad magnification range, 4" of eye relief and 100 MOA of elevation travel. It retains a slim profile and is easily 
adaptable to a wide range of mounting systems making it a very practical choice.

#749-012-089ST NXS 5.5-22x50mm Scope - NP-R1 Reticle .25MOA Adjustments $1766.00
#749-012-091ST NXS 5.5-22x50mm Scope - Mil-Dot Reticle .25MOA Adjustments 1766.00
#749-012-092ST NXS 5.5-22x50mm Scope - MLR Reticle .25MOA Adjustments 1766.00
#524-000-125ST NXS 5.5-22x50mm Scope – MOAR Reticle 1766.00
#749-012-093ST NXS 5.5-22x50mm Scope - NP-R1 Reticle .25MOA ZeroStop Adjustments 1959.00
#749-012-094ST NXS 5.5-22x50mm Scope - Mil-Dot Reticle .25MOA ZeroStop Adjustments 1959.00
#749-012-095ST NXS 5.5-22x50mm Scope - MLR Reticle .20 Mil-Radian ZeroStop Adj. 2044.00
#524-000-127ST NXS 5.5-22x50mm Scope – MOAR Reticle/ZeroStop 1959.00
#524-000-160ST NXS 505-22x50mm Scope - MOAR-T Reticle .25MOA Adjustments 1766.00
#524-000-161ST NXS 505-22x50mm Scope -MOAR-T ZeroStop Adjustments 1959.00

NXS 5.5-22x56
The NXS 5.5-22x56 is the ultimate long range precision rifle scope, offering the best in clarity and resolution across the entire 
magnification range. The NXS 5.5-22x56 offers a broad magnification range, 4" of eye relief and 100MOA of elevation travel 
making it easily adaptable to a wide range of mounting systems and very popular for a number of applications.

#749-008-502ST NXS 5.5-22x56mm Scope - NP-R1 Reticle .25MOA Adjustments $1766.00
#749-012-204ST NXS 5.5-22x56mm Scope - NP-R2 Reticle .25MOA Adjustments 1766.00
#749-012-096ST NXS 5.5-22x56mm Scope - MLR Reticle .25MOA Adjustments 1766.00
#524-000-133ST NXS 5.5-22x56mm Scope – MOAR Reticle 1766.00
#749-012-097ST NXS 5.5-22x56mm Scope - NP-R1 Reticle .25MOA ZeroStop Adjustments 1959.00
#749-012-100ST NXS 5.5-22x56mm Scope - Mil-Dot Reticle .20 Mil-Radian ZeroStop Adj. 2044.00
#749-012-101ST NXS 5.5-22x56mm Scope - MLR Reticle .20 Mil-Radian ZeroStop Adj. 2044.00
#524-000-135ST NXS 5.5-22x56mm Scope – MOAR Reticle/ZeroStop 1959.00
#524-000-162ST NXS 5.5-22x56mm Scope - MOAR-T Reticle .25MOA Adjustments 1766.00
#524-000-163ST NXS 5.5-22x56mm Scope - MOAR-T Reticle ZeroStop Adjustments 1959.00
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8-32x56mm

8-32x56mm Benchrest

12-42x56mm Benchrest

15-55x52mm Competition

Reticles (con't)

MLR MOAR NP-1RR NP-2DD NP-R1 NP-R2 Velocity 1000MD2.0

Velocity 1000 Reticle
Nightforce’s Velocity™ 1000 drop-compensating reticle enables fast, precise holds that are 
accurate to within a ½ MOA out to 1,000 yards. Eliminates guessing at holdover, calculat-
ing bullet drop, or counting elevation adjustments, so you can get maximum performance 
from your rifle and ammo. Once the reticle is sighted in, just verify the distance to the 
target, and hold dead on at the correct elevation mark. Elevation is marked for 100, 200, 
and 300 yards, then in incremental drops of 25 yards out to 1,000 yards. Windage holds 
are marked in 5, 10, and 15 mph increments.

NXS 8-32x56
After countless wins in 1000 yard benchrest competitions with our Benchrest scopes, we have taken that knowledge 
and adapted it to the NXS line to create the ultimate in long range scopes. With 3.8" of eye relief, side parallax 
adjustment and 65 MOA of internal adjustment, the NXS 8-32x56 offers fast, repeatable adjustments for precise 
shot placement at long ranges. This model is becoming increasingly popular for the shooter that desires to take 
their shooting beyond 1000 yds.

#749-008-503ST NXS 8-32x56mm Scope - NP-R1 Reticle .25MOA Adjustments $1899.99
#524-000-137ST NXS 8-32x56mm Scope – MOAR Reticle 1899.00
#524-000-139ST NXS 8-32x56mm Scope – MOAR Reticle/ZeroStop 2092.00
#100-012-576ST NXS 8-32x56mm Scope – NP-2DD Reticle 1899.00
#100-012-579ST NXS 8-32x56mm Scope – NP-2DD Reticle/ZeroStop 2092.00
#100-012-577ST NXS 8-32x56mm Scope – NP-R1 Reticle/ZeroStop 2092.00
#100-012-578ST NXS 8-32x56mm Scope – NP-R2 Reticle/ZeroStop 2092.00
#100-012-580ST NXS 8-32x56mm Scope – MLR Reticle, .1 Mil-Rad Adj./ZeroStop 2177.00
#100-012-581ST NXS 8-32x56mm Scope – Mil-Dot Reticle, .1 Mil-Rad Adj./ZeroStop 2177.00
#524-000-164ST NXS 8-32x56mm Scope - MOAR-T Reticle .125 MOA Adjustments 1899.00
#524-000-165ST NXS 8-32x56mm Scope -MOAR-T Reticle .25 MOA Adjustments 1899.00
#524-000-166ST NXS 8-32x56mm Scope -MOAR-T Reticle .125 MOA Adjustments 2092.00

Benchrest 8-32x56
The Benchrest 8-32x56 offers 1/8th MOA adjustments and an adjustable objective that allows ultra-fine focus to adjust 
parallax from 25 yards to infinity. The Nightforce Benchrest scopes also offer a fast-focus eyepiece and an etched 
illuminated reticle to provide optimum image/reticle contrast regardless of the lighting conditions. This model is very 
popular with varmint shooters and competitors alike.

#749-008-494ST BR 8-32x56mm Target Scope - NP-R2 Reticle .125MOA Adjustments $1286.00
#100-012-586ST BR 8-32x56mm Target Scope - Mil-Dot Reticle 1286.00
#749-012-103ST BR 12-8x56mm Target Scope - NP-2DD Reticle .125MOA Adjustments 1286.00
Benchrest 12-42x56
The Benchrest 12-42x56 offers 1/8 MOA adjustments and an adjustable objective that allows ultra-fine focus to adjust 
parallax from 25 yards to infinity. The Benchrest 12-42x56 has repeatedly dominated 1000 yard Benchrest and F-Class 
competition. The Nightforce Benchrest scopes also offer a fast-focus eyepiece and an etched illuminated reticle to 
provide optimum image/reticle contrast regardless of the lighting conditions.

#749-008-496ST BR 12-42x56mm Target Scope - NP-2DD Reticle .125MOA Adjustments $1428.00
#749-008-497ST BR 12-42x56mm Target Scope - NP-R2 Reticle .125MOA Adjustments 1428.00
Nightforce 15-55x52 Competition Scopes
Developed with input from world-class benchrest competition shooters and crafted to exacting specifications, the Competition 
line is designed to exceed the performance of Nightforce’s Precision Benchrest Scopes. With precision-ground, extra-low disper-
sion glass and an impressive 92% light transmission, these high-performance scopes reveal targets in crisp, color-correct focus and 
enable shooters to maintain ultra-tight, predictable groups and long distances. Easy-to-use, side-focus parallax turret and precise 
1⁄8-MOA adjustments deliver dependable, repeatable accuracy, over an unusually wide 60 MOA adjustment range. 30mm tube 
made of 6061 T6 aluminum contributes to 20% lighter weight than comparable-size NXS™ and Benchrest scopes. Available with 
two reticle styles: DDR™ (Double-Dot Reticle) gives an uncluttered sight picture with a 1⁄8-MOA center dot, plus holdover marks at 
¾, 1½, 2 and 2½ minutes. DDR-2™ has two .172 MOA horizontal stadia outside of .016 MOA center lines with a .026-MOA center 
dot, plus holdover marks at 1/2, 1, 2 and 2½ minutes.  CTR-1™ reticle has fine .016-MOA crosshairs and a 1⁄8-MOA center 
dot. CTR-2™ reticle has fine .016-MOA crosshairs and a .095-MOA center dot. CTR-3™ reticle has fine .016-MOA cross-
hairs only. FCR-1™ has .016 MOA crosshairs with vertical and horizontal marks and numbers in 1-MOA increments. 

#524-000-146ST 15-55x52mm Scope – Satin Matte Black – DDR Reticle $2231.00
#524-000-107ST 15-55x52mm Scope – Satin Matte Silver – DDR Reticle 2231.00
#524-000-169ST 15-55x22mm Scope - Satin Black - DDR-2 Reticle ZeroStop Adjustments 2352.00
#524-000-147ST 15-55x52mm Scope – Satin Matte Black – CTR-1 Reticle 2231.00
#524-000-145ST 15-55x52mm Scope – Satin Matte Silver – CTR-1 Reticle 2231.00
#524-000-167ST 15-55x22mm Scope - Satin Black - CTR-2 Reticle ZeroStop Adjustments 2352.00
#524-000-168ST 15-55x22mm Scope - Satin Black - CTR-3 Reticle ZeroStop Adjustments 2352.00
#524-000-170ST 15-55x22mm Scope - Satin Black - FCR-1 Reticle ZeroStop Adjustments 2352.00
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Nightforce® ATACR™ 5-25x56 (34mm tube)
Building on the success of Nightforce’s NXS™ series, the compact ATACR (Advanced Tactical Riflescope) features even longer 
range and higher image quality, pushing the envelope of precision for serious shooters and hunters. The 34mm tube allows 20% 
more elevation travel than a 30mm tube. Fully multicoated, low-dispersion glass delivers more than 90% light transmission, bril-
liant images and exceptional color contrast. A magnification of 5x to 25x, and a wider field of view because of its unique optical 
prescription (17.96 feet at 5x), will cover a broad spectrum of targeting situations. Comes with ZeroStop™ adjustment for quick 
return-to-zero without counting clicks or looking at the turret. 14.3" (363mm) OAL. 6.13" (156mm) mounting length. Eye relief: 

3.54". 38 oz. (1,077g) wt. MOAR™ reticle has 120 MOA elevation, 60 MOA windage adjustments, and ¼ MOA click value. 
MIL-R™ reticle has 34.9 mil (milliradian) elevation, 17.45 mil windage adjustments, and .1 mil-rad click value. 

#100-012-574ST ATACR 5-25x56mm Scope – MOAR Reticle $2328.00
#100-012-574ST ATACR 5-25x56mm Scope – MOAR Reticle 2328.00
#100-012-575ST ATACR 5-25x56mm Scope – MIL-R Reticle 2328.00

ATACR 5-25x56mm

Hi-Speed Adjustments

Compact ZeroStop Turret

1-4x24mm

2.5-10x42mm

4-14x56

Nightforce SHV 4-14x56
Nightforce has taken their renowned performance and put it into a scope that's more affordable to a broader range 
of shooters. Starting with a 56mm objective lens and a 30mm tube, the SHV delivers exceptional light transmission. 
The 4-14 magnification range is ideal for most applications, and the fast-focus European style eyepiece quickly gets 

you on target. Reticles are available in IHR and MOAR, and can be either illuminated or non-illuminated. Capped 
windage and elevation turrets are finger adjustable. Adjustments are in ¼ MOA clicks with a total travel of 100 MOA 
elevation and 70 MOA windage. Eye Relief: 3.14" - 3.54". FOV: 24.9’100 Yards. 14.8" OAL. 28.5 oz. (illuminated), 26.9 

oz. (non-illuminated) wt. 

#524-000-156ST Nightforce SHV 4-14X56 IHR $975.00
#524-000-158ST Nightforce SHV 4-14X56 IHR Illuminated 1171.00
#524-000-157ST Nightforce SHV 4-14X56 MOAR 975.00
#524-000-159ST Nightforce SHV 4-14X56 MOAR Illuminated 1171.00

2.5-10x32mm

Nightforce NXS™ Compact Riflescopes
These scopes provide the same high-quality optics and feature set of the larger models in the NXS line combined 
with a small physical size that’s ideal for today’s modern sporting rifles where real estate for optics is at a premium. 
All NXS Compacts come with a Power Throw Lever that can be installed to enable instant changes in magnifica-
tion with the flick of a finger. Some models also available with Nightforce’s highly precise ZeroStop turret system.  
Note: for images of reticle patterns, see page 184-185.

1-4x24 (30mm Tube)
At a mere 8.8" overall length, the NXS 1-4x24 is an ideal scope for tactical shooters, 3-gun competitors, and hunters who need a 
rugged, low-magnification scope that comes through at a critical moment. The true 1x “magnification” setting enables both-eyes-
open targeting that’s as fast as open sights. The built-in reticle illumination system is night vision compatible, too. Adjustment 

range: 100 MOA elevation and windage in ¼ MOA increments. Eye relief: 3½". 17 oz. wt. 

#100-012-550ST NXS Compact 1-4x24mm Scope – FC-36 Reticle $1329.00
#100-012-552ST NXS Compact 1-4x24mm Scope – FC-36 Reticle/ZeroStop 1514.00
#100-012-551ST NXS Compact 1-4x24mm Scope – IHR Reticle 1329.00
#100-012-553ST NXS Compact 1-4x24mm Scope – IHR Reticle/ZeroStop 1514.00
#100-012-554ST NXS Compact 1-4x24mm Scope – FC-2 Reticle/ZeroStop 1514.00

2.5-10x32 (30mm Tube)
The 2.5-10x32 is only 12" long, giving it an outstanding size-to-weight ratio that makes it a popular choice for law enforcement 
officers, military, and tactical competition shooters who want a rugged scope with a wide magnification range in a compact 
package. An illuminated reticle, large exit pupil and forgiving parallax aid in fast target acquisition. Adjustment range: 100 MOA 
elevation and windage in ¼ MOA increments (Mil-Dot model in .1 Mil-Rad increments). Eye relief: 3.7". 19 oz. wt. 

#100-012-555ST NXS Compact 2.5-10x32mm Scope – IHR Reticle $1421.00
#100-012-558ST NXS Compact 2.5-10x32mm Scope – IHR Reticle/ZeroStop 1609.00
#100-012-556ST NXS Compact 2.5-10x32mm Scope – Nonilluminated MOAR Reticle 1421.00
#100-012-557ST NXS Compact 2.5-10x32mm Scope – MOAR Reticle/ZeroStop 1609.00
#100-012-559ST NXS Compact 2.5-10x32mm Scope – Mil-Dot Reticle/.1 Mil-Rad Adj. 1692.00

2.5-10x42 (30mm Tube)
Still barely 12" long, this scope adds to the 2.5-10x32 model a larger objective lens for even better low-light performance, plus 
other features required by military and law enforcement shooters. You can switch between red or green reticle illumination, with 
adjustable brightness level so you can match ambient light conditions – plus ultra-low intensity settings for use with night vision 
equipment. The side parallax adjustment with a range of 25 yards to infinity is extremely helpful - and uncommon on compact 
scopes. Adjustment range: 100 MOA elevation and windage in ¼ MOA or .1 Mil-Rad increments. Eye relief: 3½". 20.5 oz. wt. 

#100-012-562ST NXS Compact 2.5-10x42mm Scope – IHR Reticle $1892.00
#100-012-560ST NXS Compact 2.5-10x42mm Scope – Nonilluminated IHR Reticle 1615.00
#100-012-561ST NXS Compact 2.5-10x42mm Scope – MOAR Reticle/ZeroStop 1892.00
#100-012-564ST NXS Compact 2.5-10x32mm Scope – Mil-Dot Reticle/.1 Mil-Rad Adj. 1940.00
#100-012-563ST NXS Compact 2.5-10x32mm Scope – MLR Reticle/.1 Mil-Rad Adj. 1940.00
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Swarovski Optik
When you hear the name Swarovski, you think of legendary European optics built with top-of-the-line technology and superior components that 
deliver "diamond-bright" clarity and the most rugged construction available. A favorite among hunters, Swarovski ensures it meets the highest-quality 
standards by using some of the most advanced manufacturing techniques, their optimized roof-prism system and high-precision parts, and by incor-
porating features hunters value and engineering knowledge that is second to none. This endeavor has put Swaroski at the top, creating optical tools 
that give hunters a decisive advantage at the precise moment nature provides the ultimate target. All Swarovski riflescopes feature a lifetime warranty.

BRT

CD-I PLEXBRH

BRX

4W

4A4

Reticles

Swarovski Z6(i) Riflescopes (30mm Tube)
The Z6(i) line of world-class riflescopes boasts all of the great benefits offered in the first generation of Z6 illuminated optics, 
with the addition of new features and a redesigned, slimmer illumination housing. These added features include SWAROLIGHT - 
which automatically turns the illumination on/off – depending on the firearm's position, SWAROCLEAN – an innovative coating 
that facilitates the easy removal of fingerprints or watermarks - and a lockable 100-yard parallax setting (for adjustable parallax 
models only).

Z6(i) 1-6x24
This variable low-power optic is designed with an impressive 127.5 ft  100 yards FOV, making it ideal for 3-gun competitors or 
anyone shooting at moving targets. Optimized for use with "tactical" calibers, the BRT-I reticle offers incredible low-light target 
acquisition, and its marker bars and dots allow for accurate shot placement out to 500-600 meters/yards. Eye relief: 3.75". 11.6" 
length. 15.5 oz. weight.

#100-010-597ST Swarovski Z6(i)1-6x24 - BRT-I Reticle - Matte $2499.00

Z6(i) 
5-30x50

Z6(i) 
3-18x50

Z6(i) 
2.5-15x44

Swarovski Z5 Riflescopes (1" Tube)
Z5 scopes are reliable and durable – and of course they boast Swarovski’s world-renowned lens clarity. Internal micro-
structure grooves produce high-efficiency baffling that prevents residual reflections inside the tube to help deliver 
crystal clear, high contrast images, even in intense sunlight. A third turret allows easy parallax adjustment from 55 
yards to infinity. Eye relief: 3.7". 3.5-18x44 models – FOV: 56 ft. elev./36 ft. windage  100 yards. 14.3" O.A.L. 15.9 oz. wt. 
5-25x52 models – FOV: 43 ft. elev./25 ft. windage  100 yards. 14.6" O.A.L. 17.5 oz. wt. 
#749-011-015ST Z5 3.5-18x44mm – Plex Reticle $1449.00
#749-011-015ST Z5 3.5-18x44mm – Plex Reticle 1449.00
#749-012-194ST Z5 3.5-18x44mm – BRH Reticle 1499.00
#749-011-025ST Z5 3.5-18x44mm – BT Plex Reticle 1569.00
#100-011-835ST Z5 3.5-18x44 - BT Plex Reticle 1579.00
#100-010-574ST Z5 3.5-18x44 - BRX Reticle 1499.00
#749-011-029ST Z5 5-25x52mm – Plex Reticle 1599.00
#749-012-195ST Z5 5-25x52mm – BRH Reticle 1649.00
#749-011-050ST Z5 5-25x52mm – BT Plex Reticle 1699.00
#100-011-837ST Z5 5-25x52 - BT-4W Reticle 1699.00

Z5 3.5-18x44mm

Z6(i)1
-6x24

Z6(i) 5-30x50
This specialized long-range scope features a ballistic turret that you can set to match your particular cartridge and load at 
any range. The turret holds three color-coded range settings, and more range settings can be quickly calculated using 
the BT Ballistic Calculator on the Swarovski website. The 4A-I reticle has fine crosshairs with illuminated center dot 
for instant target acquisition. Just range, dial and shoot.  Eye relief: 3.74". FOV: 23 ft  100 yards. 15.5" length. 21.2 
oz. wt. Matte black finish. 

#100-011-786ST Swarovski Z6(i) 5-30x50 P L BT, 4AI Reticle $3509.00

Z6(i) 3-18x50
"Perfect for long-range shooting, this scope features Swarovski’s BRH reticle with both holdover dots and stadia for differ-
ent ranges, and hash marks for wind. The scope can also be cranked down to low power for wide-angle viewing with 
HD-quality clarity and color transmission from edge to edge. Comes with reticle decals allowing you to keep the 
holdover points for your specific caliber on your rifle at all times. Eye relief: 3.74". FOV: 39 ft  100 yards. 15.1" 
length. 21.7 oz. wt. Matte black finish. "

#100-011-785ST Swarovski Z6(i) 3-18x50 L HD, BRH Reticle $2469.99

Z6(i) 2.5-15x44
A great multipurpose scope, the variable low- to mid-power range is great for close-up or long-range shots, and the do-
it-all 4A-I reticle provides a classic, reliable aiming reference. This versatile scope also features Swarovski's HD optics 
that deliver incredible edge-to-edge clarity. Eye relief: 3.75". FOV: 48 ft  100 yards. 14.1" length. 20.3 oz. weight.

#100-010-598ST Swarovski Z6(i) 2.5-15x44 - 4A-I Reticle - Matte $3199.00
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Burris® Optics
Burris combines state-of-the-art lens manufacturing technology with practical features preferred by real-world shooters to create 
leading-edge scopes that deliver extraordinary sharpness, contrast, and clarity - at amazingly affordable prices. Every Burris scope is 
individually quality-tested for resistance to water and fog-incursion, with innovative quad seals that provide double insurance against 
leakage. Precision-ground lenses are multi-coated for ultrabright, glare-free sighting. Many models available with Burris's 
advanced Ballistic Plex Reticle that compensates for bullet drop on targets at 100 to 500 yards without holdover. 

FullField II™ Rifle Scopes (1" Tubes)
Features high performance and modest prices, plus a large selection of magnification ranges and reticle configura-
tions to choose from. European style, integrated eyepiece and focus adjustment with non-slip rubber grip for easy 
magnification changes. The 2-7x and 3-9x Fullfield IIs are perfect for muzzleloaders, slug guns, and brush rifles.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE
#749-101-136ST 2-7x35mm Matte Ballistic Plex $149.00
#749-101-146ST 3-9x40mm Matte Plex 199.00
#749-101-148ST 3-9x40mm Nickel Ballistic Plex 199.00
#749-101-156ST 6.5-20x50mm Matte Ballistic Mil-Dot 399.00

Fullfield E1™ Rifle Scopes (1" Tubes)
Fullfield E1 variable-power scopes feature a Ballistic Plex E1 reticle that takes the guesswork out of determining 
hold-off for wind compensation and holdover for elevation out to 500 yards. Thumb-adjustable control knobs 
enable fast, accurate changes to your point of impact in 1/4 MOA clicks, with an integrated power ring and 
eyepiece that accept flip-up lens caps. Precision ground lenses offer excellent light transmission, index-matched 
lenses with HiLume® Storm multi-coatings; double internal springs and positive steel-on-steel adjustments for 
repeatable accuracy. Aluminum tube has a hardcoat anodized, matte black finish. 

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE
#118-000-033ST 2-7x35mm Matte Ballistic Plex E1 $199.00
#118-000-029ST 3-9x40mm Matte Ballistic Plex E1 249.00
#118-000-064ST 3-9x40mm Matte Ballistic Plex E1 Illuminated 299.00
#118-000-034ST 3-9x50mm Matte Ballistic Plex E1 299.00
#118-000-030ST 4.5-14x42mm Matte Ballistic Plex E1 349.00
#118-000-065ST 6.5-20x50mm Matte Ballistic Plex E1 MV* 449.00

Burris Timberline™ (1" Tubes)
Designed to mount low on short action rifles to maintain the agile feel and balance of a short magnum. The 
Timberline scope's compact profile and long eye relief make it ideal for use on a mountain rifle, a rifle used in a tree 
stand, and any application where you want low bulk without compromising optical performance and versatility.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE
#749-101-208ST 4.5-14x32mm Matte Ballistic Plex $279.00

Burris Handgun (1" Tubes)
Burris Handgun Scopes feature fully multi-coated optics and the Burris Forever Warranty. Visit burrisoptics.com for 
complete details on the Ballistic Plex system for handgun use.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE
#749-101-161ST 2x20mm Nickel Plex $229.00
#749-101-166ST 2-7x32mm Matte Plex 349.00
#749-101-165ST 2-7x32mm Matte Ballistic Plex 349.00
#749-101-168ST 2-7x32mm Nickel Plex 349.00
#749-101-169ST 2-7x32mm Matte Ballistic Plex Posi-Lock™ 379.00
#749-101-172ST 3-12x32mm Matte Ballistic Plex 429.00

Burris Fullfield TAC30™ Scope (30mm)
The TAC30’s variable low-power magnification provides a wide field of view for fast target acquisition in hunting and 
tactical applications, while the Ballistic CQ 5.56 illuminated reticle - ballistic calibrated for 5.56mm NATO cartridge - 
offers multiple concentric circles that draw the eye to the target for a fast shot placement. Elevation dots provide fast, 
easy hold adjustment for longer shots. Positive click, waterproof on/off and rheostat switch is conveniently located in 
windage and elevation housing. Eye relief: 3.5"-4". 11.3" OAL, 17 oz. wt. 1/2 MOA wind/elev. adj. with 130 MOA max. 
at 100 yards. Includes lens cover and lithium CR-2032 battery.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE
#118-000-035ST 1-4x24mm Matte Ballistic CQ 5.56 $299.00

Burris Scout™ Rifle Scope (1" Tube)
The Burris Scout rifle scope is uniquely suited and designed specifically for scout rifles. The generous 11"-21" eye 
relief and its low profile allow it to be mounted closely to the receiver for the absolute best accuracy, plus its 2x-7x 
magnification range allows for close- to mid-range sighting. 

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE
#118-000-066ST 2-7x32mm Matte Ballistic Plex $379.00

3-9x40

2x20

Plex
LRS Ballistic 

Plex
Illuminated  

Ballistic Mil-Dot3P #4 LRS Electro-Dot

Reticles

4.5-14x32

4.5-14x42

2-7x35

3-9x50

1-4x24

2-7x32
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Redfield® Revolution Scopes
The rebirth of an American legend; the all-new Redfield Revolution scopes, built in the USA by Leupold using state-of-the-art 
design, manufacturing, assembly, and testing techniques that guarantee functional superiority that no import can rival. The 

Illuminator Lens System™ combines premium lenses with cutting edge vapor-deposition coatings for best-in-class light transmission in the critical low-light/blue wavelengths most com-
mon when game is active. Painstaking design efforts resulted in Redfield's exclusive Rapid Target Acquisition™ (RTA) technology, meaning no more missed opportunities because you 
couldn't find the "sweet spot" behind the scope. Available with 4-plex (duplex reticle) or Accu-Range reticle with ballistic hold points out to 500 yards and calibrated trajectory data for 
most popular calibers. Waterproof, fog proof, shock proof, and covered by the Redfield Full Lifetime Warranty. Objective and ocular bells are threaded to accept Leupold Rain-Coat and 
other filters and accessories.

2-7x33mm Revolution Scope
The Redfield 2-7x33mm is a low profile scope designed for lightweight hunting rifles. Features 
a 1" diameter main tube, Accu-Trac™ 1/4" MOA windage and elevation, finger “click” adjustment 
system. 3.7" to 4.9" eye relief.

#749-007-836ST 2-7x33mm 4-Plex Reticle $179.99
#749-011-289ST 2-7x33mm Accu-Range Reticle 189.99

3-9x40mm Revolution Scope
The 3-9x40mm is designed to be the perfect scope for medium range, small and big game hunting 
rifles. Features a 1" diameter main tube, Accu-Trac 1/4" MOA windage and elevation “click” adjust-
ment system. 3.7" to 4.2"eye relief.

#749-008-017ST 3-9x40mm 4-Plex Reticle $199.99
#749-011-290ST 3-9x40mm Accu-Range Reticle 209.99

3-9x50mm Revolution Scope
The extra large, 50mm diameter objective lens ensures superior light transmission for bright, 
crystal clear viewing during extreme low light conditions, especially at dusk or dawn. Features a 
1" diameter main tube, Accu-Trac 1/4" MOA windage and elevation “click” adjustment system. 3.7" 
to 4.2" eye relief.

#749-008-189ST 3-9x50mm 4-Plex Reticle $239.99
#749-011-291ST 3-9x50mm Accu-Range Reticle 279.99

4-12x40 Revolution Scope
A varmint hunters favorite that also serves double duty as a big game hunting scope. Low to high 
power versatility allows lightning quick target acquisition. 1" diameter tube with Accu-Trac 1/4" 
MOA windage and elevation “click” adjustment system. 3.7"to 4.9" eye relief.

#749-011-292ST 4-12x40mm 4-Plex Reticle $249.99
#749-011-293ST 4-12x40mm Accu-Range Reticle 259.99

Redfield Revenge™ Rifle Scopes
These durable rifle scopes from Redfield are uniquely set up to help you exact “revenge” on the elusive target you missed the last 
time you were afield. Equipped with all of Redfield’s famous features, these scopes are designed to exceed your expectations – 
whether you’re hunting whitetail or prairie dogs. Available with Redfield’s popular 4-Plex reticle, or the Accu-Ranger (A-R) reticle 
with a bracketing system that helps you identify target range and hold-over dots to aid in accurate sighting reference out to 600 
yards. All that’s left to do is pull the trigger and “revenge” is yours! A-R Hunter reticle is great for deer-sized targets; A-R Varmint 
is perfect for hunting prairie dogs or coyotes. 1" O.D. main tube, anodized aluminum, matte black or silver, as indicated in table 
below. 6-18x44 models have an adjustable objective (AO). 

ITEM # MAG./OBJ.
ADJ. RANGE/
CLICK VALUE

EYE 
RELIEF

OAL/MOUNT 
LENGTH FINISH RETICLE WEIGHT

#100-011-935ST 2-7x34mm 80 MOA/¼ 3.5" 11.3"/5.6" Matte 4-Plex 13.6 oz./385g $139.99
#100-011-938ST 3-9x42mm 70 MOA/¼ 3.5" 12.4"/5.6" Matte 4-Plex 14.8 oz./420g 159.99
#100-011-939ST 3-9x42mm 70 MOA/¼ 3.5" 12.4"/5.6" Silver 4-Plex 14.8 oz./420g 169.99
#100-011-941ST 3-9x52mm 70 MOA/¼ 3.5" 12.4"/5.5" Matte 4-Plex 17.1 oz./485g 199.99
#100-011-944ST 4-12x42mm 50 MOA/¼ 3.5" 14.1"/5.5" Matte 4-Plex 15.3 oz./435g 199.99
#100-011-946ST 6-18x44mm AO* 36 MOA/ 1/8 3.5" 14.5"/5.7" Matte Fine-Plex 20.8 oz./590g 249.99
* AO denotes adjustable objective.

2-7x34mm

3-9x50mm

4-12x40mm

3-9x40mm

6-18x44mm

4-12x42mm
3-9x52mm

4-Plex Reticle

Accu-Range 
Reticle

Low Profile Click 
Adjustments

100%  
Waterproof/Fog Proof

2-7x33mm
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ITEM # DESCRIPTION RETICLE
ADJ. RANGE/ 
CLICK VALUE

EYE  
RELIEF LENGTH

MOUNTING 
SPACE WEIGHT

#590-300-028ST ERS 4.5-30x50 Mil-Dot 70 MOA//1/4 MOA 4" 13.1" 5.8" 24.1 oz. $979.00
#590-300-027ST LRS 5-15x40 Mil-Dot 40 MOA//1/4 MOA 3.5" 14" 6" 21 oz. 469.00
#590-300-029ST ERS 6-24x50 FFP Mil-Dot 70 MOA//1/4 MOA 4" 13.5" 5.9" 27 oz. 859.00
#590-300-030ST ERS 6-24x50 FFP BTR Mil-Dot 70 MOA//1/4 MOA 4" 13.5" 5.9" 27 oz. 999.00
#590-300-026ST LRS 10x40 Mil-Dot 80 MOA//1/4 MOA 3.5" 11.5" 6" 15.5 oz. 259.00
#590-300-031ST 3.5-21x50 FFP G2DMR 100 MOA//1/4 MOA 3.75" 13.2" 6" 32.5 oz. 1999.00

Redfield Battlezone™ 3-9x42 Scope
The Battlezone riflescope combines Redfield quality and reliability with features desired by 
AR-platform tactical shooters – at a remarkable price. This nitrogen-purged, water/fog/shockproof 
scope comes with two interchangeable BDC dials – one optimized for 
223/5.56 NATO cartridges and the other for .308/7.62 NATO cartridges. A 
specially-configured TAC-MOA reticle features hash marks separated 
at 2 MOA increments on both crosshairs to make windage hold-off 
and elevation hold-overs simple. Coupled with the convenient pop-
up, finger-adjustable turrets, this scope offers tremendous accuracy 
and reliability at both medium and long-range. 1" OD main tube; 
aluminum, hardcoat anodized, matte black.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
ADJ. RG/ CLICK 

VALUE EYE RELIEF
OAL/MOUNT.

LENGTH RETICLE WEIGHT
#100-011-947ST 3-9x42mm 70 MOA/1/4 3.5" 14.2"/5.6" TAC-MOA 14.8 oz/420g $199.99

Redfield Counterstrike™ Optic
Redfield’s non-magnifying (1x) Counterstrike optic is designed specifically for operation on flat-
top AR-15 rifles with no front sight tower. It features a user-selectable red or green 4 MOA dot, 
plus a belly-mounted aiming laser to give you plenty of sighting versatility in any target-
ing situation. Zero the center dot at a longer distance, set the laser for short ranges, and 
you’re ready for whatever comes your way! Both aiming points may also co-witness to 
give you extra assurance. The center dot features 11 brightness-intensity settings and 
2 night-vision compatible settings to keep it visible in the brightest or dimmest light. 
Integral mount secures the optic firmly to a Picatinny rail. 5.9" OAL, 14.8 oz. 90 MOA 
adjustment range; ½ MOA click value.

#100-011-948ST Redfield Counterstrike Optic $179.99

Weaver T-Series Riflescope
Back by popular demand, Weaver’s T-Series “Target and Varmint Terminator” is a classic-style long-
range scope. With a 1/8 MOA dot within fine crosshairs for very fine, precise aiming and fixed 36x 
power that lets you see the smallest details, the target will absolutely fill your vision. Target tur-

rets let you make instant adjustments, and the adjustable objective gives parallax-free shooting at any range. 
40 MOA adjustment range in 1/8 MOA clicks. 1" diameter main tube. 15" OAL. 17 oz. wt. Matte black finish. 
Includes sunshade, screw-in metal lens caps, and oversized benchrest adjustment knobs. 

ITEM # DESCRIPTION FINISH RETICLE
ADJ. RANGE/
CLICK VALUE EYE RELIEF OAL WT.

#749-011-840ST 36x40 Matte Black 1/8 MOA Dot 40 MOA 3" 15" 17 oz. $449.99

Bushnell Elite Tactical Riflescopes
Bushnell Elite Tactical scopes featue finger-tip adjustable windage and elevation 

knobs, and 1/4 MOA values to help you get on target, no matter how far your target. Available 
in a variety of power ranges with different types of range-finding reticles including Mil-Dot, 
BTR-Mil with hash marks, or the G2 reticle. All scopes have 30mm main tubes, 
except for 10x40 fixed power that has 1" tube. Some models have First 
Focal Plane (FFP) reticles. 5-15x40 has front parallax adjustment. 
All other scopes have side adjustable parallax except for 10x40 
fixed power.

TAC-MOA Reticle

4.5-30x50
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Vortex Viper Rifle Scopes
Variable-power scopes with high resolution optics, parallax adjustment and crystal clear reticles are ideal for long range predator, varmint and 

target shooting. Extra large 44mm or 50mm objectives combine with a 30mm main tube for maximum light transmission during low light conditions. With 
easy-to-grasp target turrets for positive windage and elevation adjustments. Available reticles: 

2.5-10x32mm

Dead-Hold BDC Reticle - Bullet drop reticle helps eliminate guesswork on hold-over and windage corrections. Just 
determine the distance to the target, aim using the correct hash mark and fire for first shot accuracy.
V-Plex Wide Reticle - Standard duplex reticle features an extra fine crosshair that prevents blocking the target. Ideal for 
precise shot placement.
Mil-Dot Reticle - Estimate range, windage and bullet hold-over at the same time. Mil Dot sub-tensions are accurateat 14x.
EBR-1 (Enhanced Battle Reticle) - A hashmarked ranging reticle using MOA or MRAD based subtension lines for ranging, holdover, 
and windage corrections. 

6.5-20x44mm Viper Scopes
Delivers incredible performance with premium features like fully multi-coated optics for 95% light transmission, heavy duty 
Precision Force spring systems and Precision Glide windage and elevation adjustments for consistent repeatability and track-
ing. Easy-to-read magnification settings face rearward for instant viewing without raising your head. Features a built-in index 
pointer for fast positive magnification changes using just your thumb. Side parallax adjustment allows precise focus adjustments 
from 50 yards to infinity, plus the range numbers are visible while in the shooting position. ¼ MOA click adjustments. 14.4" long. 
21 oz. wt. 

#749-012-209ST 6.5-20x44mm – Dead-Hold BDC – Matte Black $429.99
#749-012-210ST 6.5-20x44mm – Mil-Dot – Matte Black 429.99
6.5-20x50mm Viper Scopes
50mm objective bell for maximum light transmission during low light conditions, with the same performance features as the 44mm Viper 
scope.  ¼ MOA click adjustments. 14.4" long. 21.6 oz. wt. 

#749-012-206ST 6.5-20x50mm - Dead-Hold BDC Reticle - Matte Black $459.99
#749-012-207ST 6.5-20x50mm - V-Plex Wide Reticle - Matte Black 459.99
#749-012-208ST 6.5-20x50mm - Mil-Dot Reticle - Matte Black 459.99
Vortex Viper PST Rifle Scopes (30mm)
The Viper PST scope line was designed from the ground up for the long-range shooter and features sophisticated reticles for 
estimating range, holdover, and windage normally found on scopes costing much more. The glass-etched, illuminated reticle has 10 
brightness settings and side parallax adjustment to provide a clear sight picture at all ranges and under different light conditions. All models 
feature the EBR (Enhanced Battle Reticle) with subtension lines graduated in MRAD units (3.6" at 100yds). FFP (First Focal Plane) models 
have reticle lines that stay valid at all magnifications. 2.5-10 x 44mm – 12" long, 18.4 oz. wt. 4-16 x 50mm – 13" long, 22 oz. wt. 6-24 x 
50mm – 15½" long, 23 oz. wt.

#100-007-285ST 2.5-10x44 Viper Scope, EBR/MRAD $599.99
#100-007-284ST 4-16x50 Viper Scope, EBR/MRAD 699.99
#100-007-282ST 4-16x50 FFP Viper Scope, EBR/MRAD 899.99
#100-007-283ST 6-24x50 Viper Scope, EBR/MRAD 749.99
#100-007-281ST 6-24x50 FFP Viper Scope, EBR/MRAD 949.99
#100-013-110ST 2.5-10x32mm FFP Viper Scope, MRAD 799.99
#100-013-111ST 2.5-10x32mm FFP Viper Scope, MOA 799.99
Viper HS Rifle Scopes
The Viper HS line features extra elevation and windage adjustment travel, making these scopes perfectly suited for short- and 
long-range hunting and target shooting. Exposed, easy-to-grasp elevation turrets and side-focus parallax adjustments help you 
dial in optimal accuracy at nearly any range. Extra-low dispersion glass and XR lens coatings work in tandem to deliver bright, 
crisp, color-correct target images. 2.5-10x44mm - 12" long, 18.4 oz. wt. 4-16x44mm – 13.7" long, 20 oz. wt. 4-16x50mm – 13.7" 
long, 22 oz. wt. All models have a matte black finish.

#100-010-490ST 2.5-10x44mm – V-Plex Reticle $389.99
#100-010-488ST 2.5-10x44mm – Dead-Hold BDC Reticle 399.99
#100-010-485ST 4-16x44mm – V-Plex Reticle 489.99
#100-010-483ST 4-16x44mm – Dead-Hold BDC Reticle 499.99
#100-010-480ST 4-16x50mm – V-Plex Reticle 539.99
#100-010-478ST 4-16x50mm – Dead-Hold BDC Reticle 549.99
#100-013-114ST 6-24x50mm - Dead-Hold BDC Reticle 599.99
#100-013-115ST 6-24x50mm V-Plex Reticle 589.99
Viper HS LR Rifle Scopes
HS LR (Long Range) scopes are specifically designed for super-accurate, long-range performance. They include all the capable features 
of the standard HS series, plus Vortex’s CRS (Customizable Rotational Stop) Zero Stop elevation turret. These ultra-precise, target-style 
turrets ensure that zero is maintained after dialing up large elevation corrections. 4-16x44mm – 13.7" long, 20 oz. wt. 4-16x50mm – 13.7" 
long, 22 oz. wt. Matte black finish.

#100-010-198ST 4-16x44mm – Dead-Hold BDC Reticle $549.99
#100-010-196ST 4-16x50mm – Dead-Hold BDC Reticle 599.99
#100-013-112ST 6-24x50mm FFP - XLR Reticle 899.99
#100-013-113ST  4-16x50mm FFP - XLR Reticle 849.99

4-16x50mm

6.5-20x50mm

6-24x50mm

2.5-10x44mm

V-Plex Wide

Mil Dot Dead-Hold BDC

EBR-1 MRAD V-Plex

Reticles

V-Brite

6.5-20x44mm
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4-16x44mm

Vortex Viper HS-T Rifle Scopes
Combining the best features of the PST and HS Viper Scopes, the HS-T scopes feature a second focal plane hashmark reticle 

in either MOA or MRAD. Precise 1/4 MOA click adjustments and side focus knob help you get on target quickly and clearly. The 
30mm tube allows for 75 MOA of windage and elevation range, and the generous 4" eye relief gives you plenty of clearance on hard-

kicking magnums. 4-16 x 44mm. 13.7" long. 20.8 oz. wt. 

Diamondback Scopes (1" Tube)
Diamondback scopes offer popular high-end features – without the high-end price. One-piece, 1" diameter alu-

minum tube with dual braced lenses provides ruggedness and dependability in a rifle scope designed for big game, magnum 
rifles, and slug hunting. Precision-ground, multi-coated optics enhance target picture in all useable light conditions, and 
Argon gas purging keeps the lenses fog-free even in extreme temperatures. Plus, you get the first-shot accuracy of Vortex’s 
Dead-Hold BDC reticle, good for hunting or shooting at varying ranges where estimating hold-over is a concern.  1/4 MOA 
windage/elevation click adjustments (70 MOA max). Both models approx. 12" long, 14.5 oz. wt.

#100-008-113ST Vortex 3-9x40mm Diamondback Scope, Dead-Hold BDC $199.99
#100-008-114ST Vortex 4-12x40mm Diamondback Scope, Dead-Hold BDC 199.99
#100-013-119ST Vortex 4-12x40mm Diamondback Scope, AO Dead-Hold BDC, MOA 299.99
#100-013-120ST Vortex 4-12x40mm Diamondback Scope, Dead-Hold BDC, MOA 249.99
#100-013-121ST Vortex 2-7x35mm Diamondback Scope, Rimfire V-Plex, MOA 179.99

4-12x40mm

3-9x40mm

#100-013-122ST 6-18x44mm AO V-Brite Reticle $269.99
#100-013-122ST 6-18x44mm AO V-Brite Reticle 269.99
#100-013-123ST 6-18x44mm AO Dead-Hold BDC Reticle 219.99
#100-013-124ST 4-12x40mm AO Dead-Hold BDC Reticle 189.99
#100-013-125ST 4-12x44mm Dead-Hold BDC Reticle 159.99
#100-013-126ST 2-7x32mm Rimfire V-Plex Reticle 119.99

6-18x44mm

Vortex Crossfire II Scopes
Vortex’s innovative Crossfire II scopes deliver optimum visual performance when you need to make shots that 

count.  Fully multi-coated lenses offer increased light transmission and edge to edge clarity with less haze, ensuring you a 
clearer target picture even at dawn or dusk. The long eye relief and fast focus eyepiece lets you quickly acquire targets and 
keep the reticle in focus at all times. Easily make windage and elevation adjustments with the zero resettable MOA turrets. 

AO models also feature an adjustable objective. Crafted from 1" aircraft-aluminum, these rugged scopes are nitrogen 
purged and O-ring sealed for 100% waterproofing and fogproofing. Shockproof scope body is hard-coat-anodized with 
a matte black finish to reduce glare.  

4-12x44mm

2-7x32mm

4-12x40mm

#100-005-960ST 5-20x50mm - EBR-1 Reticle, 15 MOA $1999.99
#100-005-962ST 5-20x50mm - EBR-3 Reticle, 5 MRAD 1999.99
#100-013-100ST 5-20x50mm - EBR-1 Reticle, 25 MOA 1999.99
#100-013-101ST 5-20x50mm - EBR-2B Reticle, 25 MOA 1999.99
#100-013-102ST 5-20x50mm - EBR-2B Reticle, 5 MRAD 1999.99
#100-013-103ST 5-20x50mm - EBR-2B Reticle, 10 MRAD 1999.99
#100-013-104ST 5-20x50mm - EBR-3 Reticle, 10 MRAD 1999.99

Vortex Razor HD Gen II
"Versatile 1x to 6x riflescope is optimized for AR-platform rifles chambered in 5.56mm/.223 or .308/7.62mm, making it 
ideal for competition shooters, hunters, and law enforcement/military personnel. A forgiving eye box, generous eye relief, 
and the illuminated reticle with 11 brightness-intensity settings make for quick, instinctive acquisition of any short- to 
mid-range target. JM-1 BDC (Bullet Drop Compensation) reticle is designed for a 200-yard zero, with hash marks to assist 
with hold-overs at 300, 400, 500 and 600 yards. Adjustment range 110 MOA in ½ MOA clicks. Eye relief is 4". 10" O.A.L. 
25.2 oz. wt. "

#100-009-922ST 1-6x24mm Razor HD Gen II Scope $1399.99

5-20x50mm

1-6x24mm

Vortex Razor HD Rifle Scopes
Razor HD scopes are designed to meet the demands of extreme hunting and tactical situations. Illuminated 

First Focal Plane (FFP) ranging reticles ensure consistent subtensions at all magnifications, with 11 illumination settings 
for daytime, low-light, or night-vision devices. Subtension marks on the reticles match the click value on the turrets. The 
1-4x24mm model’s EBR-556 reticle is calibrated for the 5.56mm NATO cartridge, making it ideal for rapid close- and mid-
range shooting with fast handling modern sporting rifles. 5-20x50mm model has a side parallax adjustment to fine-tune 
focus from 40 yards to infinity, with Rapid Zero Return to keep the turret from dialing below sight-in range. 1-4x24mm 

– Adj. range 200 MOA in ¼ MOA clicks. 10.3" O.A.L., 20.2 oz. wt. 5-20x50mm: Adj. range – 125 MOA in ¼ MOA clicks 
(EBR-1) or 36 MRAD in .1 MRAD clicks (EBR-3). 15.8" O.A.L., 35.2 oz. wt. 35mm O.D. tube. All models: Eye relief is 
3.9". 30mm O.D. tube. Low-glare matte black finish.

#100-013-622ST HS-T 4-16x44mm VMR-1 MOA Reticle $559.99
#100-013-623ST HS-T 4-16x44mm VMR-1 MRAD Reticle 559.99
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#749-013-488ST Sightron Series II 26x42 BRD $435.55

Sightron Series II Scope (1" Tube)
The Sightron Series II 36x42 BRD offers Sightron’s unique ExacTrack windage and elevation adjustment system in a scope designed 
expressly for benchrest shooting. The fixed 36x magnification lets you see exactly where your hits are - and how small your group is. 
The adjustable objective lets you focus from 15 yards to infinity, and at 100 yards the field of view is 36". Matte black with 1" main tube.

Sightron Series III Scopes 
(30mm)

Since 1993, Sightron Scopes have built a reputation for excellent 
optical quality and reliably repeatable adjustments. These scopes 
feature the ZACT-7 seven-layer multi-coat on their precision-
ground lenses and Sightron’s unique ExacTrack windage and 
elevation adjustment system. Your choice of a wide range 
of magnification and MOA or MRAD based reticles 
good for a variety of shooting applications. These 
scopes feature windage and elevation target knobs 
with either .05 MRAD, .1 MRAD, 1/4 MOA or 1/8 MOA 
click adjustments, and side focus knobs. Scopes have 
30mm main tubes and matte black finish.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION RETICLE
CLICK  
VALUE

ADJ.  
RANGE

EYE  
RELIEF LENGTH

MOUNTING 
SPACE WT

#749-014-193ST 3.5-10x44 LRMD Mil-Dot 1/4 MOA 120 MOA 3.8"-3.8" 13.1" 5.9" 20.8 oz. 699.99
#749-014-194ST 3.5-10x44 LRMD/CM Mil-Dot .1 MRAD 31.9 MRAD 3.6"-3.8" 13.1 5.9" 20.8 oz. 649.99
#749-014-195ST 3.5-10x44 LRIRMOA Illum. MOA-3 1/4 MOA 120 MOA 3.6"-3.8" 13.1" 5.9" 20.8 oz. 759.99
#749-013-399ST 6-24x50 LRMOA MOA-2 1/4 MOA 100 MOA 3.6"-3.8" 15" 6" 21.9 oz. $915.01
#749-013-400ST 6-24x50mm LRMD Mil-Dot 1/4 MOA 100 MOA 3.6"-3.8" 15" 6" 21.9 oz. 849.22
#749-013-402ST 8-32x56mm LRMOA MOA-2 1/4 MOA 70 MOA 3.6"-4.0" 15.3" 6 1/4" 24.7 oz. 951.93
#749-013-401ST 8-32x56mm LRMD Mil-Dot 1/4 MOA 70 MOA 3.6"-4.0" 15.3" 6 1/4" 24.7 oz. 886.14
#749-013-282ST 10-50x60mm LRMD Mil-Dot 1/8 MOA 50 MOA 3.8"-4.5" 16.9" 6 3/4" 28.9 oz. 1047.26
#749-014-196ST 6-24x50 LRMD/CM Mil-Dot .1 MRAD 26.9 MRAD 3.6"-3.8" 14.9" 6" 24.3 oz. 888.70
#749-014-197ST 6-2x50 LRD 1 MOA Dot 1/4 MOA 100 MOA 3.6"-3.8" 14.9" 6" 24.3 oz. 834.45
#749-014-198ST 8-32x56 LRD 1 MOA Dot 1/4 MOA 70 MOA 3.6"-4.0" 15.3" 6.3" 26.5 oz. 886.14
#749-014-199ST 8-32x56 LRTD 1/2 MOA Dot 1/4 MOA 70 MOA 3.6-4.0 15.3" 6.3" 26.5 oz. 886.14
#749-014-200ST 8-32x56 LRTDTDT 1/2 MOA Dot 1/8 MOA 70 MOA 3.6"-4.0" 15.3" 6.3" 26.5 oz. 886.14
#749-014-201ST 8-32x56 LRFCH Fine Crosshair 1/4 MOA 70 MOA 3.6"-4.0" 15.3" 6.3" 26.5 oz. 886.14
#749-014-202ST 8-32x56 LRMDCM Mil-Dot .1 MRAD 18.6 MRAD 3.6"-4.0" 15.3" 6.3" 26.5 oz. 925.62
#749-014-203ST 10-50x60 LRTD 1/2 MOA Dot 1/8 MOA 50 MOA 3.8"-4.5" 16.9" 6.6" 30.1 oz. 1047.26
#749-014-204ST 10-50x60 LRFCH Fine Crosshair 1/8 MOA 50 MOA 3.8"-4.5" 16.9" 6.6" 30.1 oz. 1047.26
#749-014-205ST 10-50x60 LRMDCM Mil Dot .05 MRAD 13.2 MRAD 3.8"-4.5" 16.9" 6.6" 30.1 oz. 1086.74
#749-014-206ST 10-50x60 LRMOA MOA-2 1/4 MOA 50 MOA 3.8-4.5" 16.9" 6.6" 30.1 oz. 1086.74
#749-014-207ST 10-50x60 LRIRMOA Illum. MOA-2 1/4 MOA 50  MOA 3.8"-4.5" 16.9" 6.6" 30.1 oz. 1315.68
#749-014-208ST 10-50x60 LRIRMH Illum. Mil-Hash .05 MRAD 13.2 MRAD 3.8"-4.5" 16.9" 6.6" 30.1 oz. 1355.16
#749-014-209ST 10-50x60 LRIRSIL Illum Silhoutte Mil-Hash .05 MRAD 13.2 MRAD 3.8"-4.5" 16.9" 6.6" 30.1 oz. 1355.16

Sightron 1-7x24 Scopes
Sightron's 1-7x24 scope offers the same high optical quality, 30mm tube, ExacTrack and ZACT-7 lens coating as their long-range scopes, in a slim, 
tactical package ideal for AR-15s or 3-Gun shooting. True 1x at the low end and true 7x at the top end. Illuminated reticles run off common CR2032 
battery.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION RETICLE
CLICK  
VALUE

ADJ.  
RANGE

EYE  
RELIEF LENGTH

MOUNTING 
SPACE WT. 

#749-014-191ST 1-7x24 IR4A Illum. German 4A .1 MRAD 26.9 MRAD 3.9"-4.8" 13" 8.2" 20 oz. $799.99
#749-014-192ST 1-7X24 IRMOA Illum. MOA 1/2 MOA 100 MOA 3.9"-4.8" 13" 8.2" 20 799.99

Sightron 10x42 MMD
The fixed-power 10x42  “Modified Mil-Dot” scope has the same high optical quality, ExacTrack windage and elevation adjustment system and Zact-7 
multi-coating Sightron is know for, but eliminates confusion in high-stress situations caused by forgetting to zoom in or out, or adjust parallax. The 
Modified Mil-Dot reticle has standard mil-dots with .5 hash marks between each to help further refine mil readings. 

ITEM # DESCRIPTION RETICLE
CLICK  
VALUE

ADJ.  
RANGE

EYE  
RELIEF LENGTH

MOUNTING 
SPACE WT.

#749-014-210ST 10x42 MMD Modified Mil-Dot 1/4 MOA 10x fixed 3.6 13.1" 5.6" 19.4 oz. $578.88

10x42

10-50x60 6-24x50 6-24x50

1-7x24

3.5-10x44
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Vortex Viper HD Spotting Scope 
15-45x65mm

Combining proprietary XR anti-reflective coatings and HD (High Density) extra-low dis-
persion glass, this rugged scope offers increased resolution, color fidelity, and maximum 
brightness. Features dual control for precision focusing with both coarse and fine focus 
adjustments. The argon gas purging ensures fogproof performance in all weather condi-
tions. Scratch resistant lenses are protected with an ultra-hard ArmorTek coating. Durable 
O-rings seal the scope, preventing moisture, dust, and debris from getting inside. The built-
in Picatinny rail can be used to easily attach red dot type sights. Scope comes complete with 
a zoom eyepiece, rotating tripod mount, built-in sunshade, and a custom fitted case.    

#100-013-183ST Viper 15-45x65mm Angled Spotting Scope $649.99
#100-013-184ST Viper 15-45x65mm Straight Spotting Scope 649.99

Vortex Diamondback Spotting Scope 
20-60x60mm

Combining quality and performance into a lightweight package, the Diamondback pro-
vides a bright image throughout the magnification range. Proprietary XR anti-reflective, 
fully multicoated lenses increase light transmission for maximum brightness. To ensure 
clear, accurate color images, the Porro prisms are dielectric coated for enhanced subject 
detail. Coupled with the 20 to 60 power zoom eyepiece and you are assured to get the up-
close looks you need. All exterior lenses are protected from scratching with an ultra-hard 
ArmorTek coating. Nitrogen gas purging and O-ring seals deliver fogproof and waterproof 
performance no matter the weather. A built-in sunshade shields the objective lens from 
glare and precipitation. Rotating tripod collar allows you to turn the scope body to change 
viewing angles.    

#100-013-186ST Diamondback 20-60x60mm Angled Spotting Scope $399.99
#100-013-185ST Diamondback 20-60x60mm Straight Spotting Scope 399.99

16-48x65mm

Vortex Razor HD Spotting Scopes
The Razor HD takes spotting scope performance to the next level by employing 
high density extra-low dispersion glass lens elements, which delivers images in 

true to life clarity and color accuracy. Lenses are fully multicoated and feature XR anti-reflective 
coatings for enhanced resolution and increased light transmission. A triple-apochromatic lens 
system further eliminates any color distortion across the entire field of view. Exterior lenses are 
protected from scratching with an ultra-hard ArmorTek coating which also repels oil, dirt and 
corrosive salts from fingerprints. Scope is argon gas purged for waterproof and fogproof perfor-
mance. Lightweight diecast magnesium alloy body features a rubber armor for added strength 
and durability. Digital camera adapter lets you take advantage of the fine optics of the Razor HD 
spotting scope with a DSLR camera. Includes: 30mm, 37mm, 43mm, 52mm, 55mm and 58mm 
adapter rings. Most digital point-and-shoot cameras require an accessory lens adapter and/or step 
ring (not included). 15 ¼" OAL. 65.7 oz. wt. 

#749-012-217ST 20-60x85mm Razor HD Angled Spotting Scope $1599.99
#100-013-105ST 20-60x85mm Razor HD Straight Spotting Scope 1599.99
#100-013-106ST 16-48x65mm Razor HD Angled Spotting Scope 1199.99
#100-013-107ST 16-48x65mm Razor HD Straight Spotting Scope 1199.99
#749-012-218ST Razor HD Digital Camera Adapter 169.99 Digital Camera Adapter

20-60x85mm

16-48x65mm

20-60x85mm
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KOWA High Performance Spotting Scopes
Kowa one the leading optics companies in the world combines state-of-the-art technology with the finest optical glass available to deliver phenomenal clarity, resolution and crystal clear 
images. Features an angled eyepiece to help prevent fatigue and discomfort when viewing. Kowa spotting scopes are the most popular choice of high power and long range competitive 
shooters.

KOWA TSN-82SV 82mm Angled Spotting Scope
Designed to go-one-better and offer greater magnification, clarity and resolution then comparable priced spotting 
scopes. Features an impressive 82mm objective lens for maximum light transmission and brightness. Available eyepieces 
include 21-63x variable magnification or long eye relief, 25x fixed magnification. Eyepieces and spotting scope case must 
be purchased separately. Spotting scope can be used while enclosed in wrap-around storage case. 15.1" OAL. 52.2 oz.

#749-012-345ST TSN-82SV Spotting Scope $759.99
#749-012-346ST TE-10Z 21-63x Zoom Eyepiece 399.99
#749-012-347ST TE-20HD 25x Long Eye Relief Eyepiece 239.99
#749-012-348ST TSN-82SV Storage Case 69.99
KOWA TSN-883 88mm Angled Spotting Scope
Raises the bar in optical quality with leading edge “fluorite-crystal” technology that eliminates chromatic aberration and 
delivers incredibly, sharp clear images. Lightweight compact system has an overall length of just 13.5" yet offers one of 
the largest diameter objective lenses (88mm) in the business. Dual focus adjustment knob features quick focus in two 
revolutions and one revolution fine focus. Durable magnesium alloy body is lightweight without sacrificing strength. 
Secures to both 1/4" and 3/8" tripods. 20-60x variable magnification eyepieces feature aspherical lenses for maximum field 
of view over the entire power range. Long relief, 25x fixed magnification eyepiece provides the extra room needed when 
wearing glasses. Eyepieces and storage case must be purchased separately. Spotting scope can be used while enclosed in 
wrap-around storage case. 13.5" OAL. 53.6 oz.

#749-012-360ST TSN-883 Spotting Scope $2449.99
#749-012-361ST TE-10Z 20-60x Zoom Eyepiece 609.99
#749-012-362ST TE-20H 25x Long Eye Relief Eyepiece 349.99
#749-012-363ST TSN-883 Storage Case 139.99

Nightforce® TS-82™ Xtreme Hi-Def™ 
Spotting Scope

The folks at Nightforce designed the TS-82 to give the same optical clarity as shooters 
have come to expect from their rifle scopes. It produces vivid, high-contrast images with 
razor-sharp resolution and no distortion from edge to edge – even at the top of its 20-70x 
magnification range. The 82mm objective lens ensures exceptional low-light performance, 
and an internal prism system provides maximum light transmission, unlike mirrors that 
can absorb critical light. Lens is ground from high-grade APO (apochromatic) fluorite 
glass for exceptionally true, brilliant color. Nightforce’s proprietary coatings – same as 
used on their rifle scopes – result in superb contrast and brightness, and images stay crisp 
and clean with an additional hydrophobic coating that repels fingerprints and smudges 
and immediately sheds water without leaving residue. Large center focus ring is precise, 
comfortable, and fast, even while wearing gloves. Waterproof aluminum body provides 
outstanding strength and thermal stability. Adapter lets you attach an iPhone 4 or 5, 
centering the photo/video lens over the eyepiece to capture high-resolution photos of 
wildlife, birds or other faraway objects year-round. Straight model is 16.4" OAL. Angled is 
15.9" OAL. Eye relief: 18mm. 67 oz. approx. wt.

#100-012-587ST TS-82 Spotting Scope - Straight Eyepiece $2522.00
#100-012-588ST TS-82 Spotting Scope - Angled Eyepiece 2522.00
#524-000-173ST TS-82 20-70x Eyepiece 588.00
#524-000-174ST TS-82 30-60x Wide Angle Eyepiece 588.00
#524-000-175ST TS-82 Accessory Rail 87.00
#524-000-176ST TS-82 iPhone 4/4S Adapter 53.00
#524-000-177ST TS-82 iPhone 5 Adapter 53.00
#524-000-178ST TS-82 Lens Cap Set 24.00
#524-000-179ST TS-82 Knurled Grommet Set 24.00

Nikon Prostaff 5  
Fieldscope and  
Accessories
Nikon’s durable spotting scopes 
are well respected among 
outdoor enthusiasts and 
offer edge-to-edge clar-
ity, bringing distant 
objects into clear, col-
orcorrect focus. The 
compact, lightweight 
Prostaff 5 series features 
porro-prisms, an inte-
grated sliding sunshade, 
rubber armoring, and internal 
blackening to reduce glare. Turn-
and-slide eyecups ensure appropriate eye 
relief for eyeglass wearers. Models are avail-
able with angled or straight body eyepieces 
in both 60mm and 82mm objective lenses. 
Scopes can be used while enclosed 
in protective, Vue-Thru case. 
The first number in the eye-
piece magnification values 
below indicates power 
when attached to 60mm 
object lens; second num-
ber indicates power when 
attached to 82mm objec-
tive lens.

#100-009-158ST 16-48x60mm Spotting Scope - Straight Body Zoom Eyepiece $499.95
#100-009-159ST 16-48x60mm Spotting Scope - Angled Body Zoom Eyepiece 499.95
#100-009-160ST 20-60x82mm Spotting Scope - Straight Body Zoom Eyepiece 599.95
#100-009-161ST 20-60x82mm Spotting Scope - Straight Body Zoom Eyepiece 599.95
#100-009-162ST 20x/25x Fixed Eyepiece 99.95
#100-009-163ST 30x/38x Fixed Eyepiece 129.95
#100-009-164ST 16-48x/20-60x Zoom Eyepiece 169.95
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Spotting Scopes & Rangefinders

Swarovski ATX/STX Spotting Scopes
Never worry about having the right spotting scope again with this innovative 

modular design from Swarovski. Instead of being locked into one size or style of scope, sim-
ply choose an angled or straight eyepiece, and then based on your needs, attach it to either a 
65mm, 85mm, or 95mm objective lens. Magnification range of the eyepiece is 25-60x with 
the 65mm or 85mm objective lenses and 30-70x on the 95mm objective lens. Crystal clear 
viewing is delivered by the HD lenses which provide rich contrast, exceptional color fidelity 
and optimum contrast in low light conditions. Eyepieces feature field flattener lenses which 
produce razor-sharp image with clarity right up to the periphery, without the need for 
constant refocusing. An extra-long eye relief and twist-in removable eye cup ensures there 
is no distortion or discomfort for users wearing eyeglasses. The ergonomic design of the 
scope places the focusing and zooming ring close together, allowing for quick zooming and 
focusing without losing sight of the object.   
#100-013-400ST ATX Module Eyepiece - Angled $2249.00
#100-013-401ST STX Module Eyepiece - Straight 2249.00
#100-013-402ST 25-60X65mm Modular Objective 879.00
#100-013-403ST 25-60X85mm Modular Objective 1599.00
#100-013-404ST 30-70X95mm Modular Objective  1899.00

ATX Eyepiece

Redfield® Rampage™ 
20-60x60mm 
Spotting Scope

The Redfield Rampage 20-60x60mm spotting scope has all the features you need for a 
lifetime of use in the field, with none of the added cost. Features a polycarbonate body to 
reduce weight; fully multicoated lenses and a premium BAK4 prism for a superior image; 
a retractable lens shade to reduce glare; a twist up/down eyecup for use with or without 
eyeglasses; and Redfield’s renowned waterproof and fog proof technology. With a magnifi-
cation range from 20x to 60x, the Rampage allows for the perfect balance of magnification 
and field-of-view regardless of the situation; and the standard 1/4-20 threaded port allows 
for easy installation on any standard tripod or window mount. Includes a compact tripod, 
view-thru soft case, neoprene neck strap, and lens covers. Covered by the Redfield Limited 
Lifetime Warranty.

#749-011-288ST Rampage 20-60x60mm Spotting Scope $199.99

Sinclair Bench/Scope Stand
Our bench spotting scope stand employs two large clamp-
ing plates to lock the stand securely to the bench. A 
bench thickness of 1⁄4" to 12" is eas- ily accommodated. 
The scope mounting head moves smoothly up and 
down on the 18" stainless steel shaft for proper scope 
height adjustment. The head locks in place with a 
comfortable knob and contoured locking piece. The 
scope mounting head incorporates a double spring 
loaded adjusting mechanism which permits easy target 
acquisition. The scope mounting surface is designed 
to mount 1⁄4-20 threaded scopes with a mat-
ing surface of 1-3⁄4" x 2-1⁄4" or less (almost 
all field and spotting scopes with threaded 
mounts).
We usually mount the scope stand to the left 
side of the bench so all we have to do is move 
our head off the riflescope to view the results 
of our shooting. If you shoot off the bench 
using open sights or lower powered scopes, 
this is a piece of equipment that puts your 
spotting scope to great use.

#749-007-844ST Sinclair Bench/Scope Stand $149.99

25-60x65mm Modular Objective

30-70x95 Modular Objective25-60x85 Modular Objective

STX Eyepiece

Leica Rangemaster CRF 1600-B Laser 
Rangefinder
Leica’s compact mon-
ocular rangefinder 
features an integrated 
ballistics computer that 
automatically adjusts 
for barometric pres-
sure, temperature and 
angle of incline. The 
eye-safe invisible laser 
gives true target range in meters or 
yards out to 1,600 yards, no mat-
ter how steep the angle or what 
the altitude is. The scan feature 
lets you constantly range moving 
targets. The Rangemaster 1600-B 
also lets you choose data output 
from three different modes, depend-
ing on what kind of scope you use: inches of holdover for traditional-reticle hunting scopes, 
true hold distance for scopes with ballistic reticles or ballistic turrets, and MOA adjust-
ments for Mil-Dot reticles. It includes data on a variety of ballistic curves to help you match 
your particular load’s performance as closely as possible. The featherweight carbon-fiber 
reinforced body and magnesium chassis means you can easily carry it all day long. The 
AquaDura lens coating repels dirt and water. Runs on one 3v lithium battery, included.

#100-011-162ST Leica Rangemaster CRF 1600-B Rangefinder $799.00

Bushnell Scout 1000 ARC 
Rangefinder
The Bushnell Scout 1000 Angle Range 
Compensation rangefinder 
features an integrated 

inclinometer that 
measures angles 

from -60° to + 60° to 
combine distance readings and angle-of-
the-target calculations to deliver precise 
hold-overs for the specific rifle cartridge 
you are shooting. Multi-coated, 5x mag-
nification optics provide a crisp sight 
picture, and display distances in yards or 
meters out to a maximum of 1,000 yards. 
Targeting modes include: Scan for on-the-
fly scouting, BullsEye to focus the laser on a 
specific target, and Brush for ranging targets 
while you're positioned behind tree branches or 
other light vegetation. Bow hunters will appreciate the Bow mode with ARC up to 99 yards. 
Lightweight and compact, the durable unit is water resistant, and features Bushnell's exclu-
sive RainGuard® HD lens coating to ensure that the optic remains clear in the rain. Includes 
nylon carry case, CR-2 lithium battery, neck strap, and instructions.

#105-000-093ST Bushnell Scout 1000 ARC $289.99
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Leupold RX Rangefinders
These compact rangefinders give superior 

ranging speed and accuracy combined with 
the crystal-clear optical quality that made 
Leupold famous. They magnify images up 
to 6x and offer the user a selection of aim-
ing reticles. Weatherproof and small enough 

to slip into your pocket, RX rangefinders 
feature intuitive menus, simple push-button 
use, and easy-to-see readouts. DNA (Digitally 
eNhanced Accuracy) technology increases 

ranging dependability on soft, non-reflective 
targets, regardless of color. Advanced technology 

quickly gives you the ballistic information you need 
to make the shot when it counts. Fold-down rubber eye-

cups make it easy to use them with or without eyeglasses. All 
models require one CR-2 lithium battery, included. 

RX 600i 
accurately ranges targets as close a 6 yards 
and out to a maximum of 600 yards. At only 
slightly more than 4" long and weighing 6.8 

oz., you can take the RX 600i anywhere.
RX 600i Digital Laser Rangefinder
#526-000-235ST $249.99

RX 800i 
features Leupold’s unique Trophy Scale system: 

simply set the baseline measurement you’re look-
ing for - between 10" and 60" - and the RX 800i will tell 

you if the animal measures up. Also available with the TBR 
(True Ballistic Range) system, which automatically 

accounts for incline on steep-angle shots, to help 
get you on target, no matter the terrain. Both 
versions of the RX800i accurately range from 
5.9 yards out to 800 yards. 4.2" long, 7 oz. wt. 

RX 800i Digital Laser Rangefinder - Black
#526-000-236ST $279.99

RX 800i Digital Laser Rangefinder - 
Black/Gray
#526-000-237ST $319.99

RX-1000i
accurately ranges from 5 yards all the way out to 1,000 yards 

and is also available with the optional TBR system. TBR model is 
available with a two-tone black-gray exterior finish or, for added stealth 

in the field, Mossy Oak Break-Up camo. All RX-1000i models are only 3.8" 
long and weigh only 7.8 oz. 

#526-000-234ST RX 1000i Digital Laser Rangefinder - Black $349.99
#526-000-232ST RX 1000i Digital Laser Rangefinder - Black/Gray 399.99
#526-000-233ST RX 1000i Digital Laser Rangefinder - Mossy Oak 419.99

RX 600i 

RX 800i 

RX 1000i 

Nikon Aculon Rangefinder
Extremely compact and lightweight, the 

easy-to-use Aculon quickly measures distances 
from 6 yards out to 550 yards. Single but-
ton operation gives distances in one 
yard increments on the uncluttered 
LCD display. If target is partially 
obscured by brush or grass, the 
Distant Target Priority Mode dis-
plays the range of the furthest object 
in a group. For moving targets, the 
Aculon gives a continuous reading for 
up to 20 seconds. The 6x magnification and the 
20mm multi-coated lens provides for maximum light transmission and optimal brightness. 
Rubber-coated, water-resistant exterior and fog proof lens ensure visual clarity even in wet 
conditions. The long eye relief is ideal for people wearing glasses and provides a full field of 
view when ranging targets. Operates on one CR-2 lithium battery and automatically shuts 
off after eight seconds of inactivity to save battery life.

#100-014-006ST Aculon Rangefinder $189.95

Vortex Ranger 1000 
Rangefinder 

Accurate up to 1,000 yards, this easy to use 
rangefinder keeps things simple, yet pro-
vides a high level of performance. A high-
ly intuitive menu and clean display makes 
it easy to navigate the various features 
of this rangefinder. The primary HCD 
(Horizontal Component Distance) mode 
displays true angle compensated distances 
in either yards or meters. A Line of Sight 
(LOS) mode and a continuous scan mode 
judges distances in real time while you 
are scanning for or tracking game. Fully 
multi-coated lenses deliver optimal light 
transmission and combined with a focus-
ing diopter provides a clear, precise image. 
The rubber exterior withstands harsh weather condi- tions, while the O-ring sealing 
provides waterproof and dustproof performance. Unit can be worn around your neck using 
the included lanyard or carried on your belt with the adjustable clip. Powered by one CR2 
lithium battery, included.   

#100-013-182ST Vortex Ranger 1000 Rangefinder $379.99

Vortex Viper HD Roof Prism Binoculars
Advanced roof prism technology com-
bines with high resolution, extralow dis-
persion optics to deliver a bright, crystal 
clear image. Features a high-tech "phase 
correction" coating for enhanced con-
trast, increased light transmission and 
maximum brightness. Rubber armored 
for a secure, non-slip grip and durable 
external protection. Adjustable eyecups 
provide a precise fit with eyeglasses; 
diopter focus's left and right side for 
different users and center wheel adjusts 
the main focus. Rugged, compact and 
lightweight—some of the lightest full-
size binoculars available. Compatible 
with tripod adapter. Models available in 
42mm and 50mm objective diameters, 
plus 8x, 10x or 15x magnification.
#749-012-215ST 8x42mm Viper HD Binoculars $589.99
#749-012-214ST 10x42mm Viper HD Binoculars 599.99
#749-012-213ST 10x50mm Viper HD Binoculars 649.99
#749-012-212ST 15x50mm Viper HD Binoculars 659.99

8x42

Nikon RifleHunter 1000 
Rangefinder
With the push of a single button, 
the RifleHunter 1000 displays the 
distance to the target so you can 
plan your shot. Tru-Target ranging 
technology displays range distances 
in 0.1-yard/meter increments out 
to 999.9 yards/meters, and lets you 
lock onto an individual target in 
a group. I/D technology measures 
incline/decline shooting angles to 
calculate the actual distance your 
bullet will travel over uneven ter-
rain. The Active Brightness Control 
liquid crystal display viewfinder detects 
the brightness of the target itself and automatically activates a light-emitting diode to adjust 
the brightness of the display for best contrast with the target. Includes carry case, lanyard, 
and instructions. Powered by one CR2 lithium battery, included.
Nikon RifleHunter 1000 Rangefinder – Metallic Silver/Gray
#749-101-406ST $349.95
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Nikon Binoculars
Nikon binoculars feature precision-ground, multi-coated lenses that give bright, razor-sharp images to help you pick out that trophy on the hillside, or see your target clearly any time of 
day – dawn to dusk. All models come with removable lens covers and neck straps. Available in a wide range of models and magnification levels, Nikon has binoculars to fill your needs.

Monarch 7 Binoculars
have ED (Extra-Low Dispersion) lenses that deliver superb sharpness and image detail, and give a field of view that 
spans 351′ at 1,000 yards. Dielectric high-reflectivity coated roof prisms offer exceptional low-light performance and 
the 42mm objective lenses help gather plenty of light at dawn and dusk. O-ring sealed and nitrogen-filled, Monarch 
7 binoculars are waterproof and fogproof. Rubber armor coating on the exterior protects against shock and impact. 
Adjustable eye cups let you find the perfect eye-relief, even if you wear glasses. Will focus on objects as close as 8.2′.

#100-012-073ST 10x42 Monarch 7 Binoculars $499.95

Monarch 3 Binoculars
feature phase-correction-coated roof prisms that give bright, high-resolution images. High-reflective silver alloy 
prism coatings help gather every last photon of light from morning until sunset. Adjustable rubber eye cups help 
you find the perfect eye relief. Waterproof and fogproof, Monarch 3 Binoculars will focus as close as 9.8′, and offer 
a field of view that stretches 299′ at 1,000 yards. Coated in rubber armor, these binoculars are available in black and 
Realtree APG® camouflage.

#100-012-071ST 10x42 Monarch 3 Binoculars – Black $249.95
#100-012-072ST 10x42 Monarch 3 Binoculars – Realtree APG 269.95

Prostaff 7 Binoculars
have phase-correction-coated roof prisms for high-resolution images. Adjustable eye cups allow for a clear field of 
view, even when wearing glasses. Rubber armor resists shock and provides a firm, comfortable grip. Nikon Prostaff 
7 Binoculars will focus as close as 13′ and are available in black and Realtree APG® camouflage.

#100-012-069ST 10x42 Prostaff 7 Binoculars – Black $199.95
#100-012-070ST 10x42 Prostaff 7 Binoculars – Realtree APG 219.95

Aculon Binoculars
feature traditional porro prism technology that gives crisp, clear images at an economical price. Aspherical eyepiece 
lenses help minimize aberrations, and adjustable eyecups help you find the perfect eye relief, every time. Rubber 
armor on the housing absorbs shock and impact from handling.

#100-012-074ST 8x42 Aculon Binoculars $89.95
#100-012-075ST 10x42 Aculon Binoculars 99.95
#100-012-076ST 10x50 Aculon Binoculars 119.95
#100-012-077ST 12x50 Aculon Binoculars 129.95

Binocular Suspenders feature thick elastic construction for all-day comfort, and a 
leather slider that helps you adjust them perfectly. Plastic quick-detach buckles that let you 
clip your binoculars onto the suspenders, or a neck strap. 

#100-011-779ST Swarovski Binocular Suspenders $38.99

Binocular Suspenders

Tripod Adapter lets you use your 
Swarovski binoculars with any standard 
camera tripod or spotting scope tri-
pod. The base can either screw in or 
clamp into the tripod mount, and the 
thick, flexible strap slips over the 
binoculars to secure them. The 
strap is adjustable and has 
marks indicating cinch spots 
for binoculars with 32mm, 
42mm and 50mm lenses. 

Swarovski Tripod Adapter
#100-011-780ST $98.99

Tripod Adapter

Swarovski Binocular Tripod Adapter and Binocular Suspenders
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10x42 Ultravid8x42 Ultravid 8x42 Geovid HD w/Laser Rangefinder

10x42 Geovid HD-B w/Rangefinder 
& Ballistic Computer

Leica Binoculars

#100-013-800ST Leica 8x42 Ultravid HD Binoculars $2099.00
#100-013-801ST Leica 10x42 Ultravid HD Binoculars 2199.00
#100-013-802ST Leica 8x42 Geovid HD Bincoluars w/Laser Rangefinder 2349.00
#100-013-803ST Leica 10x42 Geovid HD Bincoluars w/Laser Rangefinder 2399.00
#100-013-804ST Leica 8x42 Geovid HD-B w/Laser Rangefinder & Ballistic Computer 2945.00
#100-013-805ST Leica 10x42 Geovid HD-B w/Laser Rangefinder & Ballistic Computer 2995.00

For more than a century, Leica has been known for some of the highest quality binoculars in the world. Premium lenses 
deliver superb color and contrast with uniquely bright and clear detail resolution.  Perfectly-smooth focus, and lightweight 
but very strong magnesium alloy and titanium construction make them delightful to carry and use. Rubber armor protects 
your investment against shock and impact. Available in either 8x42 or 10x42, they come in three different models with 
varying features. Ultravid HD Binoculars feature roof prisms and focus as close as 10 yards out to infinity. Geovid HD 
Binoculars have the same premium optical quality, and add a laser rangefinder that reads in yards, and is accurate out 
to 1,400 yards. Never take your eyes off the target while simultaneously ranging it. Geovid HD-B are laser rangefinding 
binoculars with porro prisms, and an integrated ballistic computer including an inclinometer, barometer and thermometer. 
Pre-loaded with 12 ballistic curves for various calibers and bullet weights, you can enter your rifle's zero distance and view 
to calculated values all at the push of a button, without taking your eyes off the target. 

Swarovski Binoculars
The Swarovski name is synonymous with the highest quality optics. Swarovski binoculars combine advanced roof prism technology with highly specialized coatings to provide extraordinarily 
bright images. Field Flattener lenses give consistent edge-to-edge clarity and natural reproduction of shapes and colors while virtually eliminating the “rolling ball” edge distortion when 
panning. Magnesium frames provide a rugged housing that’s less dense than aluminum so it keeps Swarovski binoculars light enough to pack everywhere. Adjustable eye cups let you find the 
perfect eye relief, even if you wear glasses, and the dioptric adjustment rings let you quickly and easily adjust for any differences between eyes. Swarovski binoculars come with an attractive 
nylon carrying case, lens caps, neck strap, manual and other accessories.

Swarovski’s CL Companion binoculars 
offer their customary high-quality glass 
and lens coatings in a compact, 
lightweight package that forms 
one of the smallest 30mm 
binoculars available. 
Weighing only 
about 18 oz. and 
measuring only 4.7" 
long, CL Companion 
binoculars can focus 
on objects as close as 
9.8 feet away. Available in 
8x and 10x, CL Companion 
binoculars represent a great entry-level model 
for high-end optics.

#100-011-781ST CL Companion Binoculars, 8x $979.00
#100-011-782ST CL Companion Binoculars, 10x 1059.00

EL Range Binoculars
EL Range binoculars combine an advanced 
laser rangefinder with Swarovski EL 
binoculars, creating an all-in-one 
system that lets you see and 
range targets in the field at 
the push of a button. The 
range finder reads in 
both meters and yards, 
and works from 30 yards 
out to 1,500 yards, both 
on stationary targets and 
moving targets in scan mode. 
It includes an inclinometer and gives both the 
actual range and corrected range for shooting at 
steep angles. Available in both 8x and 10x, the EL Range runs on one CR2 battery, included.

#100-011-783ST EL Rangefinding Binoculars, 8x $2949.99
#100-011-784ST EL Rangefinding Binoculars, 10x 3099.00

CL Companion Binoculars
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Leupold Mark IV Rings and Bases

The Leupold Mark IV 
Mounts are regarded by 
many in the tactical and law 
enforcement community 
as the best. These heavy-

duty rings and bases employ 
a slot and spline design. Also 

fit Weaver style bases and 
Picatinny rails. All rings and bases 

are matte black finish.

Mark IV Rings (Steel)
ITEM # DESCRIPTION HGT.

#749-008-006ST 1" Medium Steel Rings .84" $163.99
#526-502-220ST 1" Super High Steel Rings 1.4" 163.99
#749-008-007ST 30mm Medium Steel Rings .84" 163.99
#526-000-053ST 30mm High Steel Rings 1.06" 163.99
#526-520-830ST 30mm Super High Steel Rings 1.4" 163.99

Mark IV Rings (Aluminum)
ITEM # DESCRIPTION HGT.

#749-012-006ST 34mm High .90" $182.99
#749-012-007ST 34mm Super High 1.25" 182.99
#526-000-085ST 1" Medium Aluminum Rings .84" 163.99
#526-000-086ST 1" Super High Aluminum Rings 1.4" 163.99
#526-000-082ST 30mm Medium Aluminum Rings .84" 163.99
#526-000-083ST 30mm High Aluminum Rings 1.06" 163.99
#526-000-084ST 30mm Super High Aluminum Rings 1.4" 163.99

Mark IV Bases (Steel)
ITEM # DESCRIPTION ACTION

#749-012-010ST 1 Piece Win 70 Short $132.99
#749-012-009ST 1 Piece Win 70 Long 132.99
#749-010-086ST 1 Piece 700 Short RH 132.99
#749-012-008ST 2 Piece Win 70 132.99
#749-010-085ST 2 Piece 700 Short 132.99
#749-010-087ST 2 Piece* Savage 132.99
* Round top actions only.

Leupold Mark IV Torque 
Wrench
Mark IV Torque Wrench will both tighten and loosen the 
mounting screws on Mark IV style rings. Delivers the proper 
amount of torque value (65 in lbs.) for return to zero accuracy. 
3/8" square drive, requires socket.

#749-007-316ST Leupold Mark IV Torque Wrench $217.99

Leupold Integral 
Mounting System
Designed for the precision AR-15 shooter, 
Leupold’s IMS optic mounts clamp directly to 
a MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny flattop rail to raise 
the scope and push it forward, eliminating the 
need for separate risers or specialized short 
eye relief optics. Slides into place and secures 
with steel crossbolts that hold tight. Aluminum, 
hardcoat anodized finish, matte black.
Mark 1/Mark 2 Rails feature eleven MIL-STD 1913 
Picatinny cross-slots on top that offer plenty of flex-
ibility in ring spacing. Mark 1 locks into place on 
the recevier with two, flush-fitting T-15 Torx® cap 
screws. Mark 2 Rail provides the same advantages 
as the Mark 1, plus the added benefit of easy-to-
grasp 1/2" hex nuts on the crossbolts for quickre-
lease removal and installation.

Mark 2 Integral Mounting System adds to the 
features of the Mark 2 Rail integral scope rings, 
available for 1" or 30mm diameter scope tubes. 

#526-000-159ST Mark 2 Integral Mounting System, 1" Rings $102.99
#526-000-160ST Mark 2 Integral Mounting System, 30mm Rings 102.99

The versatile Mark 4 Integral Mounting System gives 
you maximum adaptability with modular com-
ponents, each sold separately. The Mark 4 Base 
clamps securely to the rifle’s flattop rail with 
a pair of hex head crossbolts and accepts 
the 1" or 30mm scope ring insert. The ring 
insert unit contains both scope rings, and its 
position can be adjusted on the base to accommodate 
different eye relief requirements. Add the 20 MOA riser 
insert between the base and ring insert to provide addi-
tional elevation for addressing long-range targets without maxing out your scope’s elevation 
adjustment or resorting to holdover. 

#526-000-161ST Mark 4 Integral Mounting System, Base $87.99
#526-000-162ST Mark 4 20 MOA Riser Insert 53.99
#526-000-163ST Mark 4 Ring Insert, 1" 106.99
#526-000-164ST Mark 4 Ring Insert, 30mm 106.99

Mark 1 Rail Mount

Mark 4 Base and 30mm 
Ring Insert

Mark 2 Rail 
Mount

Mark 2 1" Integral Mounting System

#526-000-157ST Mark 1 Rail Mount $48.99
#526-000-158ST Mark 2 Rail Mount 75.99

Leupold PRW™ Series Rings
These high quality Leupold rings are just like 
their QRW™ rings but without the quick release 
lever system. The PRW™ rings feature all steel 
construction with a matte black finish, and Torx® 
screws. They will mount on any existing Weaver 
style bases or the Leupold QRW bases. Wrench 
included. Height measured from top of base to 
center of ring.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION HEIGHT FINISH
#526-541-440ST 1" Low (.730") Matte Black $45.00
#526-541-470ST 1" Med (.850") Gloss Black 45.00
#526-541-490ST 1" Med (.850") Matte Black 45.00
#526-541-500ST 1" High (.980") Matte Black 45.00
#526-541-670ST 30mm Med (.850") Matte Black 53.00
#526-541-770ST 30mm High (.980") Matte Black 57.00

American Precision Arms  
Scope Rings

These rugged Picatinny scope rings 
offer machined aluminum bodies 
combined with Titantium cross-
bolts and claws to provide excep-
tional strength in a lightweight 
package. Four Torx®-head screws 
keep the rings securely around your 
scope, and four more Torx-head screws 
keep the claws firmly attached to the MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny base of your choice. Available 
in 30mm and 34mm diameters, they come in the heights listed below.

ITEM # SIZE HEIGHT
#100-014-155ST 30mm Low .75" $194.99
#100-014-156ST 30mm Standard .856" 194.99
#100-014-157ST 30mm Medium 1.031" 194.99
#100-014-158ST 30mm High 1.125" 194.99
#100-014-159ST 30mm Extra High 1.250" 194.99
#100-014-160ST 34mm Low .856" 194.99
#100-014-161ST 34mm Standard .950" 194.99
#100-014-162ST 34mm Medium 1.031" 194.99
#100-014-163ST 34mm High 1.125" 194.99
#100-014-164ST 34mm Extra High 1.250" 194.99

Mark IV Rings are available in air-
craft-grade aluminum as well as solid 

steel construction. Machined from a single aluminum billet, the Leupold Mark IV 
Aluminum rings are incredibly strong, yet lightweight. When every ounce is critical, these 
are the rings to get the job done. Measurements are from the top of the base to the center 
of the ring.
Mark IV bases are all steel and available in 1 piece and 2 piece configuration.
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Leupold STD™ Series Rings
Each Leupold STD set includes a front dovetail ring and a rear windage adjustable ring. 
Designed to fit STD bases. Height is measured from the contact point with the STD 2 piece 
bases to the center of the ring.

Leupold STD™Series 2 Piece Bases
For maximum accessibility to the breech area of your rifle, we recommend the use of a 2 
piece base. Fluted for a custom look. All base sets feature Torx® drive screws and include a 
Torx wrench.

BASES
GLOSS 
$21.99

MATTE 
$21.99

SILVER 
$30.99

SILVER 
$35.99

Rem 700/40X #526-370-030ST #526-476-640ST NA NA
Rem 700/40X 
with Reversible 
front Base

#526-370-040ST #526-000-030ST #526-463-010ST NA

Win 70 Revers-
ible Front/Rear* NA #526-000-031ST NA #526-542-292ST
Savage 10/110, 
16/116 w/Accu-
Trigger; also fits 
Edge

#526-000-072ST #526-000-073ST #526-000-074ST NA

Remington 
Model 7 NA #749-003-657ST #749-003-654ST NA
Winchester 
Model 70 
MSSM

#749-003-658ST #749-003-659ST NA NA

Cooper Model 
38/21/57 #749-003-651ST #749-003-655ST NA NA
Cooper Model 
22/16/23 NA #749-003-653ST NA NA
Kimber 84 
(Serial # Higher 
Than 10,000)

NA #526-000-108ST NA NA

Kimber Model 
8400 w/Revers-
ible Front Base

NA #526-000-109ST NA NA

* For Wind Mod 70 post war non-Express models (Serial number higher than 66,360). Many 
other popular STD™ bases are in stock.

ITEM # HEIGHT FINISH SIZE
#526-408-270ST SUPER LOW .550" Matte 1" $27.99
#526-261-590ST LOW .650" Gloss 1" 27.99
#526-404-790ST LOW .650" Matte 1" 27.99
#526-452-690ST LOW .650" Silver 1" 35.99
#526-517-180ST LOW .650" Matte 30mm 41.99
#526-261-600ST MEDIUM .770" Gloss 1" 27.99
#526-404-800ST MEDIUM .770" Matte 1" 27.99
#526-453-380ST MEDIUM .770" Silver 1" 35.99
#526-499-600ST MEDIUM .770" Gloss 30mm 41.99
#526-455-840ST MEDIUM .770" Matte 30mm 41.99
#526-524-940ST MEDIUM .770" Silver 30mm 49.99
#526-261-610ST HIGH .900" Gloss 1" 27.99
#526-461-340ST HIGH .900" Matte 1" 29.99
#526-470-680ST HIGH .900" Silver 1" 35.99
#526-470-050ST HIGH .900" Gloss 30mm 41.99
#526-499-590ST HIGH .900" Matte 30mm 41.99
#526-524-950ST HIGH .900" Silver 30mm 49.99
#526-463-970ST SUPER HIGH 1.000" Gloss 1" 27.99
#526-463-980ST SUPER HIGH 1.000" Matte 1" 27.99
#526-524-001ST SUPER HIGH 1.000" Matte 30mm 41.99
#526-524-960ST SUPER HIGH 1.000" Silver 30mm 49.99

Other Leupold rings, mounts 
and accessories not seen on 
these pages may be special 
ordered. Please call for price 
and availability.

Leupold STD™1 Piece Bases
Leupold offers their popular standard series mounts in a 1 
piece base configuration. The forward part 
of the base accepts a dovetail ring and 
locks it solidly into position. The rear 
ring is secured by windage adjust-
ment screws. Use Leupold STD 
Series Rings with these bases.

BASES
GLOSS 
$21.99

MATTE 
$21.99

SILVER 
$30.99

Remington 700/40X Long Action#526-261-660ST #526-000-036ST NA
Remington 700/40X Short 
Action #526-261-670ST #749-003-678ST NA
Remington Model 597 NA #749-003-667ST NA
Remington Model 504 NA #749-003-669ST NA
Savage Model 10-16 Short 
Action w/Accutrigger #526-000-068ST #526-000-069ST NA
Savage Model 110-116 LA w/
AccuTrigger #526-000-065ST NA #749-003-673ST
Winchester Model 70 #526-261-700ST #526-000-037ST NA
Ruger Model 10/22 #526-322-620ST #526-517-230ST #526-517-240ST

Leupold QRW™Series Rings
QRW Rings (Quick Release Weaver 
style) means detachable accuracy in 
a crossslot format. QRW rings use 
an adjustable, double-lever mech-
anism to securely lock the rings 
onto your Weaver style base. Will 
fit any existing cross-slot Weaver 
style bases (page 204), or can be 
teamed up with Leupold QRW bases 
as shown below. The advantages of 
these mounts are many; you can remove 
scopes for travel, use one scope for two or 
more rifles, use a high magnification scope 
for bench work and a low power scope for hunting, etc. Ring 
height is measured from the contact point with the base to the 
center of the ring. Rings feature Torx® fasteners and include a wrench. Rings are pictured 
above with bases. Order bases separately. Measured from the top of the base to center of 
ring.

HEIGHT
LOW .730" 

$64.99

MEDIUM 
.850" 

$64.99

MEDIUM 
.850" 

$72.99
HIGH .980" 

$64.99
1" Gloss #526-498-001ST #526-498-550ST NA #749-006-402ST
1" Matte #526-498-530ST #526-498-560ST NA #526-498-580ST
1" Silver #526-498-540ST NA #749-006-404ST #526-498-540ST

HEIGHT
.815" 

$78.99
.935" 

$78.99
1.06" 

$78.99
30mm Gloss #749-006-914ST #749-006-915ST NA
30mm Matte #526-498-610ST #526-498-630ST #526-498-650ST

Leupold QRW™Series 2 Piece Bases
The Leupold QRW bases are a great way to upgrade your existing aluminum Weaver style 
bases with steel. These cross slot bases are becoming one of the most popular styles avail-
able. Paired up with the PRW™or QRW rings, or the Burris signature series rings, they’re 
guaranteed to give you a rock solid scope mount. All bases feature Torx® drive screws and 
include a Torx wrench. Most popular base sets are in stock. If your rifle is not listed below 
please see the Weaver base listed on page 208.

DESCRIPTION
GLOSS 
$34.99

MATTE 
$34.99

SILVER 
$43.99

Rem 700/40X #749-004-796ST #526-498-410ST #749-004-718ST
Win Mod 70* NA #526-498-380ST NA
Savage 110-116 #749-004-794ST NA NA

* Not Intended For Express
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Leupold Standard Long Range Bases
These tapered one-piece for the Remington 700 bases are manufactured with the 
long range shooter in mind. Accepts STD Series Leupold rings. Long Range 
Bases increase your scope adjustment range adding 20 
MOA elevation for the long 500-1,000 yard shots. 
Available for Remington 700 long and short 
actions, right-hand only. Matte black finish. 

Leupold Ringmounts
These machined steel ringmounts are an excel-
lent, readily available alternative to rings 
sold by specific firearms manufacturers. 
Ringmounts are firearm specific and 
offer superior integrity because they are 
machined from solid stock. Available in 
1" and 30mm, various ring heights and 
finishes. Not all heights or finishes avail-
able for all rifle families. See chart below 
for ringmounts we carry.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
CZ 550 Ringmounts
#526-000-051ST 1" Medium Matte Rings $65.99
#749-006-589ST 1" High Matte Rings 65.99
#749-006-967ST 30mm Medium Matte Rings 78.99
CZ 527 Ringmounts
#526-000-052ST 1" Medium Matte Rings 65.99
#749-006-588ST 1" High Matte Rings 64.99
#749-006-964ST 30mm Medium Matte Rings 78.99
#749-006-966ST 30mm High Matte Rings 78.99
Ruger Model 77 Ringmounts
#526-499-520ST 1" High Matte Rings 65.99
#526-463-950ST 1" Super High Gloss Rings 65.99
#526-499-440ST 1" Super High Matte Rings 65.99
#526-510-410ST 30mm Medium Matte Rings 80.99
#526-510-420ST 30mm High Matte Rings 80.99
#526-510-430ST 30mm Super High Matte Rings 80.99
Sako Ringmounts
#526-423-430ST 1" Medium Gloss Rings 65.99
#749-006-583ST 1" Medium Matte Rings 65.99
#526-461-900ST 1" High Gloss Rings 65.99
#749-006-584ST 1" High Matte Rings 65.99
#749-006-579ST 1" Super High Matte Rings 65.99
#526-510-360ST 30mm Medium Matte Rings 80.99
#749-006-959ST 30mm High Matte Rings 80.99
#749-006-961ST 30mm Super High Matte Rings 80.99

Leupold Rimfire Rings
Leupold offers rimfire rings that mount 
directly to a 3/8" standard American dove-
tail receiver or an Anschutz 11mm dove-
tail receiver. The rings are perfect for your 
favorite .22 rimfire rifle or the new .17 
caliber rimfire rifles. The rings are available 
in medium or high height with a gloss finish 
and for 1" diameter scope tubes. We suggest 
the medium rings for scopes with objective 
diameters up to 40mm and the high rings for scopes with 50mm and larger objectives.

#749-005-667ST Rimfire Rings 3/8" Medium Gloss $49.99
#526-000-050ST Rimfire Rings 3/8" High Gloss 49.99
#749-005-656ST Rimfire Rings 11mm Medium Gloss 49.99
#749-005-657ST Rimfire Rings 11mm High Gloss 49.99

Burris Solid Steel Rings
Ask any gunsmith out there and they’ll tell you Burris makes top of the line 

rings, Not only are these rings artfully crafted, but they are manufactured to the highest 
strength standards possible, so you know they’ll secure your riflescope and keep it zeroed 
in. All rings are precision machined from a solid block of steel to exacting tolerances, and 
top and bottom are performance-matched. 

Zee Quick Detach Rings
These Weaver-style, 1" quick detach rings give your scope 
a solid and secure mounting system. The QD levers make 
it simple to get your scope off fast and easy. Matte black 
finish. 

ITEM # HEIGHT DESCRIPTION FINISH
#118-000-005ST  Low Quick Detach Zee Ring Matte $52.99
#118-000-006ST  Med Quick Detach Zee Ring Matte 52.99
#118-000-007ST High Quick Detach Zee Ring Matte 52.99

Zee Rings
These rings mount easily to any Picatinny or Weaver-style 
rail for a precision fit and secure grasp of your riflescope.

ITEM # HEIGHT DESCRIPTION FINISH
#118-420-080ST Low Burris Zee Rings, 1" Black $27.99
#118-420-081ST Med. Burris Zee Rings, 1" Black 27.99
#118-420-082ST High Burris Zee Rings, 1" Black 27.99
#118-420-083ST Low Burris Zee Rings, 1" Safari 27.99
#118-420-084ST Med. Burris Zee Rings, 1" Safari 27.99
#749-101-296ST High Burris Zee Rings, 1" Matte 27.99
#118-420-079ST Low Burris Zee Rings, 1" Silver 31.99
#118-420-085ST Med. Burris Zee Rings, 1" Silver 31.99
#749-101-298ST High Burris Zee Rings, 1" Nickel 31.99
#749-101-288ST Med Burris Zee Rings, 30 mm Matte 46.99
#118-420-077ST High Burris Zee Rings, 30 mm Matte 46.99

1" Deluxe Steel .22 Rings
Mount 1" scopes with precision on any airgun or .22 caliber 
rimfire rifle with grooved receivers.

ITEM # HEIGHT DESCRIPTION FINISH
#118-420-072ST Med Burris Deluxe .22 Rings, 1" Black $34.99
#118-420-073ST High Burris Deluxe .22 Rings, 1" Black 34.99
#749-101-310ST Med Burris Deluxe .22 Rings, 1" Matte 34.99
#749-101-311ST High Burris Deluxe .22 Rings, 1" Matte 34.99

Badger Ordnance  
One-Piece Scope 
Mount
These one-piece scope mounts from 
Badger Ordnance provide a rock-solid 
mount for scopes with 34mm tubes. 
Their monolithic construction with-
stands harsh recoil, and makes for easy 
mounting onto any Picatinny receiver rail. 
Available in two heights, both measured from 
bottom of mount to center of optic. 1.3" height has 
built-in 20 MOA elevation. 1.49" height has no MOA. 
Rings secure with 4 Torx® head screws each. Reducer 
rings, available separately, allow use on 30mm scope 
tubes. Includes installation wrench.

#093-000-049ST 1.3" Height One-Piece Scope Mount $199.99
#093-000-048ST 1.49" Height One-Piece Scope Mount 199.99
#093-000-050ST 30mm Reducer Rings 63.99

#093-000-050 Reducer Rings

#093-000-049

Rem 700 Long Action Base
#526-517-320ST $26.99

Rem 700 Short Action Base
#526-517-340ST $26.99
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Burris Signature Series Rings
Machined from solid steel just like Burris’s standard steel rings, the Signature Series rings add to the original 

design unique polymer inserts that fit between the scope tube and the steel outer ring. The self-centering inserts are free to pivot 
slightly, like a self-centering bearing, as you tighten the ring halves to ensure a snug, full-contact fit on the scope and proper 
alignment in the rings without bending or stressing the scope tube. This helps make sure the lenses are perfectly aligned for a 
clear, sharp image free from optical distortion. The inserts also protect the scope’s finish from unsightly ring wear marks. Ring 

tops are secured with Torx® screws, so as you tighten them, the driver won’t slip and ding the screw, ring, or your scope. Signature rings are available in traditional Polished Blue, Matte Blue, 
or Nickel-plated finish.
Two sets of .010" offset inserts are included with the 30mm rings. Offset inserts can help you optically center scopes that run out of elevation adjustment when used at 500-1,000 yards. 
Eliminates having to resort to tapered bases or shimming. An optional offset insert kit (#118-626-019) is also available for the 1" rings that provides insert sizes of .005"/.010"/.020".
Heights measured from the top of the base to the underside of the scope tube.

Signature Double Dovetail Rings
These rings fit the popular “twist-and-lock” bases by Burris, Leupold, and Millett. The ring 
has a dovetail that fits in the slot in the base, then must be turned 90° to lock it in. One of 
the strongest scope mounting systems ever devised, these rings will not shoot off their bases, 
even on the hardest-kicking, large caliber magnum rifles.

ITEM # HEIGHT DESCRIPTION FINISH
#749-101-321ST .390" 1" High Gloss $33.99
#118-420-561ST .270" 1" Medium Matte 36.99
#118-420-571ST .390" 1" High Matte 36.99
#749-002-158ST Pos-Align Offset Insert Kit for 1" Rings 16.49

Signature Universal Rings
A highly versatile ring design that features a double dovetail front ring, while the rear ring 
fits a windage-adjustable rear base. Gives you a wider range of windage setting without 
exceeding your scope’s built-in adjustment, and preserves most of the Double Dovetail 
system’s exceptional recoil resistance.

ITEM # HEIGHT DESCRIPTION FINISH
#118-420-410ST 390" 1" High Gloss $34.99
#118-420-401ST .270" 1" Med. Matte 34.99
#118-420-411ST 390" 1" High Matte 34.99
#118-420-578ST .180" 30mm Med. Matte 59.99
#118-420-582ST .420" 30mm Ex High Matte 59.99
#118-626-019ST Pos-Align Offset Insert Kit for 1" Rings 16.49

Signature Zee Rings (Weaver-Style)
Highly versatile rings come completely ready to go and clamp to any Weaver-style base. You 
get all the benefits of the Signature self-aligning insert system in a ring that fits one of the 
most popular base designs.

ITEM # HEIGHT DESCRIPTION FINISH
#118-420-080ST .135" 1" Low Gloss $27.99
#118-420-420ST .270" 1" Medium Gloss 39.99
#118-420-430ST .420" 1" High Gloss 39.99
#118-420-421ST .270" 1" Med. Matte 39.99
#118-420-431ST .420" 1" High Matte 39.99
#118-420-422ST .270" 1" Med. Nickel 45.99
#118-420-432ST .420" 1" High Nicklel 45.99
#118-000-018ST .195" 30mm Medium Matte 61.99
#118-000-017ST .325" 30mm High Matte 61.99
#118-000-004ST .580" 30mm Extra High Matte 61.99
#118-626-019ST Pos-Align Offset Insert Kit for 1" Rings 16.49

Signature Double Dovetail

Signature 
30mm Zee Insert Kit for 1" Rings

Signature Universal

Signature 1" Zee
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Burris XTR Xtreme Tactical Rings

Designed specifically to stand up to the rigor and immense recoil that accompanies tacti-
cal shooting, these heavy-duty Xtreme Tactical Rings keep your optics secure for the most 
demanding missions. These super-strong rings are made of lightweight aluminum. Six 
screws anchor these rings and your riflescope in place on any Picatinny or Weaver-style rail 
for an unfailing return-to-zero. Choose from four ring heights to suit your optical objective, 
whether it's a red dot sight or riflescope scope. These rings are perfect for riflescopes on 
AR-15/M16 flattop receivers and give you ample room for a proper cheek weld. These sturdy 
rings will also look good on varmint rifles, and they'll definitely be of benefit to big game 
rifles that are susceptible to the abuses of hard hunting and magnum recoils. Available in 1" 
and 30mm sizes. Quick-detach (QD) models feature a locking lever that allows for speedy 
attachment/removal. Ring heights measured from top of scope base to inside bottom of 
ring.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION HEIGHT PRICE
#749-101-304ST Low Burris Xtreme Tactical Rings - 1" .250" $53.99
#749-101-305ST Medium Burris Xtreme Tactical Rings - 1" .500" 53.99
#118-000-074ST Medium Burris Xtreme QD Tactical Rings - 1" .500" 89.99
#749-101-306ST High Burris Xtreme Tactical Rings - 1" .750" 53.99
#749-101-307ST Extra High Burris Xtreme Tactical Rings - 1" 1" 53.99
#118-000-075ST Extra High Burris Xtreme QD Tactical Rings - 1" 1" 89.99
#749-101-300ST Low Burris Xtreme Tactical Rings - 30mm .250" 64.99
#749-101-301ST Medium Burris Xtreme Tactical Rings - 30mm .500" 64.99
#118-000-076ST Medium Burris Xtreme QD Tactical Rings - 30mm .500" 99.99
#749-101-302ST High Burris Xtreme Tactical Rings - 30mm .750" 64.99
#749-101-303ST Extra High Burris Xtreme Tactical Rings - 30mm 1" 64.99
#118-000-077ST Extra High Burris Xtreme QD Tactical Rings - 30mm 1" 99.99

Burris 1/2" Picatinny Riser
Ideal for use with any semi-auto or bolt-action 
rifle, including AR-15 and AR-10 weapons, that 
requires additional clearance for accurate 
sighting and a proper check weld. Mounts to 
a Picatinny or Weaver-style rail. Most scope 
installations require two risers.

Burris AR Mount 1/2" Picatinny Riser Single Piece
#749-101-259ST $15.49

Burris AR-P.E.P.R.™Scope Mounts
This one-piece, detachable Proper 
Eye Position Ready (P.E.P.R.) Mount 
was designed specifically for mount-
ing combat riflescopes atop M4 flattop 
receivers and AR-15 weapons. Provides 
2" of forward scope positioning for 
long-eye-relief scopes. Constructed 
from durable aluminum. Ring bases 
are milled as a single unit. The Weaver-
style mounts on top of the rings accom-
modate additional accessories. Ring 
height: 1" (measured from bottom of 
scope tube to top of base). Available 
with traditional cross-bolt and hex head nuts attachment system or quick-detach (QD) 
throw-lever system for easy removal/reinstall without loss of zero.
#118-000-028ST 1" P.E.P.R. Mount $80.99
#118-000-038ST 1" QD P.E.P.R. Mount 107.99
#749-101-260ST AR-P.E.P.R. Scope Mount - 30mm 80.99
#118-000-036ST 30mm QD P.E.P.R. Mount 107.99

Precision Armament Lightweight Picatinny 
Scope Rail For Remington 700

Picatinny scope rail for long- or short-action Rem 700s is machined from Tennalum® 7068 
alloy that gives the same strength as steel with only 1/3 the weight. All contact surfaces are 
stress relieved and pre-ground before final machining to exact MIL-STD 1913 dimensions. 
An integral recoil lug and slightly elongated mounting screws let you position the rail so 
the lug will bear properly against the receiver to prevent the rail from moving even under 
aggressive recoil. Built in 20-MOA of elevation for extended long-range shooting. All sur-
faces have been fully chamfered with extra clearance over the ejection port. Hard, abrasion-
resistant matte black finish.

#100-011-239ST Rem 700 Picatinny Scope Rail – Short Action $119.99
#100-011-240ST Rem 700 Picatinny Scope Rail – Long Action 119.99

Burris XTB Weaver-Style Solid Steel Bases

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
#749-101-262ST Remington 700 $22.99
#749-101-263ST Winchester Mod 70 22.99
#749-101-266ST Savage Flat Rear 22.99
#749-101-265ST Savage Round Rear 22.99
#749-101-267ST Browning A-Bolt 22.99
#749-101-268ST A-Bolt Super Short 22.99
#749-010-906ST Tikka Actions 22.99
#749-101-270ST Sako ActionsAluminum 32.99

These two-piece Xtreme Tactical 
Bases are precision machined 
from solid steel and engineered 
for maximum mounting flexibil-
ity on any rifle. The mil-spec cross slots 
ensure a secure mount of scope rings or any 
optics accessory that can be mounted to Weaver- or 
Picatinny-style rails. Front base is reversible to provide mul-
tiple ring positions to accommodate various scope lengths. Bases 
provide minimal height and weight. 

Burris Scope Bases

The Burris Trumount Bases are designed to utilize the turn-in front and windage rear 
Standard Burris rings. These bases are machined from solid steel and are strong and light-
weight. The reversible style bases enable the user to place the ring .850" forward or rearward 
to more easily accommodate long range scopes with large objective bells. Reversible sets are 
great for varmint, tactical, and long range setups. Use with rings on page 203.

ACTION
GLOSS 
$22.99

MATTE 
$22.99

Rem 700 Long/Short Actions #749-012-108ST #749-012-110ST
Rem700Long/Short Actions Reversible NA #749-012-111ST
Savage Round Rear Receiver #749-012-112ST #749-012-113ST
Savage Round Rear Receiver Reversible NA #749-012-115ST
Savage Flat Rear Receiver Reversible NA #749-012-116ST
Win 70 Short/Long Actions #749-012-117ST #749-012-118ST
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BKL Technologies 500 Series Adapter 
Mounts
Aircraft-grade aluminum adapter rail lets you use Picatinny scope 
on 3/8" or European 11mm dovetail mounts found on many 
bolt-action rimfire rifles. Six crossbolts apply even pres-
sure along length of dovetail to keep the adapter 
rail centered. Generous cross slots give you 
increased scope ring and optics choices, 
whether for weekend plinking or 
informal competition. Perfect for 
mounting a red dot sight. Clamping 
screws also fit into pre-drilled holes 
to equally spread the legs so you can 
easily slip the mount onto oversized 
rails. Extends approximately .620" above 
dovetail. 4" single rail weighs 3.1 oz. (g). Two 1" 
rail sections weigh .75 oz. (g) each. Hardcoat anod-
ized, matte black finish.

#749-012-541ST 4" Single Rail Dovetail Adapter Mount $42.75
#749-012-540ST 1" Adapter Mount, Set Of 2 28.50

1" Set

4" Mount

Burris AR-332 Prism Sight
The AR-332 is a 3X tactical prism sight 
that’s rugged, compact, waterproof, 
and accurate for close-quarters or 
long-range shooting out to 500 
yards. It features dual-illuminated 
reticles, and fully coated optics to 
provide accurate sighting from zero 
to 500 yards, plus enhanced target 
acquisition even in low-light condi-
tions. The patented Ballistic/CQ™reticle 
with bracketed cross hairs are intended 
to help put you within 18" of the center 
of your intended target at 100 yards, and 
the dots help you adjust elevation from 100 to 500 yards. You get a full 21/2" eye relief, 1/4" 
MOA click adjustment, and 32 ft. field of view at 100 yds. There’s a rheostat control knob 
with five brightness levels for either red or green reticle color; reticle appears black in the 
off position. Comes with removable mount rails for the top and/or side of the scope to 
mount additional accessories such as open or laser sights. Precision machined body is made 
from high strength aluminum with a non-reflective, Mil-Spec anodized finish. Comes with 
a mounting bracket that can be easily installed on rifles equipped with a Picatinny rail, 
or it can mount on an AR flat top or carry handle. Includes flip-up objective and ocular 
sunshades. Operates 200 hours (high), 500 hours (low) on one CR-2032 lithium battery 
(included). Available in 40mm with 32mm objective lens; 14.2 oz.

#118-000-021ST AR-332 Prism Sight $349.00

Burris AR-QD Mount for AR-332
Dual quick-release throw levers make mounting and dismounting 
a Burris AR-332 Prism Sight easy and fast with no loss of zero. 
Locking tab on each lever prevents the lever from acciden-
tally opening unless the tab is pressed. Fits any Picatinny 
or Weaver-style rails. Designed specifically for the 
Burris AR-332; will fit optics from other 
manufacturers with 1.25" center-to-cen-
ter hole spacing, like Trijicon TA series 
ACOGs, that attach to the A2 carry handle 
of an AR-15. Machined from lightweight 
aluminum, hard-anodized, matte black.

#118-000-040ST AR-QD Mount $84.99

Threadlocker Blue LocTite Adhesive
We highly recommend the use of LOCTITE 242 (blue) thread locker adhe-
sive when mounting your base screws. This medium strength adhesive will 
keep critical screws from backing out at the worst possible moment. Parts 
locked with this adhesive can be disassembled with normal tools. Comes 
in a 6 ml tube.

#749-001-029ST Blue “Medium Strength” LOCTITE $7.99

BKL Technologies 200 and 300 Series Scope 
Rings
Aircraft-grade aluminum scope rings feature self-adjusting clamping legs that fit 3/8" or 
European 11mm dovetail mounts found on many boltaction rimfire rifles. Each leg moves 
equally as the clamping screws are tightened to keep the scope centered on the rail. Clamping 
screws also fit into pre-drilled holes to equally spread the legs to easily slip over oversized rails. 
200 Series fits 1" scopes and 300 Series fits 30mm scopes. Available as a one-piece cantilever 
mount with a 2.4" offset, a pair of scope rings, or as a pair of one standard and one offset ring 
with a 1.3" offset. Ring pairs available as either single, or double top strap. Single-strap rings 
measure .6" front-to-back. Double strap rings measure 1" front-to back. Height measured from 
the top of the base to the bottom of the scope tube. Hardcoat anodized, matte black or natural 
silver finish.

ITEM # HEIGHT DESCRIPTION FINISH
200 SERIES – 1"
#749-012-565ST .620" Single Strap Rings/Pr. Matte Black $19.50
#749-012-566ST .620" Single Strap Rings/Pr. Silver 19.50
#749-012-567ST .850" Single Strap Rings/Pr., High Matte Black 21.25
#749-012-571ST .620" Single Strap Offset/Pr. Matte Black 35.50
#749-012-572ST .620" Single Strap Offset/Pr. Silver 35.50
#749-012-568ST .620" Double Strap Rings/Pr. Matte Black 36.00
#749-012-569ST .620" Double Strap Rings/Pr. Silver 36.00
#749-012-570ST .850" Double Strap Rings/Pr., High Matte Black 37.50
#749-012-573ST .620" Double Strap Rings/Pr., Offset Matte Black 52.25
#749-012-574ST .620" Double Strap Rings/Pr., Offset Silver 52.25
#749-012-560ST .620" 3" Cantilever Matte Black 33.25
#749-012-561ST .620" 3" Cantilever Silver 33.25
#749-012-562ST .620" 4" Cantilever Matte Black 38.00
#749-012-563ST .620" 4" Cantilever Silver 38.00
#749-012-564ST .850" 4" Cantilever, High Matte Black 42.75
300 SERIES – 30mm
#749-012-550ST .850" Single Strap Rings/Pr. Matte Black 28.50
#749-012-551ST .850" Single Strap Rings/Pr. Silver 28.50
#749-012-548ST .850" Single Strap Offset/Pr. Matte Black 45.00
#749-012-553ST .850" Double Strap Rings/Pr. Matte Black 57.00
#749-012-554ST .850" Double Strap Rings/Pr Silver 57.00
#749-012-542ST .850" 4" Cantilever Matte Black 57.00
#749-012-546ST .850" 4" Cantilever Silver 57.00

Single Strap Ring

Single Strap Offset

4" Cantilever

Double Strap Ring
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Davidson Bases for Kelbly Rings
These bases are constructed of high strength structural 
aluminum and will accept Kelbly and Jewell rings 
only. All bases are of two-piece design except 
for the Remington XP-100 which is a 
one-piece base. Both one piece and 
two piece bases are available for 
Remington long and short actions. 
We also have 7" base blanks with 
the correct dovetail for Kelbly and Jewell 
rings for actions other than those listed below. 
The base blanks come in three thicknesses (3/8", 1/2", 
and 3/4") and will require your gunsmith to mill the correct 
radius, cut to length and drill screw holes.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION
#749-003-813ST Rem. 700 and 40X $33.99
#749-003-775ST 1.375" Actions, Hall "S", Grizzly 33.99
#749-003-776ST Flat Top Actions 33.99
#749-005-494ST Rem. XP-100 (One Piece) 59.99
#749-003-777ST Win. Model 70 41.99
#749-005-491ST One Piece Base For Rem. 700 LA 59.99
#749-005-568ST One Piece Base For Rem. 700 SA 59.99
#749-004-334ST 1/2" Base Blank 33.99
#749-004-317ST 3/8" Base Blank 33.99
#749-004-339ST 3/4" Base Blank For Kelbly/Jewell Rings 36.99
#749-003-750ST Nesika Older B/R & Farley 49.99
#749-003-456ST Nesika J, K, L, M and S 41.99
#749-004-499ST Rem. S/A 20 MOA Bases 49.99
#749-004-972ST Rem. L/A 20 MOA Bases 49.99
#749-004-990ST Rem. XR-100/Model 7 49.99

Kelbly “Panda” Scope Rings
Kelbly scope rings are some of the most 
precision-made rings available. They are 
CNC machined from solid bars of alumi-
num, resulting in matched sets. These exact-
ing tolerances make Kelbly rings the num-
ber one choice of benchrest shooters. All 
Kelbly rings are designed to mount on Stolle 
Dovetails or Davidson bases (see Davidson 
listing below). Available in single screw and 
double screw models, bead blasted or matte 
black (anodized) finish. All rings are sold 
as pairs.
Kelbly rings are available in three heights to 
accommodate most shooters requirements:
Short: Designed for mounting scopes 
on varmint rifles or hunting rifles using 
Davidson bases. Gets the scope closer to the 
centerline of the bore. Short height is avail-
able in 1" Double Screw only.
Standard: This is the most popular height 
used on Stolle actions and the most popular 
among benchrest shooters. This height also 
works well with large objective scopes such as 
Nightforce and Burris on varmint and hunting 
rifles. Standard height is available in 1" and 
30mm, double or single screw, black or bead 
blasted finish.
Tall: This ring design provides target shooters 
with several desirable benefits: 1) recoil effect 
is more consistent because cheek contact with 
the stock is all but eliminated, 2) puts your 
body in a better position more directly behind 
the rifle to cut down on gun handling errors, 
and 3) allows your head position to be more 
upright which is a more relaxed position and 
much better for watching wind flags.
Tall Kelbly rings are available in 30mm, bead blasted finish only in single screw or double 
screw sets. Tall rings are also available as a combo set with a double screw front ring and 
single screw rear ring for the Leupold Competition scopes.

ITEM # HEIGHT DESCRIPTION WEIGHT
#749-007-516ST .8835" 1" Short Double Screw 2.68 oz. $85.99
#749-007-659ST .8835" 1" Short Double Screw, Black 2.68 oz. 99.99
#749-007-278ST 1.0835" 1" Single Screw 1.64 oz. 75.99
#749-007-520ST 1.0835" 1" Single Screw, Black 1.64 oz. 99.99
#749-007-524ST 1.0835" 1" Double Screw 3.00 oz. 85.99
#749-007-660ST 1.0835" 1" Double Screw, Black 3.00 oz. 99.99
#749-007-523ST 1.1344" 30mm Single Screw 1.62 oz. 85.99
#749-007-658ST 1.1344" 30mm Single Screw, Black 1.62 oz. 99.99
#749-007-639ST 1.1344" 30mm Double Screw 2.95 oz. 117.99
#749-007-827ST 1.1344" 30mm Double Screw, Black 2.95 oz. 130.99
#749-007-816ST 1.6344" 30mm Tall Single Screw 2.10 oz. 112.99
#749-007-874ST 1.6344" 30mm Tall Double Screw 3.93 oz. 139.99

Standard 1" Single Screw Rings

Kelbly ring heights are measured from the top of the base to 
the center of the ring.

1" Short Double Screw Rings

Standard 30mm Double Screw Rings

EGW One-Piece Scope Mount For 
Rifles

EGW bases are drilled to 
fit your rifle’s factory scope 
mount holes, so you can 
add the versatility of a one-piece Picatinny scope rail with no drilling or tapping. Precision 
machined from extruded 7075 T6 aluminum, with MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny slot-and-rail 
spacing that allows fast and simple changes to scope eye relief, plus great flexibility in scope 
choice. Some models are available with 20 MOA built-in elevation to aid in long-range 
shooting without maxing out scope elevation adjustment. 
#296-000-089ST Rem 700 SA Scope Mount $39.99
#296-000-210ST Rem 700 SA Scope Mount w/20 MOA 39.99
#296-000-088ST Rem 700 LA Scope Mount 39.99
#296-000-211ST Rem 700 LA Scope Mount w/20 MOA 39.99
#296-000-090ST Savage SA Scope Mount - non-AccuTrigger/Flat Rear Rec’r 39.99
#296-000-091ST Savage SA Scope Mount - AccuTrigger/Round Rear Rec’r 39.99
#296-000-212ST Savage SA Scope Mount w/20 MOA 39.99
#296-000-213ST Savage LA Scope Mount 39.99
#296-000-214ST Savage LA Scope Mount, 20 MOA 39.99

JP Enterprises AR-15 Flattop Scope Mounts
JP’s one-piece scope mount with integral rings is one of the best we’ve found for a secure 
installation with correct ring height to position the scope at eye level and enough clearance 
for objectives up to 56mm. Six Torx® head screws secure each top ring strap to the lower ring 
and hold the optic tight, even under heavy recoil. The full-length base clamps to the receiver 
with five crossbolts and an integral recoil lug for a rock-solid fit and zero movement. 
Machined from 6061 T6 aluminum billet, with a matte black, hardcoat anodized finish. 
Radiused edges give a streamlined appearance and resist snagging on slings and other gear. 
Models available for 1"/30mm, 34mm, or 35mm scope tubes. 1"/30mm mount has polymer 
adapter shims that enable no-slip mounting of 1" scopes.

#452-000-044ST 1"/30mm Flattop Optic Mount $164.99
#452-000-124ST 34mm Flattop Optical Mount 184.99
#452-000-125ST 35mm Flattop Optical Mount 224.95

34mm

35mm

1"/30mm
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Nightforce Rings
Designed to fit MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny scope bases, Nightforce 
rings are precisely manufactured to match the machined 
recess of a Nightforce MIL-STD 1913 base, providing perfect 
alignment and accuracy. Nightforce rings are designed and 
produced to exacting specifications entirely out of steel or 
from 7075-T6 aluminum with titanium crossbolts and jaws. 
All Nightforce rings are 100% micro-radiused and honed 
in pairs for perfect fit of 30mm scope tubes to prevent 
the possibility of the rings damaging your scope. Ring 
heights measured from top of rail to centerline of scope.

ITEM # HEIGHT SIZE
Steel

#749-008-081ST .885" 30mm Low $165.00
#749-008-084ST 1" 30mm Med 165.00
#524-000-003ST 1.125" 30mm High 165.00
#749-010-186ST 1.375" 30mm X-High 165.00
Ultralight Aluminum/Titanium
#749-012-011ST .885" 30mm Low 165.00
#749-012-012ST 1" 30mm Med 165.00
#749-012-013ST 1.125" 30mm High 165.00
#749-012-014ST 1.265" 30mm Intermediate 165.00
#749-012-015ST 1.375" 30mm X-High 165.00
#524-000-144ST 1.5" (3.81cm) 30mm Extreme 165.00

Low Medium High
Extra High

Nightforce UniMounts
The Nightforce UniMount is the ultimate 
mount for attaching to weapons with 
an integral Mil-Std. 1913 flat top-type 
receiver. The Nightforce UniMount allows 
for quick removal of the scope for inter-
facing with different firearms - such as an 
AR-15 flat-top and Barrett .50cal. rails. These are 
manufactured to Mil-Std. 1913 specifications and 
are CNC machined from 7075-T6, with beta series 
Titanium crossbolts and jaws. The UniMount incor-
porates a built-in 20MOA taper to maximize your rifles 
long-range capability and like all Nightforce rings, the UniMount 
is 100% micro-radiused and inside edges honed to prevent the rings 
from scratching your scope tube.

#749-012-016ST High Height (1.125") - 20MOA $252.00
#749-012-017ST Extra High Height (1.375") - 20MOA 252.00

Nightforce Two-Piece Tapered 
Steel Bases
Made to the same MIL-STD 1913 speci-
fications as the Nightforce one piece 
tapered bases, the Nightforce two-
piece bases are machined to an angle 
of 20 MOA and have a non-reflective 
matte black finish. The Nightforce 2 piece 
base allows for unhindered access to your rifles 
loading/ejection port. 

#524-000-011ST 2-Piece Rem 700 SA 20 MOA $87.00
#524-000-012ST 2-Piece Rem 700 LA 20 MOA 87.00

Nightforce  
Tapered Steel Bases
Nightforce one-piece bases are machined to 
exact MIL-STD 1913 specification rail dimen-
sions – assuring perfect alignment - and includes an 
integral recoil lug to prevent the recoil from stressing the base 
screws. This design allows the same scope to be used on several dif-
ferent rifles, always optimizing eye relief. Choose from 20 MOA or 40 
MOA tapers (40 MOA for Remington actions only). Designed and machined 
for right- or lefthanded actions, Nightforce bases will never interfere with loading 
or extraction.
#524-000-007ST 1 Piece Rem 700 SA 20 MOA $116.00
#524-000-008ST 1 Piece Rem 700 LA 20 MOA 116.00
#524-000-015ST 1 Piece Rem 700 LA 40 MOA 114.00
#524-000-016ST 1 Piece Rem 700 SA 40 MOA 114.00
#749-012-026ST 1 Piece Win 70 SA 20 MOA 133.00
#749-012-028ST 1 Piece Savage SA Accutrigger SA 20 MOA 116.00
#749-012-029ST 1 Piece Savage LA Accutrigger LA 20 MOA 116.00
#749-012-030ST 1 Piece Aluminum Base Blank 20 MOA 68.00
#749-012-031ST 1 Piece Steel Base Blank 20 MOA 68.00

Nightforce Torque Wrench
A riflescope is a precision instrument with set specifications 
and your scope rings are no exception. The Nightforce 
Torque Wrench is pre-set to 68 inch pounds of torque 
and will allow you to attach your rings to your base to 
the correct torque specification – every time. This tool 
ensures zero slippage of the rings with the base, and also prevents breakage or stripping 
caused by excess torque. The compact design makes it very convenient to keep in your range 
bag and is equally at home on your work bench. (1/2" socket not included).

#749-012-033ST Nightforce Torque Wrench $87.00

Nightforce Direct Mounts
Built to mount directly to your Remington 
700 short or long actions, the Direct 
Mount ensures true alignment and maxi-
mum strength for precision shooting. 
Nightforce has made the system out of 
high quality CNC machined 7075-T6 anod-
ized aluminum with the rings and base 
designed together, making it the ultimate in 
a weight saving, once-piece, perfectly aligned 
design. The Nightforce Direct Mount is 100% micro-radiused on all 
edging and the inside diameter is honed, to prevent your scope tube from being scratched 
or scarred.
#749-012-018ST Rem. 700 SA 30mm - Medium Height - 1" $189.00
#749-012-019ST Rem. 700 SA 30mm - High Height - 1.125" 189.00
#749-012-020ST Rem. 700 LA 30mm - Medium Height - 1.0" 189.00
#749-012-021ST Rem. 700 LA 30mm - High Height - 1.125" 189.00

Ken Farrell Rings
These Ken Farrell rings are of the same high quality as 
his bases. Precision CNC machined steel, each pair of 
rings is made to exacting tolerances and matched for 
a precise and consistent fit. Unique clamping design 
provides exceptional grip to ensure that the scope 
does not move. Available for 1" or 30mm scope tubes 
in matte finish. Ring heights are from top of base to the 
inside bottom of the ring. Rings fit "Weaver" style and 
Picatinny bases.

ITEM # DESCRIPTION HEIGHT
#100-000-893ST 1" Medium .335" $164.99
#100-000-894ST 1" High .535" 164.99
#100-000-895ST 30mm Medium .243" 164.99
#100-000-896ST 30mm High .443" 164.99
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Ken Farrell Long Range Bases
These "Weaver" style bases by Ken 
Farrell are CNC machined 
and are available in a one-
piece base or a two-piece 
set. The bases are made in 
a standard configuration (no taper) or with a 20 MOA 
taper, which allows a shooter to keep his scope more 
optically centered when shooting longer yardages. Some 
scopes, when mounted on conventional bases, do not have enough elevation adjustment for 
longer yardages or are at the very end of their adjustment range.

$118.99

Savage bases fit AccuTrigger round top actions only.  
Winchester bases have .860" hole spacing.

ITEM # BASES
#100-001-060ST Rem 700 SA 1 pc. Base
#749-007-269ST Rem 700 SA 1 pc. Base 20 MOA
#100-001-062ST Rem 700 LA 1 pc. Base
#100-001-076ST Rem 700 LA 1 pc. Base 20 MOA
#100-001-020ST Savage SA 1 pc. Base
#100-001-145ST Savage SA 1 pc. 20 MOA
#100-001-142ST Savage LA 1 pc. Base
#749-007-250ST Savage LA 1 pc. 20 MOA
#749-007-243ST Win 70 WSM Actions Only - 1 pc. Base
#749-007-248ST Win 70 WSSM Actions Only - 1 pc. Base
#749-007-246ST Rem Model 7/XR-100 1 pc. Base
#749-007-247ST Rem Model 7/XR-100 1 pc. Base 20 MOA

Badger Ordnance Tactical Scope Rings
These extra strong 30mm tactical scope rings 
are designed to meet the higher demands 
of the Military and Law Enforcement tacti-
cal shooting community. Badger scope rings 
are machined from steel bar stock as serial-
ized matched pairs, and fit MIL STD 1913 
Picatinny or Weaver style rails or bases. All 
rings are finished in Mil Spec Black Oxide, 
and four Torx® screws hold the top caps on 
the rings securely. Ring heights are measured from the top of the rail base to the center 
of the scope tube. The Ultra-High rings provide the optimum mounting height for AR-15 
and AR-10 style rifles, and the 1" Ring Reducers adapt any of the Maximized rings to 1" 
diameter scope tubes.
#093-306-080ST Standard .823" Scope Ring $164.99
#093-306-001ST Medium .885" Scope Ring 164.99
#093-306-002ST Medium High 1" Scope Ring 164.99
#093-306-090ST High 1.125" Scope Ring 164.99
#093-306-100ST Ultra High 1.378" Scope Ring 164.99
#093-306-120ST 1" Standard Ring Reducers 29.49

Vortex Precision Matched Rings
7075 T6 billet aluminum, scope rings are kept in numbered pairs throughout 

the manufacturing process and machined to .0005 of an inch tolerances for precise fitting 
and alignment with your scope tube. Perfect for large-diameter, light-gathering scope tubes 
being used for tactical, and long-range applications. Vibratory tumbling, followed by a hand 
bead-blasting process ensures that these rings won't snag on clothing or other gear. Type 
III hard coat anodizing eliminates reflections, and enhances surface abrasion resistance. 
Grade 8 fasteners lock the rings and scope securely to your weapon with the supplied Torx 
wrench. Available in Medium, .95" base-to-center or High, 1.26" base-to-center mount. Two 
per package. Will not fit Weaver mounts. 
#749-012-329ST 35mm Medium Matched Rings $139.99
#100-013-129ST 35mm Medium-Plus Matched Rings 139.99
#749-012-330ST 35mm High Matched Rings 139.99
#100-013-132ST 34mm Medium Matched Rings 139.99
#100-013-131ST 34mm Medium-Plus Matched Rings 139.99
#100-013-130ST 34mm High Matched Rings 139.99
#100-013-135ST 30mm Low Matched Rings 119.99
#100-013-134ST 30mm Medium Matched Rings 119.99
#100-013-133ST 30mm High Matched Rings 119.99

Medium

Medium-Plus

Low

High

Badger Ordnance 34/35mm  
Picatinny Scope Rings
Matched set of scope rings are manufactured to 
the same exacting standards as Badger's 30mm 
counterparts. Each serial-numbered pair is pre-
cision-machined from the same piece of 7075 
T6 aluminum bar stock to ensure perfect align-
ment on the scope tube. Each ring cap is held 
firmly in place with four Torx® head screws. Steel 
crossbolts and hex nuts firmly secure the rings to 
a MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny rail. Height measured from top of rail to bottom of scope tube.

#093-000-035ST 34mm Picatinny Rings, 1" High $199.95
#093-000-043ST 35mm Picatinny Rings, 1.125" High 199.95

Weaver Bases
Weaver bases are undoubtedly the 

most popular style of base used today. We have 
most popular sizes in stock. A partial listing of 
common applications is listed to the right. If you do 
not see your receiver listed, please ask.

One Piece Weaver Bases
#955-010-070ST Remington XP-100 Blue Finish $10.99
#955-010-092ST Weaver One Piece Base For Contender, Blued 10.99
#955-000-090ST Weaver One Piece Base For Contender, Stainless 11.99
Weaver Two Piece Base Listing

ITEM # ACTION TYPE/FINISH
#955-010-040ST Rem 700 Short BLUE FINISH FRONT $4.99
#955-010-035ST Vanguard 22-250, 224, 30-06 BLUE FINISH FRONT 4.99
#955-010-015ST 77 BLUE FINISH REAR 4.99
#955-010-046ST Small ring Mauser action BLUE FINISH FRONT 4.99
#749-000-478ST Savage Actions BLUE FINISH FRONT 5.99
#955-010-061ST flat reciever BLUE FINISH FRONT 4.99
#955-010-036ST Rem 700 Short BLUE FINISH REAR 4.99
#955-010-047ST 670, 770 F/ext. BLUE FINISH REAR 4.99
#955-010-041ST Rem 700 Short MATTE FINISH FRONT 4.99
#955-010-135ST Rem 700 Long MATTE FINISH FRONT 4.99
#955-010-146ST Savage Actions MATTE FINISH FRONT 4.99
#749-000-486ST Shilen (Flat Top) MATTE FINISH FRONT 4.99
#955-010-136ST Rem 700 Short MATTE FINISH REAR 4.99
#955-010-006ST Model 7/XR-100 MATTE FINISH REAR 4.99
#955-010-147ST 670, 770 F/ext. MATTE FINISH REAR 4.99
#749-000-485ST Rem 700 Short SILVER FINISH FRONT 5.99
#749-000-461ST Rem 700 Long SILVER FINISH FRONT 4.99
#955-012-046ST Savage Actions SILVER FINISH FRONT 4.99
#749-000-479ST Shilen (Flat Top) SILVER FINISH FRONT 4.99
#749-000-460ST Rem 700 Short SILVER FINISH REAR 4.99
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SunGuard™ARD  
(Anti Reflection Devices)
This product is a high tech sun shade for rifle 
scopes which uses a honeycomb cell technology 
used by Army, Marine, and Special Forces to cut 
the glare that interferes with clear sighting. These ARD'S fit 
inside the Butler Creek Flip Open™ objective lens covers 
we stock for most scopes. The honeycomb cells are all 
but invisible through the scope, and they also prevent 
reflections from the scope lens from 
spooking game animals. ARD’s come in 
six sizes, and must be used in conjunc-
tion with the appropriate Butler Creek 
Cover for your scope.

ITEM # OBJECTIVE COVER
#749-002-662ST 10, 13, and 15 $17.95
#749-002-668ST 23, 25, 26, and 27 17.95
#749-002-672ST 28, 29, 30, and 31 17.95
#749-002-663ST 33 and 34 17.95
#749-003-046ST 39, 40, and 43 19.95
#749-003-014ST 44, 45, 46, 47, and 48 19.95

Newlon Turret Level Cap for 
Leupold® Scopes
Newlon's machined aluminum replacement cap has a 
built-in bubble level to help you increase the potential 
accuracy of your handgun or rifle by ensuring the fire-
arm is level before you pull the trigger. Fits all standard 

Leupold turret knobs except those on Target scopes and 
the Mark 4 series. Just a quick glance at the bubble lets 
you know you're on the level, without compromising your 

cheekweld. Anodized, matte black finish. Includes rubber 
alignment/seal rings. 1" outside diameter; .70" tall.

#749-012-242ST Turret Level Cap - Matte Black $49.95
Matte Black or 

Gloss Black

Flatline Ops True 
Bore™Angle Indicator 
Set-Up Tool
Bubble level attaches to the muzzle crown to help 
you calibrate a Flatline Ops ADI, ACI, or other 
brand angle indicator. When the bubble is between 
the lines, the barrel is absolutely level, so you know 
the indicator's reading will be accurate.

#749-009-107ST True Bore Set-Up Tool $25.00

Flatline Ops  
Accu/Level  
Fixed Scope Level
The Accu/Level Fixed Scope level attaches to 
the scope tube to give the shooter a visual verification 
that the rifle is dead level before each shot. This helps 
eliminate inconsistent grouping that results from 
inadvertently canting the gun. This normally 
isn’t noticeable at shorter ranges, but can have a 
significant negative effect on group sizes at long 
range. The Fixed Accu/Level is designed to be 
aligned with the gun during installation. The 
Patriot model has a built-in adjustment feature 
that allows it to be fine-tuned at any time after it is 
mounted. Both models work for both right- and left-
handed shooters.
#100-011-952ST 1" Fixed ACCU/LEVEL $74.99
#100-011-952ST 1" Fixed ACCU/LEVEL 74.99
#100-011-953ST 30mm Fixed ACCU/LEVEL 79.99
#100-011-954ST 34mm Fixed ACCU/LEVEL 84.99
#100-011-930ST 30mm Patriot ACCU/LEVEL 109.99
#100-011-931ST 34mm Patriot ACCU/LEVEL 124.99
#100-011-932ST 35mm Patriot ACCU/LEVEL 134.99

30mm Patriot

1" Fixed

Flatline Ops Accu/Level™  
Flip-Out Bubble Levels

The Flatline Ops Accu/Level system clamps directly 
to the scope tube and helps you correct "cant error" 
for a dead-on true vertical hold that improves 

accuracy. Bright fluorescent yellow, bubble-level pivots into a 
horizontal detent position for immediate use and swings back over the top of the scope for 
streamlined storage. Models available to fit 1", 30mm or 34mm scope tubes. Accommodates 
both leftand right-hand shooters. Ring clamp holds tight with two stainless steel Allen head 
screws. 6061 T6 aluminum, Type III hardcoat anodized, matte black. 9/16" (1.5cm) long x 
21/2" (6.3cm) wide (closed), 4" (10.2cm) wide (open).

#100-006-834ST 1" Hunter ACCU/LEVEL $129.95
#100-006-835ST 30mm Sniper ACCU/LEVEL 139.95
#100-006-836ST 34mm Covert ACCU/LEVEL 169.95

Flatline Ops Strong Arm Cosine 
Indicator Mount
This rugged, secure, machined 
aluminum mount 
slides onto the acces-
sory dovetail of any 
Accu/Level model to 
allow mounting of a 
cosine indicator. The Strong 
Arm puts the indicator right under 
the level for an instantaneous, unob-
structed view of uphill and downhill tra-
jectory angles without moving your eyes. Accepts 
Flatline Ops ACI/ADI or Sniper Tool Designs 
indicators. Secures to the Accu/ Level with two 
stainless steel screws. Hardanodized black finish 
matches most scope tube and scope ring finishes. 
9/16" (1.5cm) wide x 21/8" (5.3cm) high. Stainless 
steel mounting screws included.

#100-006-837ST Strong Arm Mount $58.95

in use

Sinclair Offset Scope Level
The Sinclair Offset Scope Level has a unique offset design that allows the shooter to see 
the level while still behind the scope. The offset 
level attaches to the riflescope like a 
scope ring and can be positioned 
so the shooter can see it easily. 
The Sinclair scope level helps the 
shooter avoid loss of accuracy 
resulting from positioning 
(canting) the rifle differ-
ently each time.
The machined aluminum 
Sinclair Offset Scope Level is 
available for 1" and 30mm scope 
tubes. Available in matte black and 
satin silver finishes. The Sinclair Offset 
Scope Level can be mounted for use by right-
hand or left-hand shooters.

#749-004-279ST Scope Level (1" Rings) - Black $28.95
#749-004-265ST Scope Level (1" Rings) - Silver 28.95
#749-004-540ST Scope Level (30mm Rings) - Black 31.99
#749-004-488ST Scope Level (30mm Rings) - Silver 31.95
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Holland’s Signature Series Scope Level

Streamlined eye-pleasing appearance blends in perfectly with traditional scope rings while 
helping to eliminate accuracy-robbing canting errors. Easy-to-see offset level helps you 
make immediate corrections without taking your eyes off the target. Attaches to your rifle-
scope like a traditional scope ring; halves clamp together with two steel Allen head screws. 
Aluminum construction, hardcoat anodized, matte black. Reversible design works for left- 
and right-hand shooters. Models available for 1" or 30mm diameter scopes.

30mm1"

Nightforce Ring Cap Bubble Levels

The Nightforce Ring Cap Bubble Levels replace the top half of the ring of the Nightforce 
UniMount, Direct Mount and standard rings. Available with an integral ADI mount (#749-
012-036 ADI sold separately below) or as a top half of ring and bubble level only. Works for 
both right- and left-hand applications.

#749-012-034ST Top Ring Bubble Level, 30mm 4 Screw $73.00
#749-012-035ST Top Ring Bubble Level & ADI Mount, 30mm 4 Screw 97.00
#749-013-834ST Top Ring Bubble Level, 34mm 4 Screw 78.00
#749-013-836ST Top Ring Bubble Level - 34mm 6 Screw 82.00
#749-013-837ST Top Ring Bubble Level & ADI Mount, 34mm 6 Screw 107.00

749-012-034

Shown in-use with 
#749-012-036 ADI Sold 

Separately Below

749-012-035

MSP Anti-Cant 
Device
The anti-cant device fits onto 
your scope like a scope ring and 
tells you whether your rifle is 
level or not. It is that simple. 
There has been a lot of research 
done about the cant of a rifle 
affecting accuracy (a lot of it was 
done decades ago). This bubble 
level affixes to the scope of your 
rifle where it is easy to see. 
Perfect for those shooting from a 
mechanically supported position. 
Also works well as a front sight 
level for NRA match and long 
range rifles.

#749-004-031ST Anti-Cant Device For 30mm Scopes - Silver $27.95
#749-008-955ST Anti-Cant Device For 34mm Scopes - Black 29.95

MGM Targets Switchview Levers

Aluminum lever clamps around your scope's magnification ring and provides the extra 
leverage needed to quickly change magnification settings. Just acquire the target then 
zoom-in without taking your head out of the scope in less than three seconds. Easy to oper-
ate on the run, so it's great for 3-gun competition. Black hardcoat anodized finish resists 
wear and blends with scope finish. Requires the following clearance between the scope 
body and base or receiver rail for proper operation: Nightforce NXS - .256" (6.5mm); Burris 
XTR - .260" (6.6mm); Leupold VX-III - .225" (5.7mm).

Night Force

Burris

Leupold

Nightforce Clamp-On  
Power Throw Lever

The clamp-on PTL™ (Power Throw Lever) 
clamps around your scope’s magnifica-
tion adjustment ring, allowing you 
to make instant magnification 
changes, even while wearing 
gloves. Fits NXS ™ 15x, 
22x, 32 and 42x and NXS™ 
Compact riflescopes.

#524-000-171ST Nightforce Clamp-On PTL Compact Scopes $64.00
#524-000-172ST Nightforce Clamp-On PTL NXS Scopes 64.00

#749-012-238ST Scope Level for 1" Scopes - Black $59.99
#749-012-237ST Scope Level for 30mm Scopes - Black 59.99

#100-005-212ST Nightforce NXS Switchview Lever $59.95
#100-005-213ST Burris XTR Switchview Lever 59.95
#100-005-214ST Leupold VX-III Switchview Lever 59.95

Nightforce Angle 
Degree Indicator 
and Mounts
The Nightforce Angle Degree 
Indicator takes the guesswork out of 
uphill and downhill shots. Calibrated 
in degrees, it gives you an instant 
readout which you can enter directly 
into the Nightforce ballistic software 
or use with a pre-printed angle 
drop chart. It is available with a 
mount designed to fit on any Mil-
Std. 1913 base without removing 
your scope, or separately to mount 
on the Nightforce Ring Cap Bubble 
Level with Mount (this item listed 
separately above). For right-handed 
shooters; left hand Angle Degree 
Indicator available by special order. 
Mount fits both right hand and left 
hand ADI.

#749-012-036ST Angle Degree Indicator - Right Hand Only $107.00
#749-012-037ST ADI Mount 58.00

In use
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To order scope covers, it is best if you pre-measure your objective and your eyepiece prior 
to ordering. Use a caliper to measure the outside diameter of your scope's objective and 
eyepiece to within .001". Using the sizing chart, select a cover that is within a range of 
.01" less than your measurement to .025" larger than your measurement. If you don't feel 
comfortable doing this, please have the scope manufacturer and the specific model ready 
for the sales rep.

Optics Accessories

3GunStuff Scope Levers

The scope lever from 3GunStuff clamps around your variable-power scope's zoom ring to 
provide a convenient thumb lever that lets you change magnification setting quickly, on 
the fly. Low profile - adds only 0.080" to the outside of the zoom ring – and the lever itself 
protrudes just enough to give you a secure purchase without becoming an obstruction. 
Machined aluminum with a black anodized finish; hinged for easy installation. Models 
available to fit the scopes listed below. 

ITEM #
LEVER 
HEIGHT FITS

#100-007-063ST .50" Trijicon Accupoint TR20, TR21, TR22, TR23, TR24, 
TR221, TR222, TR201, TR231, and TR232

$70.00

#100-007-064ST .80" All Nightforce NXS 3.5-15, 5.5-22, 8-32, and 
12-42 models. Does not fit NXS Compact or 
Benchrest series.

70.00

#100-007-065ST .50" NXS Compact 1-4x24, 2.5-10x24, and 2.5-10x32 70.00
#100-007-066ST .80" Vortex Razor HD 1-4 and 5-20 70.00

Nightforce NXS CompactTrijicon Nightforce NXS

Swarovski Scope Throw Lever
Throw lever clamps to your Swarovski scope’s Power Ring to help you 
change magnification instantly with a quick flip of a finger. Two-
piece design makes installation and removal easy, and interior of 
mounting ring is rubberized to protect the power ring. Grooved 
lever offers good purchase for quick adjustments. Z6 throw 
lever fits Z6 and first-generation Z6(i) scopes. Generation 2 
fits the second-generation Z6(i) 1-6x24 scope. Allen wrench 
included. 
#100-011-790ST Z6 Throw Lever $99.99
#100-011-790ST Z6 Throw Lever 99.99
#100-011-791ST Z6(i) Generation 2 Throw Lever 99.99

#749-000-447ST Sinclair Load Labels - 50 pack $4.95
We make a similar label for recording sight settings for different yardages. Excellent for 
competitive shooters, long-range shooters, varmint hunters, and game hunters. Record 
sight settings, come-ups, etc. Pressable™ labels can be stuck to about any surface and 
removed easily. 

#749-000-259ST Sinclair Sight/Scope Labels - 25 pack $3.95

Protect your scope lenses with Butler Creek flip-up scope covers. The covers mount with 
a friction fit on your scope’s eyepiece and objective. Equipped with a semi- O-ring to help 
seal out dust and moisture. Spring activated lids pop open with a touch of your thumb, and 
the easy to find buttons provide quick access to your scope. We keep just about every size in 
stock. Eyepieces and objectives are sold separately and not as sets.

EYE PIECE COVERS
ITEM # SIZE IN (")

#749-001-439ST 02 1.225 $9.99
#749-001-440ST 03A 1.300" (33.0) 9.99
#120-000-039ST 01 1.341" (34.1) 9.99
#120-000-040ST 03 1.388" (35.3) 9.99
#120-000-041ST 05 1.432" (36.4) 9.99
#593-000-156ST 07 1.457" (37.0) 9.99
#120-000-038ST 09 1.468" (37.3) 9.99
#120-000-023ST 09A 1.485" (37.7) 9.99
#120-000-012ST 10 1.516" (38.5) 9.99
#120-000-011ST 11 1.550" (39.4) 9.99
#120-000-014ST 13 1.570" (39.9) 9.99
#120-000-015ST 14 1.605" (40.8) 9.99
#120-000-037ST 15 1.66"x1.45" 

(42.2x36.8)
9.99

#120-000-013ST 16 1.660" (42.2) 9.99
#120-000-016ST 17 1.675 (42.5) 9.99
#120-000-017ST 18 1.700" (43.2) 9.99
#120-000-025ST 19 1.730" (43.9) 9.99
#120-000-024ST 20 1.775" (45.1) 9.99

OBJECTIVE COVERS
ITEM # SIZE IN (")

#120-000-048ST 01 1.00" (25.4) $9.99
#749-001-422ST 04 1.095" (27.8) 9.99
#120-000-056ST 02 1.225" (31.0) 9.99
#749-001-481ST 03A 1.300" (33.0) 9.99
#749-001-471ST 03 1.340" (34.0) 9.99
#749-001-423ST 05 1.387" (35.2) 9.99
#749-001-443ST 07 1.429" (36.3) 9.99
#120-000-053ST 09 1.485" (37.7) 9.99
#120-000-045ST 10 1.500" (38.1) 9.99
#749-001-435ST 11 1.54"x1.34" 

(39.1x34.0)
9.99

#120-000-042ST 13 1.530" (38.9) 9.99
#120-000-027ST 15 1.558" (39.6) 9.99
#120-000-054ST 17 1.612" (40.9) 9.99
#120-000-049ST 19 1.646" (41.8) 9.99
#120-000-055ST 20 1.700" (43.2) 9.99
#120-000-052ST 21 1.735" (44.1) 9.99
#120-000-051ST 23 1.760" (44.7) 9.99
#120-000-043ST 25 1.800" (45.7) 9.99
#120-000-018ST 26 1.820" (46.2) 9.99
#120-000-019ST 27 1.840" (46.7) 9.99
#120-000-021ST 28 1.890" (48.0) 9.99
#120-000-047ST 29 1.919" (48.7) 9.99
#120-000-022ST 30 1.960" (49.8) 9.99
#120-000-046ST 31 1.998" (50.7) 9.99
#120-000-030ST 33 2.043" (51.9) 9.99
#120-000-026ST 34 2.100" (53.3) 9.99
#120-000-044ST 39 2.220" (56.4) 9.99
#120-000-029ST 40 2.250" (57.2) 9.99
#120-000-020ST 43 2.310" (58.7) 9.99
#749-001-526ST 44 2.360" (59.9) 9.99
#749-001-461ST 45 2.410" (61.2) 9.99
#120-000-028ST 46 2.430" (61.7) 9.99
#749-001-494ST 47 2.461" (62.5) 9.99
#749-001-503ST 48 2.500" (63.5) 9.99
#749-001-527ST 51 2.575" (65.4) 9.99

Butler Creek Flip-Style Scope Covers

Sinclair Load and Sight/Scope Labels

Our Load Labels are printed on special label material called "Pressables™" that can be 
applied, moved, and reapplied to almost any surface. Perfect for using on MTM cartridge 
boxes. We included space for load data, # of times fired, # of times trimmed, etc. Sold in 
packs of 50.
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Optics Accessories

Butler Creek Multi-Flex Eyepiece and 
Objective Scope Covers
These new flip-open scope lens covers from Butler Creek will give you the same great lens 
protection as the standard covers we have carried for years. The Multi-Flex covers have 

additional flex in the collar so a 
wider range of scopes can 
be covered with each size. 
The tight, flexible skirt 
provides a custom fit for 
multiple scopes with 
the same features as the 
standard flip-open cov-

ers. Use Butler Creek Flip 
Style chart at left for cross 
reference to proper size.

749-001-591

749-001-578

Scope Lens Covers
Our scope lens covers are made of solid neoprene which 
protects the lens and offers some cushion on the scope ends 
if bumped. Eyepiece and objective covers included.

ITEM # FITS
#749-002-198ST Leupold Vari-X II 3 x 9 AO and 4 x 12 AO; Vari-X III 3.5 x 10 AO, 

4.5 x 14 AO and 6.5 x 20 AO; Fixed Power 8x AO and 12X AO/ 
Target 12X, 24X, and 36X

$13.95

#749-002-187ST VX-lll 40mm Long Range Models - side focus models. Leupold 
Vari-X II 3 x 9 Non-Adj. Objective; Vari-X III 3.5 x 10 Non-Adj. 
Objective; Fixed Power 6X AO Lyman All American 10X and 20X

13.95

#749-002-175ST Leupold - Vari-X III 50mm AO's Only 3.5 x 10, 4.5 x 14, 6.5 x 
20  Parallax Adjustment On Objective Lens - Not Side Focus

13.95

#749-002-196ST Neoprene Scope Lens Covers For The New Model Leupold 
Benchrest Target Scopes in 35, 40, 45X and Sightron 36X 
Fixed Power.

14.95

#749-002-193ST Leupold Long Range Target 50mm Objective - side focus 
models only. These scopes have 30mm scope tubes and are 
6.5 x 20 and 8.5 x 25

13.95

Devtron Scopecoat™

Protect your valuable scope with the Scopecoat. The Scopecoat Cover stretches over your 
scope shielding the entire scope from dust, dirt, moisture, dings, and scratches. The 
Scopecoat is constructed of high quality Neoprene laminated with nylon. The Neoprene 
has a 5% moisture absorbency which takes moisture away from the scope. Available in 
black only. NOTE: The XP-6 is available for tall turret scopes such as Law Enforcement, 
Benchrest and Varmint scopes. Unique to the XP-6 is the 6mm thickness (3 times the 
normal Scopecoat thickness) for extra protection. Scopes have a way of bumping into other 
guns in the safe and the Scopecoat protects the scope and your other guns. 

#268-101-004ST Scopecoat 121/2"x42mm $16.99
#268-101-005ST Scopecoat, 121/2"x50mm 16.99
#268-106-004ST XP-6 Scopecoat, 121/2"x42mm 29.99
#268-106-005ST XP-6 Scopecoat, 121/2"x50mm 29.99
#268-106-006ST XP-6 Scopecoat, 151/2"x60mm 29.99
#749-004-094ST XP-6 Scopecoat for Nightforce NXS, Springfield, 

191/2"x60mm
39.99

Ops Drops – Lens Cleaning & Anti-Fog
Ops Drops is a liquid cleansing and anti-fog product for your dry 
lenses. Ops Drops are designed for binoculars, scopes, glasses, face 
shields, and eyewear of any kind. It comes in an easy-to-use appli-
cator bottle which stores inside a convenient Cleaning Cloth/
Carry Pouch. The Carry Pouch is made of MicroNet™which pro-
vides a soft, lint free cleaning power. Locking draw string keeps 
the Ops Drops inside the Carry Pouch. A great product 
for your range box or field use.

#749-000-758ST Ops Drops $6.95
Hornady One Shot® Canned Air
One Shot is all it takes to quickly and efficiently dust your reload-

ing table, remove carbon residue from primer de-capping, brass 
trimmings, and make cleaning rifle and pistol actions a breeze. 
Gets into those hard to reach areas and removes dust, grit, 

and cleaning residues that can't be removed with a cloth. 
Moisture-free formula won’t cause rust.

Leupold  
Lens Cleaning Pen
This compact, two-step lens cleaning system has a natural 
hair brush, which remains fullyenclosed and protected from con-

tamination when not in use. The microfiber cleaning tip 
automatically replenishes itself with a state of the art 
cleaning compound. The compact ergonomic design 
of this tool is superior to competitive products.

Nightforce Optical 
Cleaning Kit

The Nightforce Optical Cleaning Kit 
is a necessary companion for your 
Nightforce riflescope. It is packaged 
in a convenient, reliable carrying 
case. The kit contains all of the items 

needed to professionally care for 
the lenses on your riflescope. 
Included is a quality, retract-
able, ultra-soft bristled brush to 
remove large particles. It also 

comes with a scientifically formu-
lated, non-degrading, lens cleaning fluid 

that works in harmony with the coatings on the lenses. Finally, 
the kit contains the industry's best split micro-fiber cloth that 

works better than any material currently on the market. The cloth is static free and can be 
washed and reused multiple times. (Do not use fabric softener while washing the cloth)

#749-012-032ST Nightforce Optical Cleaning Kit $19.00

Scope not 
included

ITEM # SIZE
EYE PIECE

#749-001-507ST 09-09A
#749-001-591ST 10-11
#749-001-572ST 13-14

OBJECTIVE
#749-001-509ST 09-10
#749-001-557ST 13-15
#749-001-510ST 17-19
#749-001-511ST 20-21
#749-001-512ST 25-27
#749-001-558ST 28-29
#749-001-577ST 30-31
#749-001-578ST 33-34
#749-001-581ST 39-40
#749-001-582ST 43-44
#749-001-528ST 46-47

Each $10.99

#749-001-888ST Leupold Lens Pen $8.99

#749-011-249ST Hornady One Shot Canned Air $6.99

Mack’s Lens Wipes
These lens wipes are perfect to carry in your range box, glove box, 
golf bag or pocket. The premoistened, anti-fog, anti-static wipes 
will do a great cleaning job on glasses, scopes, binoculars or any 
optical equipment. Safe for all glass or plastic optics and will not 
harm lens coatings. Wipes are individually wrapped for long stor-

age life. We have been using wipes like these at matches 
for some time, and they address the dirty glasses problem 
perfectly and conveniently.

#749-011-719ST Mack’s Lens Wipes - 6 Pack $1.09
#749-011-772ST Mack’s Lens Wipes - 30 Pack 3.95
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Optics Accessories & Mounting Tools

Nikon LensPen Pro Kit
The Nikon LensPro Kit has everything you need to keep your scope lenses 

clean and well cared for. All items are packaged in a convenient zip pouch 
with belt loop. This is the kit to have with you on those hunting trips where 
your binoculars receive a workout. It contains the following:
Large and small LensPen with retractable brush and chamois tip, which 
houses a non-liquid compound for removing fingerprints, dirt and debris.

Anti-Fog Cloth, which utilizes a dry-compound that prevents 
condensation from forming on lens surfaces.

A Micro Fiber Cloth to safely maintain and clean 
your lenses, camera, binoculars, and other optics.

#749-101-401ST Nikon LensPen Pro Kit $21.99

Nikon Optics  
Maintenance Kit
The Nikon Optics Maintenance Kit enables the user to 
properly care for their riflescope, rangefinder, binos, or 
other optic investments. Great for all-purpose cleaning. It 
contains the following:
Static Wisk brush to eliminate attracting charged particles
Nikon Precision Cleaning Solution to remove residue from 
water droplets, stains, etc.
A canned air unit that allows safe debris removal
Tiger Cloth anti-static microfiber cleaning cloth

Sinclair Scope Ring Alignment Tool

Our Scope Ring Alignment Tool enables any shooter to properly align and install both 
30mm and 1" scope rings from any manufacturer. Using the Alignment Tool before lapping 
scope rings will reduce the amount of lapping needed for a perfect scope tube fit in the 
rings. This tool goes beyond the traditional “pointed rod” style tools in that the alignment 
rods are adjustable within the two tool bodies after the bodies are mounted in the scope 
rings no more loosening the ring several times to adjust the rod point lengths. The rods are 
held in the tool bodies by precision machined collets which exactly center the rods when 
they are snugged. The stepped tool bodies are machined, clear anodized aluminum with 
cylinder sizes to fit 1" rings and 30mm rings. This tool is easy to use, and makes correct 
scope mounting much easier.

#749-006-613ST Sinclair Scope Ring Alignment Tool $69.99

Sinclair Scope Ring Lapping Kits
Unfortunately, all bases, rings, and actions are not manufactured in perfect align-
ment with each other. Whether you have one-piece or two-piece bases, the odds 
are against you that your rings will be in perfect alignment. Why chance putting your scope 
in a bind, whether it is a $200 scope or a $1000+ scope? The Sinclair Scope Ring Lapping 
Tools are designed to correct the misalignment of scope rings.
The Sinclair Scope Ring Lapping Tool is used to align the rings first and then to remove just 
enough metal from the scope ring bearing surface to fine tune the alignment.
Misaligned rings actually cause your scope’s main tube to bend, causing distortion and 
requiring you to use excessive amounts of windage and elevation which moves the scope 

farther from its optical center. The farther you are from optical 
center, the more likely you are to have distortion and a darker 
sight picture.
Sinclair Scope Ring Lapping Tools (1" and 30mm) are made 
from ground “accuracy stock” stainless steel that has a tolerance 
of +/- .0005". Each Sinclair Lapping Tool comes with the lapping 
bar, the handle, and enough lapping compound to do about 5 
sets of scope rings. The lapping bars are 10" in length, which 

gives you plenty of stroke length to quickly lap your 
scope rings.

#749-005-420ST Scope Ring Lapping Tool Kit - 1" rings $39.95
#749-005-634ST Scope Ring Lapping Tool Kit - 30mm rings 44.95
#749-000-262ST Lapping Compound Refill 3.95

#749-101-391ST Nikon Optics Maintenance Kit $19.95

Sinclair Scope Ring Lapping Tool 
Combo Kit

Keep your scope installation tool pro-
tected and together with our Scope Installation 
Storage Case. This case will store and protect 
both our 1" and 30mm Scope Ring Lapping 
Tools, one Lapping Tool Handle, one contain-
er of our lapping compound and one set of 
Sinclair Scope Alignment Tools. Our storage 
case is available separately or purchase along 
with our new Scope Installation Kit which 
includes 1" and 30mm lapping bars, handle, 

lapping compound and our Sinclair Scope 
Ring Alignment Tool. Save over 10% when 

buying the kit.

#749-011-661ST Sinclair Installation Kit $169.99
#749-011-380ST Scope Installation Case Only 33.99

           SAVE 10% 
when buying  

as a kit

SINCLAR TECH TIP 
When first installing rings on your scope bases, it 
is a good idea to use a lapping tool, like a Sinclair 

Lapping Tool - to align the rings before mounting the scope. Leave 
the lower halves of your scope rings loose and put the lapping bar in 
the rings. Install the upper halves tight on the lapping bar and then 
tighten the lower halves to the bases. Remove the lapping tool, lap 
your rings if you desire, and mount your riflescope.
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Optics Mounting Tools

Bushnell Professional Boresighter
A good bore sighter is the perfect tool to 
finish a scope mounting job correctly. 
No more wondering where that first shot 
went at the range – it's on the target. This 
Bushnell Professional kit includes three 
expandable arbors, the precision bore 
sighter and a deluxe carrying case. Will 
work on all rifle calibers from 22 to 45 
caliber.

Leupold Scope Tools
These three tools from 
Leupold will enable 
you to mount almost 
all bases and rings 
with ease. The Ring 
Wrench is the ideal 
tool for turn in style 
rings, and the Torx™Driver fits most of the 
Torx screws used on newer rings. 
The handy and compact Leupold 
Mounting Tool includes 2 Torx 
drivers, 5 hex head drivers and a slot-
ted screwdriver. All the drivers fold into the compact tool body.

#749-002-461ST Leupold Ring Wrench $13.99
#749-002-605ST Leupold Mounting Tool 17.99
#749-001-330ST Leupold Torx Driver 8.99

Sinclair Barrel Mirage Shade

Our shades are made of aluminum and are fixed to your barrel with Velcro® (included) 
allowing them to be installed and removed easily. We don't recommend the use of these 
on blued surfaces as the adhesive on Velcro® could damage blueing if left on for a long 
time. Shades are 18" and 24" long and 2" wide. They can easily be cut to length as desired. 
Mainly used on benchrest or varmint rifles to redirect barrel heat from scope viewing area. 
This heat can cause a distortion of your scope image. Shades come with adhesive backed 
Velcro® fasteners.

#749-000-423ST Sinclair Barrel Mirage Shade - BR Barrels 18" $4.95
#749-000-426ST Sinclair Barrel Mirage Shade - Varmint Barrels 24" 4.95

Segway Reticle Leveler MK-III
This handy, super-simple 
device helps ensure your 
scope’s crosshairs are prop-
erly indexed with the center 
of the bore so you’ll get the 
most accurate performance 
from your rifle and scope. 
The two-piece system eas-
ily attaches to the scope 
and uses a standard bubble 
level to indicate proper 
alignment. Works great for 
optics mounted on rifles, 
handguns, and shotguns, 
so whatever you’re shooting 
today, this tool will have you range-
ready in seconds!

Segway Reticle Leveler MK-III
#100-011-731ST $21.99

Scope Shim Kits
These scope shim kits are designed for shim-

ming up bases for extra height or to align 
scope rings. Each package contains 

four .010" shims, one .005" shim, 
and two .001" shims. The 505 set 

is for .505" to .600" hole spacing, 
while the 860 set is for .860" 

hole spacing. Check your 
action’s hole spacing 

before ordering as 
some manufacturers 

have changed their 
hole spacing.

#396-100-505ST .560"-.600" Shims $7.99
#396-100-860ST .860" Shims 7.99

Bondhus  
T-Handle  
Hex Tool Set
The Bondhus T-Handle set is an excellent choice 

for frequent use in the gun room and reloading 
bench. The cushioned grip handles make them 

extremely comfortable to use and provide 
positive control. The 10 piece set includes 
wrenches from 3/32" to 3/8" along with a bench 

stand that keeps the wrenches easily accessible.

Bondhus Torx 
Wrench Set
Bondhus has a complete 8 piece wrench 
set for Torx head screws (scope bases 
and rings mainly). The complete set 
includes wrenches for T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, 
T15, T20, and T25. The wrenches are stored 
in a locking folder that helps prevent wrench loss.

#749-002-460ST Bondhus 8 Piece Torx Wrench Set $15.95

Bondhus Torx 
Fold-Up  
Wrench Set
This Bondhus fold-up torx 
wrench features a very comfort-
able Gorilla Grip handle. The wrench keys fold up inside the handle so 
they are completely out of the way.

#749-001-854ST Green Torx Bit T6 thru T25 $12.99

#593-000-052ST Professional Boresighter $102.99

Bondhus T-Handle Hex Tool Set
#749-005-413ST $39.95
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Sights

Sinclair/AOS MicroSight

The Sinclair/AOS MicroSight is a revolutionary solu-
tion to a problem that’s plagued riflemen since 
the beginning of rifle shooting itself: how to 
see both the target and the front sight clearly 
at the same time. A legitimate “game changer” 
doesn't come along very often in the precision 
shooting world these days, so when we heard 
the MicroSight called one, we were, frankly, 
pretty skeptical. Then we tried it—and couldn't 
believe the difference it made in sight picture and 
group size.
The MicroSight uses “phased zone plate” technology in two tiny, 
internal lenses to produce two distinct focal points, so you see both the front sight AND the 
target perfectly clear, crisp, and in focus at the same time. You get a dramatically enhanced 
sight picture for more precise aiming and faster target acquisition that leads to superior 
accuracy and smaller groups. It gives iron sight target shooters an amazing capability previ-
ously available only with a scope, red dot, or holographic sight.
Invented by David Crandall, an engineer at Idaho National Laboratory, a competitive 
shooter and U.S. Palma Team member, the MicroSight is actually a small add-on device 
that adds essentially no weight (OK, a few grams) or bulk to your rifle. It screws between 
the sight body and the rear aperture on adjustable rear sights from Centra, Gehmann, RPA, 
Warner, PNW, Anschutz, and similar models that have a 9.5mm x 1 thread pitch and require 
a rear-to-front radius of approximately 33" (84cm). For best results, use with 1.5mm or 
larger aperture setting.

#749-013-144ST Sinclair/AOS MicroSight $149.99

With Micro Sight: Front 
Sight and Target In Focus

Front Sight In Focus Target In Focus

ArmaLite® AR-15/M16  
National Match  
Front Sight
Upgrade the stock A2 front sights on your carry-handle rifle with 
this National Match-spec sight from ArmaLite. Post offers an 
extra-fine, tapered, sharp-edged post for a clean sight picture 
at ranges up to 600 yards and is a direct replacement for the 
issue front sight post. 

#062-111-100ST NM Front Sight $14.99

Northern Competition 
Service Rifle  
Match Rear Sight

The Northern Competition service rifle match sight 
is one of the finest rear sight we have seen for the 
AR-15. This is a true 1/4 x 1/4 rear sight built from 
solid bar stock. One click value is a true 1/4" move-

ment at 100 yards. The design and quality of this 
sight gives the shooter a dependable rear sight with 

no fitting problems or add-ons to go bad. The Northern 
Competition rear sight includes an aperture (0.040") and 
a standard .275" hood. Accepts Compass Lake Apertures 
listed below. The sight is well engraved for easy reference to 

movements. Tolerances are held tight with threads and screw 
shoulders precisely cut to reduce play. Some fitting is required. 

Uses existing detent balls and springs from replaced sight.

#749-007-909ST Northern Competition Service Rifle Match Rear Sight $139.95

Compass Lake AR-15 
Aperture Sight
Many AR-15 competitive shooters find they have 
a far superior sight picture using a hooded rear 
sight with perfectly round screwin apertures. 
Compass Lake Engineering’s hooded 
rear sight assemblies are available 
with 1/2 MOA or 1/4 MOA of wind-
age adjustment. These sights utilize 
the existing 1/2 MOA elevation adjust-
ment. Both models include a standard 
.040" aperture. Additional apertures are 
available in .036", .042", .046" and .052". 
These sights are well made, easy to install and legal for 
service rifle competition for NRA and CMP matches.

#749-005-935ST 1/2 Minute Sight w/.040" Aperture $49.95
#749-006-039ST 1/4 Minute Sight w/.040" Aperture 49.95
#749-001-272ST .036" Additional Aperture 9.95
#749-001-248ST .042" Additional Aperture 9.95
#749-001-283ST .046" Additional Aperture 9.95
#749-001-249ST .052" Additional Aperture 9.95

Compass Lake  
All-In-One  
Sight Tool
This is a really innovative little tool which 
will remove and replace the aperture in your 
AR-15 competition rear sight and unscrew or 
tighten the front sight post on all A2 AR models. The 
screwdriver end fits most rear sight heads and apertures.

#749-002-097ST All-In-One Sight Tool $12.95

Merit AR-15 Adjustable 
Aperture Rear Sight
Deep-well aperture fits the AR-15 A2 rear 
sight and provides 11 aperture settings 
(.022"-.125") to ensure excellent sight 
focus and contrast in all light conditions. 
Positive click adjustment between each 
setting by simply turning the flexible rubber 
light shield. Adjusting the aperture diameter 
will not change your point of impact but will 
increase your depth of field and bring your 
front sight into a clearer focus. Installs with simple tools; 
includes required mounting hardware.

#749-013-047ST Merit Adjustable Aperture Rear Sight $84.95

Sight Black
Easy to use aerosol goes on easy and dries quickly to a black velvety 
finish. Wipes off easily and won’t harm fine finishes or precision 
sights. Great for hunting, skeet, trap and target shooting.

#167-000-059ST Sight Black $8.99

AR-15 Sight Tool
This small hand tool is for adjusting the elevation on the front 

sight of your AR-15.

AR-15 A2 Front Sight Tool - 4 Prong
#749-000-641ST $5.95
AR-15 A1 Front Sight Tool - 5 Prong
#749-000-989ST $7.95


